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@ The hard bits made easy! 
@ Secret levels revealed! 
@ How to kill everything! 
@ Massive 8-page review! 
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N6, FOR NINTENDO 64 FANS 

Ete Lae EN ae 
‘exposed’ on page 3, and that 
enormous Multi Racing advert 
has given me the perfect 

excuse to repair to somewhere a little 
more discreet. 

We've been looking forward to 
putting Yoshi on our cover for ages, and 
Lda manOlal tam Cute LCM dato Lied 
excuse, with loads of new pictures 
emerging from Japan giving more of an 
insight into how exactly Yoshi's Story will 
work. But a 2D N64 game? Will the 
public swallow it? Go Go!! Troublemakers 
has been getting a severe cold- 
shouldering in Japan, so Nintendo's 
marketing men are really going to have to 
put their thinking caps on. 

Great news about Diddy Kong 
Ihe Tella aaloL0 Fd gol aU CO orem 
against Rare's programmers and says it's 
absolutely brilliant, with tonnes more to 
do than Mario Kart and the most detailed 
graphics he's yet seen on the N64. He 
actually smiled at one point as he was 
tea a 

Diligent readers will spot a new name 
cropping up in N64 Magazine from now 
on. It belongs to Jes (pronounced ‘Jez’ - 
we're not quite sure why he spells it like 
that) Bickham, who approached us in 
Pizza Hut, where he works, to brag about 
his Mario Raceway time. 1'106"11 might 
not look much these days, but it's hours 
faster than any of us can manage, so we 
decided to ‘recruit’ him. Already he's 
ferreted out some invaluable new Mario 
Kart short-cuts (see page 68), and he's 
now beavering away on a ‘How To...’ 
FeCl fel maar mal od meus Cel ga IIo d CUA cal 
really tricky parts of Blast Corps. 

Someone called Shirley left a message 
CePA maar UAT AU 8 ACM ATCT ALM Zo cA Kel] 
inviting me to a meal at the weekend. I've 
no idea who Shirley is, but | think | might 
go anyway. 

Until then, have a good read. 
pO Wur Um er WUC rd 

Editor 

Issue 7, October 1997 

Bieta ola] 
page 

James sweats blood to 
bring you all the secrets. 

Human Grand Prix with 
an official F1 badge. 

WAR GODS 
Any better on PAL? Nope, sadly not. 

Starts on 
page 

The latest Japanese and Arieiiesii games 
investigated and rated. 

GOLDENEYE 
Rare have played a blinder! 
This might just be the best 
game you buy this year! 

GANBARE GOEMON 
It's here and it's... well, very 
Japanese indeed. 

TETRISPHERE 
Tetris with balls! Good or not, then? 

PLUS! 
62 POWER LEAGUE 64 
62 JANGOU SIMULATION MAH JONG 64 
63 ISS 64 (U.S. VERSION) 
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210 DIDDY KONG RACING ,, NEWS CENTRE 
se 
22 COMING SOON... 

68 in Mario Kart 64 
~ You wouldn't believe how 

many short cuts there are in 
this game. 

You've made it over to 
Japan, found WH Smith's 
but don't know which of 
the many games mags you 
should buy. Advice here. ea a 

eo ce) 
a) Ae r) sesame: _ REGULARS 
a ~ ase oe 

71) ETA mee Clear Am eg 

E aR = ae “Tips, tips, tips." that's all we hear in this house. Shut up. 

How ganne aah cll eh ba q 80) MC Memos 

Have you ever thought? 2 : tt ' bah : Every N64 game in the shops, reviewed and rated. 

9g. _—«OWe hadn't until now Be is 
eV and, as we found out, : 

it's a funny old business. ~~ = i Ah, there’s more where this came from. 

Hurry! We've found a few issue 1s in the warehouse. 



THE LATEST PICTURES AND HARD(ISH) INFORMATION FROM JAPAN! 
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Bananas to collect... Monsters to vault... 7. »% L 

AV/ What more could a dinosaur want? 

A That snow looks good 
enough to eat, eh? But 
who’s that red chap? 

2D platform gaming has 
never looked this good a Fa 

before. Not ever. 
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Now this is just plain scary. How the devil’s Yoshi 
going to get those foodstuffs out of the bubbles? 
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That's a pretty nifty water effect, don’t you think? 
AV / And that’s one of the biggest fish we’ve ever seen. 
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in and out to tackle tricky jumps. That'd be fab. 

STORY 
Yoshi's Story 

NINTENDO | 

October 1997 
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ue oshi’s game has two names. The first, and most often used, is ‘Yoshi's Story’, the name Nintendo has 

decided upon for the game's release outside Japan. The other, the one his mum and his Japanese 
friends still use, is the original title, ‘Yoshi's Island 64’. Shrouded in a seemingly magical cloak of 
intrigue and suspense which is then surrounded by five burly bodyguards from Peckham and the 

whole lot bunged in a lead-lined vault with steel walls 20-inches thick, this is one fiercely guarded title. Not even 
the Nintendo PR people have been able to play the game. But remember, it IS only a game. 

The plot, we've nevertheless discovered, goes something like this: Yoshi’s enemies have incarcerated our 
good friend in a picture book and it's our job to get him out of it and home in time for tea. How much more 
motivation does anyone need? 33% bigger than originally planned (now 128 Megabit), the game has you 
playing as up to six different-coloured Yoshis in an entirely sprite-based adventure. As in the SNES incarnation, 
eggs will serve as projectiles, but (see Miyamoto's Story below) greater things are envisioned for the ovoids. 

We've all heard that it's a 2D game but looks like it plays in 3D. Well, that's because the designers have 
used cunningly used the process of scaling. Yoshi grows bigger and smaller as he moves into and out of the 
screen to give an impression of depth to his surroundings, as do elements of the background. And with up to 
30 people working on developing the title, Nintendo's developers should get reasonably close to realising Mr 
Miyamoto's vision of total gaming immersion. 

Miyamoto's Story 
Mr Miyamoto is obviously relishing his role as Yoshi's guardian DANN SoM uA 
angel. Tantalisingly, he’s playing his cards as close to his chest as ever, while like how Yoshi's controlled, 
continually dropping hints on re-invented gameplay and ‘unique’ exploitation br TTS eT 
of the N64 Controller. So this is his story, culled from recent interviews: 

“Yoshi's Island has special graphical style which we want people to view as a 
‘storybook’. It's a 2D environment, yes, but the experience of playing Yoshi's 
Island will draw you in, like you're really being sucked into the book, into his 
world. People will be amazed at the graphical intensity of the game and the 

| attention to detail. This is nothing like the 2D games players are used to. It's a 
complete departure, even from the original SNES version. Don't worry about 
Baby Mario not being in it - this is Yoshi's game! He'll be facing new and old 

enemies and a boss which will take your breath 
away. Coupled with the way we've found of 
using the Controller, you'll have enough to 
worry about, believe me!” 

Max Everingham's Story 
If anyone should know the latest on Yoshi's Story, we reasoned, it's our man 
on the streets of Tokyo... 

| y 

“You've heard enough, I should imagine, from all the other sources, that | 
thought I'd keep my bit really, really short. And that decision had nothing to 
do-with the fact that my normally forthcoming Nintendo contacts have 
refused-to answer any of my questions. Oh no. 

“But-+-will say this: | think Yoshi's Story’s detractors (and amazingly, there 
are loads already) are missing the point. Yes, the N64 was primarily conceived 

as a 3D games-playing 
machine. Yes, there have 
been some extraordinary 
games using its 3D 
capabilities (not to mention 
some crap ones). But, hey, 
no-one thinks that 
photographs are no good 
just because we now have 
camcorders, do they? Or 

that you can't make a better 
camera? Er, yes right, 
moving on..." 

There’s just no escaping baseball on the N64, is 
there? Yoshi's blue shoes are smart, though. 

It’s an enormous kipper tie! Or is it a grotesque >a 
carpet ? Or Amoeba? Or sick? Who knows. 
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It‘d be terrible to see Yoshi cut up. Ensure 
you look after the little fellow, eh? 

a 7 Another zoomed-out bit, and this looks 
V fiendishly complicated. (What is that?) 

a AT eA Nea hee 

The PR Lady's Story 4 / 

UF On Te ea TF eR DT Oe TP OR) 
The developer's story 

> 

Behind you, Yoshi! He’s either hugely brave or just plain thick. 
V And what are those white things? Roll on November... 

od ’ . ) ; ve , © Japanese release date: November 1997 

oe a ‘ European release date: Spring 1998 

i Size: 128 M-bit 

e . ye Number of Levels: 24 Courses 

Rumble-pak compatible 

- 6 Yoshis (light blue, royal blue, yellow, red, green and pink) 

No baby Mario 

TO BE CONTINUED... 

NI4: 
October 1997 INCeyT © 
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PLANET 

Imagine water effects on a 
a Elam 

All eight characters dance 
on the Player Select screen. 

MOST FINISHED! 

nly Rare could do this. 
Only Rare could have an 
utterly brilliant game in 
development for two 

years and then casually announce its 
existence a couple of weeks before 
its release. It certainly makes you 
wonder what else they've got up 
their sleeves. 
N64 Magazine. went to see 

Diddy Kong Racing at its place of 
birth. Twycross is stuck out in the 
middle of nowhere and, apart from 
its zoo, oh, and a tractor showroom, 
it's a pretty unremarkable little 
English village. It's certainly not the 
type of place you'd expect to find 
one of the world's premier games 
developers, but then that's Rare all 
over for you. A bit secretive, a bit 
special, a little aloof — perhaps that's 
why arriving at their converted 
farmhouse home feels a little like 
infiltrating an MI6 safehouse. Our 
taxi driver deserved his tip just for 
finding the place. 

The foyer is covered with 
certificates, trophies and box artwork 
of games past. In Rare’s previous 
incarnation as Ultimate Play the 
Game they worn their spurs with 
titles such as Atic Atak, Knight Lore 
and Sabre Wulf on the Commodore 
64 and Spectrum. As Rare they 
consolidated their quiet brilliance with 
Battletoads and the NES classic Pro- 
Am RC before Donkey Kong Country 
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A Ge and talk to TT and he'll 
Re ed 
challenges for you. 

All the courses can be 
raced with any of the 
e014 XP OL RT 

and Killer Instinct came to shake the 
SNES and arcade worlds. Rare are 
already a prolific N64 developer, with 
Blast Corps easily one of the most 
imaginative games of modern times, 
Killer Instinct as the best beat-'em-up 
on the system and GoldenEye 007 
redefining the first-person game. And 
with Conker’s Quest and Banjo- 
Kazooie on their way as well, looking 
out of the window you expect to see 
a towering office block with a 
thousand programmers. sweating over 
worn keyboards. You don't. Some 
sympathetically converted 
stableblocks with dark windows are 
all that’s to be seen. Perhaps they 
have bunkers — a secret underground 
base, maybe. Just as our minds 
turned to the idea of covert 
investigation, we were escorted into 
the board room. 

We're here to see Diddy Kong 
Racing, and that's all the men at 
Rare want to talk about. As the 
presentation starts — the game 
running from a normal NTSC 
machine through an enormous Sony 
TV — one thing becomes abundantly 
clear. DKR is no stop-gap, no quick 
Christmas filler to replace the sadly 
delayed Banjo or Conker. It's no 
poor immitation of Mario Kart, 
either. This game is part of The Plan, 
and it'll change the way you think 
about racing games forever. How? 
What? Why? Well, it's like this... 
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displayed in the 
bottom left. 
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Each of the four course 
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from this central 

V environment. 
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designed 
with no 
fear of 

pop-up. 
Look how 

far you 
can see! 
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<{ Another 
monster 
horizon! All 
this and the 
game still licks 
along with 
seven other 
racers! 

The intro is excellent, 
even if Pipsy the mouse 
is a bit... Gahhh. Cute. 

PROBLEM: Nearly all racing games are a 
disappointment i in one-player mode. 

Take certain adventure game ideas and 
mix them in with the racing. 

Diddy Kong Racing is being billed as an Adventure 
Racing Game. Instead,of the four different cups of 
Mario Kart, the tracks in DKR are accessed from a 
central ‘world’ similar to the environments found in 
Mario 64. From here, your character should be able to 
find four differently themed rooms, each with six doors. 
Behind four doors are different racing tracks, behind 
another is a boss, and behind another is a battle game. 

To open all six doors in one of the themed rooms, 
your character must collect the correct number of 
golden balloons. These can be found scattered around 
in the large adventure world outside, but are more 
usually earned by finishing first in a race. The boys at 
Rare promise that, as long as you've got the right 
amount of balloons, you can choose which order you 
race the tracks — there’s none of the linearity of Mario 
Kart's four trophies here. 

PROBLEM: Most racing games have only one type 
of vehicle. 

E : Diddy Kong Racing includes kart, 
hovercraft and aeroplane racing. 

If we hadn't seen Diddy Kong Racing in action we'd 
not be convinced that one game could master three 
completely different driving styles. It'd sound too 
much like trying to cover all the bases but not 
achieving any one satisfactorily. 

The great news for N64 owners is that all three 
vehicles handle superbly and feel completely different 
to drive. Some courses are designed for aeroplane 
skirmishes, some for the personal hovercraft and some 
for the plain old kart. Incredibly though, if you achieve 
enough in the game, you can opt to race any of the 
tracks with any of the vehicles — before you start they 
magically re-form to put the power-ups and other 
game objects in the right places 

PROBLEM: Many of the N64 racers have looked a 
bit piste. 

TION: Diddy Kong Racing sets new 
standaile for graphical excellence. 

Look at these screenshots! Look at them and now 
imagine how much better the game looks when it's 
running. The detail, the clarity, the fantastic effects just 
thrown away on background irrelevance. Diddy Kong 
will sport the best N64's graphics to date. 

4 More 
intro- 

action. All 
oye TU) 
too! 

Mind the 
pterodactyls 
as you fly 
around this 

V course. 

oils biul3 

173 &*2 90:27:67 

PROBLEM= In Mario Kart 64, the power-ups mean 
that races are often decided by chance, and computer 
cars cheat to provide'single-player challenge 
Se t: No cheating by the CPU. 

One of the first things the Rare designers decided was 
that the computer-controlled cars would not be able 
to cheat: there’d be no magical acceleration of trailing 
Cars or computer-control of power-up strength. 

Thus, in Diddy Kong power-ups are pre-set and 
you run over specific colours of balloon to pick up a 
specific power-up. What's more, the power-ups can 
themselves be powered-up by running over more 
balloons of the same colour. To keep the scale of 
difficulty on the increase, the tracks become noticeably 
harder, and interesting race variationsare thrown in to 
make things more difficult. 

PROB aM: Racing games are over too/soon. 
1ON: Make a racing game with so many 

different pe hidden extras and sub-sections that 
it could take as long to complete as Mario 64. 

The imaginative effort that’s been put into Diddy Kong 
Racing leaves you really only wondering why no-one's 
done this sort of thing before. Briefly, DKR goes 
something like this: 

@ Beat all four tracksin a race world to race the boss. 
® Beat the boss for four new track challenges. (Finish 

first on all four and collect.a preset numberof silver 
keys hidden around the course — while you're 
racing, of course.) 

@ Re-race the boss in a super-hard mode and earn 
new game modes for the four tracks (including a 
fully-fledged Grand Prix mode and a TT Challenge). 

@ Repeat in any order for all four race worlds. 
® Achieve ‘first’ finish. 

On top of all this there are four perfectly-formed 
battle modes (one brilliant one with the plane, a nest 
and some dinosaur eggs) and a wandering Genie 
who'll set his own challenges to win pieces of a 
mysterious secret trophy. 

Rare say it takes their staff three to four hours to 
get to the game's first ‘finish’ point, and that it'll take 
a novice 30-40 hours. They also promise that the first 
finish point actually comes only 60% of the way into 
the game, and that there’s a massive surprise at the 
‘proper’ end tens of hours later “quite unlike anything 
you've seen before” . 

We believe them as well — they don't mess 
around here at Rare. 
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N64S FAVOURITE 
DIDDY MOMENTS 
@ The fish swimming around in the 

water levels. 

@ The enormous snowballs rolling 
down the hill WITH EYES! 

@ The pterodactyls flying about in 
the Dinosaur world. 

A The ‘10’ on the 
door means 
you'll need ten 
golden balloons 
to get in. 

@ The way the race characters put 
their arms over the backs of their 
carts and steer with one hand 
when they're reversing. 

<{ The planes are 
‘i chuffin’ superb. 

@ The stupendous cut scenes — the 
N64's best yet! 

@ The Brontosaurus — fire missiles at 
him to get him out of your way 
when you're racing. 

@ The shortcut hidden down the 
well in Dragon land. 

The Karts 
use the 
same 

controls as 
Mazza Kart 

but work in 
Eisele 

@ The bosses — enormous polygon 
monstrosities that're the best since 
Mario 64. 

The four- > 
player 

games are a 
ie] mer} a 

Coy YC aTe | 
power-up 

know-how. 

The polygon- 
modelling of 
far 
fe ela (ey 
gives thema 
more realistic 

VATE on 

he demonstration 
over, the joypads 
are taken politely 
but firmly from our 

perspiring hands. “Can we take 
some photos?" asks James, our 
budding amateur photographer. The 
Rare staff talk confer for a moment 

Ae before replying that they'd prefer 
Bee ee oe aie not to be in any pictures, if it’s all 
LOL Wal Uh kes the same to us. Oh, and no 
Irs photographs are allowed outside of 

the boardroom either. 
W're still consoling James — he'd 

brought his brand new camera with 
him and everything — as we're lead 
out to our waiting taxi and cheerily 
waved goodbye. We reflect, as the 

CHARACTERS 
Fight playable plus secrets 

CAST LIST 
Timber Bumper 
Conker Tiptup 
Drumstick Pipsy 
Banjo Diddy 

CHARACTER MODELLING 
Polygon 

NUMBER OF TRACKS 
16 plus secrets 

TRACK THEMES 
Prehistoric 
Water 
Snow 
Medieval 

PLAYERS 
One to four 

CONTROLS 
Analogue steering, accelerate, brake, 
power slide and power-up 

POWER-UPS 
(Each in three power stages) Missile, 
Speed-up, Shield, Oil Drop 

CAMERA VIEWS 
Four, all behind racer. 

BATTLE GAME 
One for each world plus secrets 

BOSSES 
One for each world plus final 

SPEECH 
Samples for every character 

view mirror, they we 
might just have seen the game to 
beat Mario Kart 64 hands 

We'll have a full review of Diddy Kong Racing 
— subject to security clearance — in issue 9. 
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TITUS’S RACER TAKES SOME FANTASTIC STRIDES FORWARD 
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V advised, though. 
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than enough 
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Looks as if there‘ll be a 
maximum of five other 
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Lots of racing games have 
included a pit section but 

how important will 
Lamborghini make it to 

Ue-la tem re 

Potaretnabeames show great leaps in 
Gevelopmentso close to their release date - 
Lamporgninno4 hits America, after all, but 
Situs sacemnas surprised us all. As these 

Screenshots snow, the graphics are as superb as 
Sven eastycomparable with Seta's Rev Limit - 
uenownstead of being a two-player game, the 
Maxmunenember of participants has been 
Gouplea tp four. 

Siepnew four-player mode seems to work in a 
Wemeenilar way to Mario Kart's, with the screen 
@reaeing divided neatly into four sections. And, 
@iough nothing moving has yet been seen, these 
Bereenshots appear to show that each of the four 
Uriving screens maintain a high-degree of trackside 
detail. When it comes to a game's lifespan, anyone 
who's played Mario Kart knows the value of multi- 
player racing. The excitement generated by racing 
your mates — battling around corners, playing dirty 
and just edging them out on the finishing line — is a 
million miles away from a race against the CPU. 
While many console racing games have managed a 
two-player split screen set-up, Lamborghini is the 
first straight racer to attempt four. 

However, not content with announcing the first 
N64 four-player racing simulation, Titus continued 
their shock tactics with the announcement that 
Lamborghini 64 would now boast a whopping six 
tracks on release, twice that of Multi Racing and 
three times the number so far announced for Rev 
Limit. While no details were given of these new 
tracks — if they were themed in any way of if they 
were graded by difficulty — glancing at the course 
maps for those made public suggest pretty lengthy 
circuits. If all six end up this big, Lamborghini 64 
might just end up being the most expansive of the 
3D racers the N64 has to offer. 

With the two of the most important issues 
regarding a car game clearly reaching into the gold 
standard, Titus obviously don't want any oth@n 
aspects letting the side down. As reported 
N64/6, the game has already had its congigl 
system tweaked to modify the sensitivi@agiaes 
handling, and it now includes enoughé@iiterens 
extras to keep all but the most dem@aigingon 
drivers happy. The most welcome @ithesen=ttOnt 
N64's point of view at least — arg 
active pitstops which allow daghiage 

incurred in a rage Detepalled styles chaneecrana 
vital race fuel AG@SGu this eature also sels nicely 
with the gandeS0pHOn tO ace Over Diaver 
defined nu@iDehOnapsinuive ditcrent modes: 
Arcade, Tournament, Championship, Time Trial and 
the mygi@nGUS=secren 

On top of all this, Lamborghini 64 is also 
expected to provide the more standard racing 
features. There will be four different supercars to 
choose from (including the eponymous 
Lamborghini Diablo) with three different types of 
transmission: automatic, semi-automatic (no clutch) 
and full manual. The game will be Rumble and 
Controller Pak compatible — presumably via having 
the Pak in a non-active joypad — and you'll be able 
to save all your best race and lap times. No news 
on a ghost mode, but we wouldn't bet against it. 

September 23rd is the US street date for the 
game, with a PAL version following on soon. Now 
that Rev Limit and Top Gear Rally are also 
due before Christmas, it’s going to be 
abusy time for racing fans. 

We'll have a review of the US 
TO 3 3 CONTI | U E > #* Lamborghini next issue 
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lympia, in Kensington, the 
annual home of the ECTS 
computer games trade 
show, is not the Georgia 

Dome. Instead of five floors, it has two. 
Instead of being seven minutes long, 
it's two minutes. (Although, invariably, 
that's cut down if people walk straight 
rather than weaving a line in front of 
you like they're auditioning for Fame.) 
More significantly, though, while E3 
gave a tantalising glimpse of what 
Nintendo are up to, ECTS gave a 
tantalising glimpse of what they're not. 

Banjo-Kazooie? Nope. Conker’s 
Quest? No. Diddy Kong Racing? 
Oooooh, no. Starfox? Yep. Shadows of 
the Empire? Mmm. Pilotwings? Tsch. 
Super Mario? Yessss. GoldenEye 007 
was, thankfully, present, but in all 
honesty it was left to third-party 
publishers — mainly Konami and Acclaim 
— to try to salvage something N64-like 
from a distinctly PlayStation and PC- 
dominated show. 

Still, however small Nintendo's stand 
was, they can at least seek solace in the 
fact that Sega were ten times worse off, 

and hidden away in an adjacent hotel. 
The once-fierce battle between 
Nintendo and Sega seems to have been 
won, in Europe and America at least, by 
Nintendo. Sony are now definitely the 
ones to worry about. (Their stand, 
unsurprisingly, was mightily impressive). 

But the good news for any N64 
patriot is that there's likely to be six or 
seven new, top-quality games out for 
the machine come Christmas. Nintendo 
themselves have signed up the rights to 
publish Top Gear Rally, Lamborghini 64 
and Bomberman 64 over here, and 

PLAYABLE ON 
THE N64 

(Rare/Nintendo * November) 
Easily the finest shoot-’em up 
of all time. And - would we 
dare? — the most impressive 
N64 game yet. 

(Boss/Kemco *« November) 
Reviewed next month. Better 
than Multi-Racing 
Championship by a mile. Slick, 
fast aaaaand no pop-up. 

(Probe/Acclaim « November) 
Still face-smashingly fast, but 
is it too fast? Multi-player 
mode, with its reduced screen, 
left us confused. 

(Probe/Acclaim * 1998) 
Looks extremely lovely. The 

So, what were the new games on show at the end of the District Line? And 
how are they shaping up? N64 Magazine reveals all... 

N64’s answer to Tunnel B1? 
Yes. But better. Hopefully. 

(Iguana/Acclaim * November) 
Turok’s creators have gone to 
town on QB, and the results 
look astonishing. But it is 
American football. 

(Konami * December) 
Mmm. We're undecided. The 
events are all in there, but is 
curling really the stuff 60 
quids are made of? 

(Konami ¢ 1998) 
Much still to do till Konami's 
beat-‘em-up is finished. Thus, 
the playable version wasn’t too 
special. Needless to say, 
Konami will give it some sheen. 

(THQ * 1998) 
Well, it’s wrestling. But itll go 

down a storm in the good ol’ 
US of A. 

(DMA/BMG « 1998) 
Two extra levels further 
confirmed SV's promise, but 
don’t expect it now until well 
into next year. 

(Atari/Midway ¢ Christmas) 
Feels nice, but it’s not quite 
the arcade conversion we'd 
hoped for. 

(id/Midway * 1998) 
It’s certainly not from the 
Hexen 64 school of 
conversions. Nice to look at, 
fiddly to control but 
potentially great. 

(3D Realms/Midway ¢ October) 
Looked over in more detail last 
month, Duke Nukem is full of 

great stuff though the sprite 
enemies are rubbish. 

PLAYABLE ON 
OTHER FORMATS 
While N64 versions of the 
following games weren’t on 
show, they’re all earmarked 
for conversion. 

(Zed Two/Ocean) 
We confess, we didn’t expect 
much from this. But the PC 
version on show was really 
good fun to play. Interesting... 

(Infogrames/Ocean) 
Looks fantastic, and although 
the controls were fiddly on the 
PC, it'll be fine on the silky 
smooth N64 joypad. 

(UbiSoft) 



swung into operation, so we should be able 
to clear up the mystery in the next issue. 

ANY SUGGESTIONS? 
Seconds before this issue of N64 Magazine 
had to be handed over to the printers, we * 
got our hands on some new screenshots of 
a Nintendo game. Nothing unusual there. 
The weird thing is, however, that WE'VE 
ABSOLUTELY NO IDEA WHAT IT IS. It 

appears to be being developed by Nintendo 
in partnership with someone called MGM, 
and stars what looks like a small, yellow 
eM re aC LEC a] 
Genkidechue’, whatever than means. The 
pe cra eae) ore 

DEUTSCHLAND UBER 
ALLOSAURUS 
A copy of the German version of Turok has 
fallen into our hands. And, as promised, all 
PUM Umea mele aCe) 
into ite humanoids who gogelang’ 
when you shoot them to avoid 

LE) th 
disappointingly, 
however, our hero 
lel aera iis 
“Ich... bin Turok.” 

ECTS, Britain's answer to E3, hit London between the 7th and 9th of 
September. But did it give faithful Nintendo owners any of the games 
they deserve? 

ECTS? 
there's also going to be the 
phenomenally good GoldenEye 007 
(which is being optimised for its PAL 
release so it'll be — shock! — even 
better) and the almost-certain Mario 
Kart-beater Diddy Kong Racing. Add 
to that Blast Corps and (sigh) Lylat 
Wars and 1998 could see a far closer 
race between Nintendo and Sony. 

Both, Acclaim and Konami, 
though, were showing games that 
hadn't been playable at E3. Acclaim 
had NFL QuarterBack '98, Forsaken 
and multi-player Extreme G, while 

Konami let loose Nagano Winter 
Olympics and beat-'em up G.A.S.P!!, 
as well as a rolling video demo of NBA 
In the Zone '98. Other third party 
companies showing off N64 games 
were TeHQ with grapple-fest WCW 
vs. NWO, Ocean with Wetrix, DMA 
with Silicon Valley and GT with San 
Francisco Rush, Quake 64 and Duke 
Nukem 64. (Creations were there as 
well bit they were being a bit 
mysterious.) Still, the 
PlayStation started off slowly, 
and look where it is now... 

Another surprise. Running on 
the PC, Ubi Soft’s likely second 
title looks magical, though 
there are really only locations 

Shying away 
to be seen so far. 

(Crystal Dynamics/Midway) 
Certainly not a Mario-beater, 
but the PlayStation version 
looked really nice. And there'll 
be extra levels on the N64. 
Completely different to the 
first one. Thank God. 

(EA) 
Difficult to say. Looks glorious 
but it still hasn’t got the player 
fluidity of |SS64. Better than 
FIFA 64, though. 

(Midway) 
Not the radical departure from 
the MK games of old that 
we'd thought, but chin- 
scratchingly interesting. 

(Vis/interplay) 
Played like a gem on the PC, 
although a question mark still 
hangs over the non- 
controllable camera. 

All that, and then this too... 

Software Creations, they of 
the forever-in-development 
Creator and Blade and Barrel, 
confirmed to our intrepid 
reporters that they have a 
further four N64 games in the 
pipeline. The first, Space Jelly, 
a space-based 3D platformer, 
could be seen on a rolling 
video demo. And it looked 
very nice indeed. James was 
quite taken with it, in fact. 

Gremlin will be launching 
into the N64 market. But first 
they're going to wait to see 
how it does this Christmas. The 
Sheffield outfit - renowned for 
their Actua series (Golf and 
Soccer) - didn’t officially 
confirm anything, but with 
DMA recently coming under 
their wing, all roads would 
seem to point in that direction. 

GameTek’s Robotech: Crystal 
Dreams has been delayed until 
March. This is now, officially, 
the most delayed game ever to 
have (not) existed. 

ISS 2 is in development. The 
follow-up — not to be confused 
with the forthcoming World 
Cup edition - will once again 
be put together by the 
Konami development team 
Major A. A release date is set 
for some time late next year. 
Well after the World Cup one, 
we presume. 

Interact are producing a 
recoiling gun for the N64. It'll 
be based around the 
PlayStation version which is 
about to hit stores. 
They’ve got lots of new 
pads on the way, too. 

And it's only fifty quid! 
Congratulatory bouquets of flowers are in order for 
Rare’s programmers. They've come up trumps with their 
UK conversion of Blast Corps, a copy of which we've 
finally managed to obtain this month. Not only does it 
fill the whole screen, without so much as a sliver of 
blackness, but the speed difference between the two 
versions is hardly noticeable. And, furthermore, it's 
‘only’ £50, which, given what a fine game it is (we 
awarded it a 
Star Game 
medal and 
88% in 
N64/5), makes 
it a very 
tempting 
proposition 
indeed. 

Now, if 
only 
Nintendo’s PAL 
programmers 
in Japan would get off their backsides and pull 
their fingers out. Or some combination of the two. 
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Fla M lee CUCL eel ddd 
more like a board game. Up to 
four players each develop their 
own Tamagotchi by moving 
ELC eR Mole UCM MEA alt Lod 

eT om Ul 
Japanese version as soon 
as we can get our hands 
on it, but if you hold your 
breath for a European 
release you'll likely to go 
an unseemly colour. 

prior to 
One man who'll definitely dispatch (a 
celebrating tonight is Andrew vital 
ETT Mey mon eae fe LORE Cy action). As 
Tem UCN AUTO lee ee eC AD 
eel ee Umm rani 
beginning of issue 4, and who spotted, a 
will therefore be receiving James's 100cc go- 
karting T-shirt in the post very kart has 
ele eet Mae te two 
laundering, but he promises to control 
pop it into the washing machine pedals. 

Paul's been growing an avacado 
SO UMMM \maels 
Noodle pots. It’s now 12 
inches high (measured 
from the top of the 
Belt Ue M UEC) 
four leaves. 
a oe et] 
updated on 
Ue cece me 
EMC Com ESS 

Tamagotchi-loving N64 owners 
will be heartened to learn that 
Bandai, Nintendo and Hudson 
have teamed up to develop an 
N64 version of the game, 
which is due out in 
Japan in December. 
OTT Comer Ulm sie) 
Tamagotchi, however, 
Tom (ore Lee ol 

3 
ul 
y 4 
9 
aul 

a 

a 
ye 
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oming hot on the heels of 
the Spring Game Show, and 
in the wake of E3, there 
were very few ‘first looks’ at 

the Tokyo Game Show '97 Autumn 
(sic), held in Makuhari Messe 
exhibition centre at the beginning of 
September. But there were one hell 
of a lot of people. 120,000 in fact, 
with 104 exhibitors, making it the 
biggest game show in Japan. A few 
games did, erm, ‘pop up’, however. 
(Aero Gauge, anyone?) There was a 
promising-looking golf game from 
T&E called Augusta Masters 98, 
70% complete and slated for a 

December release. And Hudson 
showed a glimpse of New Japan 
Pro Wrestling and gave me a go on 
their Virtual-On clone, Last Legion. 
Konami had their tricky but fun 
Hyper Olympics in Nagano 64, 
looking cool in all respects and 
coming out at a suitably cool 
Christmas (as are the other games). 

Originality, though, was not the 
name of the game. Show, sorry. 
Here's a quick run-down: 

Surging forth 
Looking good were Ubisoft's Tonic 

Tokyo show 
quiet too 

Trouble on video and Konami's 
Hybrid Heaven. Very enticing. Then 
there was Hudson's Bomberman 64. | 
had a quick go in four-player mode, 
and the ability to harass your 
opponents as a ‘ghost’ when they've 
supposedly finished you off is an 
excellent (and infuriating) inclusion. 

Hanging back 
Top Gear Rally didn't look exactly 
dazzling (Nonsense. It's great. - Ed), 
and neither did the tongue-vaulting 
Chameleon Twist, Hudson's seen-it- 
all-before Dual Heroes and Konami's 
(last) GASP!!. NBA Basketball! only 
marginally challenged my old Mega 
Drive version, and Imagineer's 
Fighting Cup (previously Struggle 
Hard) beat-'em-up wasn't drawing 
huge crowds. 

Limping along 
Sonic Wings Assault from Video 
System has been delayed till March 
1998. And | can't say I'm looking 
forward to ASCII's Aero Gauge, 
bringing us shocking pop-up AND 
fog in a dismal Wipeout clone, and, 
please God say it ain't so, Tamagotchi 
for the N64 from Bandai. Noooo! 

No show 
Nintendo are saving themselves. 

So, the show presented a very mixed 
bag. I'll admit that | left before the 
‘companion lady's costume contest’, 
so it would be hasty to pass too 
harsh a judgement. But Top Gear 
Rally! Heavily promoted by the 

requisite bevy 
of babes, and 
looking very 
accomplished, 
with four 
courses (a 
jungle track 
making it one 
more than 
MRC), | was 
ready to be 
wowed. Not to 
be, I'm afraid. | 
won my first 
race in an 
unmodified car, 
taking 1st place on the 3rd lap, and 
maintaining the lead despite rolling 
the car onto its side, 
getting ‘restarted’ by being 
dropped from a great 
height where I'd fallen off, 
and executing a couple of 
hairy powerslides. Once 
you've passed a car, you 
never see it again. It was a 
lonely drive with no 
sensation of speed, frankly. 
And to cap it all, the entire 

game plays more like ice- 
hockey, with the lightest 
touch on the analogue stick 
causing high drama. (Fear 
not, readers. Spend more 
time with Top Gear Rally and 
it turns out to be really good. 
We'll explain all in our 
review of it next month. - 
Ed) But at least there's 
no pop-up. Did | 
mention Aero Gauge? 



Extreme-G™ takes gaming to eunen 
|_| (R) 

a new level and sets the follan. 

———. standard as the fastest, most i 

graphically impressive game 

to grace the Nintendo” 64. TAKE IT TO THE EXTREME 

“The fastest game on earth.” 

(Nintendo Magazine) Se 

Extreme-G™ & © 1997 Acclaim Entertainment. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a registered trademark of Acclaim Entertainment Inc. ® & © 1997 Acclaim Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. 

N®64, Nintendo® 64 and the 3-D “N” Logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1996 Nintendo of America Inc. All rights reserved. Developed by Probe Entertainment. 



Naughty 
French 

postcard 
from 

Matthew 
Othold. 

He 
sent 

it to 
us 

when 
he was 

on 

holiday. 
Lucky 
man. 

Picture 
of an 

animated 
N64 

spinning 
the 

globe 
on 

his outstretched 
finger. 

It's from 
Chris 

Hawker 
who 

lives 
in Ramsbottom 

(not 
‘lives 

in a 
ramsbottom’' 

- 
that 

would 
be 

uncomfortable). 

A 
Mario 

cartoon 
in Welsh. 

Real 
Welsh 

too 
-— 

it's scary! 
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did 
it for his 
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by the 

looks 
of things. 

Picture 
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team 

drawn 
by Barry 

Braadford 
of Worthing. 

But 
we 

all look 
the 

o
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Kratke, 
also 

of Holland. 
Amsterdam 

¢ 
this 

time. 

Scary 
picture. 
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Board, 
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sito 
ree 
any good 
racing 
Pe Valea = 
in the 
future 
speed 
really does 
alse 
Just take a 
look at 
these pacy 
N64 racers 
to get an 
idea. On 
from that, 
there's a 
first look 
at FX Chip 
specialists’ 
Argonaut's 
new game 
and 
Ocean's 
1998 
titles. 
Read on... 

The h 
Cruise control? Nope. 

Ithough it by-passed 
. America's E3 show in 
> favour of more stealthy 

“Ww © tactics, Aero Gauge - 
Ascii's first N64 game — was actually 
announced prior to the July show in 
Atlanta. However, this month the 
Japanese company released new 
information on their addition to the 
rapidly growing futuristic racing genre. 

The game differs from its 
competitors, at least at this stage, 
mainly in its choice of locations. Instead 
of extensive external futurescapes, 
much of Aero Gauge's three courses are 
set inside tunnels. Still, the first course, 
Dug Rug, manages to include some 
fearsome corners and high-level hills; 
the second track, Sinowa Police 15124, 
is a brilliantly conceived neon-heavy 
Asian city; and, the final course, Earth 
Cream, is a multiple-pathed older 
settlement for experts only. So diversity 
really isn't an issue. 

There are five different Aero 
Machines for the player to slip into - 
Mitia, Fusaha, Zero Groove Rider, 
Gezpecs and Interceptor — and all are 
sponsored by real Japanese companies 
(and all have provided logos). There'll 
also be three modes to race in. These, 
though, are the fairly standard Time 
Attack, Single Match and Grand Prix. 

> >> Wve , 

ft far too 

Currently there are no plans for a 
four-way split-screen head-to-head 
(although two players will be able to 
compete against each other) and 
neither an American or European 
release has been announced. | 
Nevertheless, such a hugely promising 
title would surely not simply grace - 
Japanese shores. Watch this 
cyber-space. 

G-Force © 

: | ff said about Probe’s 
: i / potentially magical 
Seal “WS Wipeout-thrasher. 
Next month will (hopefully) see 
a review, as the finishing 
touches were added last month 
and the game's currently sailing through 
final tests. Face-smashingly fast, 
gorgeous to look at, technoed to the 
nines and likely to be a huge, huge hit, 
Extreme G features some of the 
fastest, smoothest graphics 
we've seen so far... 

L\ Brand new screenshots proving 
(N) the game’s potential. Mmm. 



fa 

: 

F-ZERO 
NINTENDO em | R12 | SPRING ‘98 | BSR s 

ust to prove that anything 
Acclaim can do with Extreme G, 
Nintendo can do too, the Kyoto- 
based masters released a batch 

of new screenshots this month to show 
off the potential of the four-player mode 
in their forthcoming F-Zero 64. And 
although (certainly at this stage, 
anyway) the visuals don't appear to be 
as detailed as those in the other, Probe- 
developed N64 Wipeout-beater, there 
looks to be plenty for fans of the 
original to look forward to. 

Much of F-Zero still remains under 
wraps, but the screenshots point to 
rollercoaster-style corkscrews, up-and- 
unders and multi-branching tracks. One 
track, complete with 360° turn, enables 
you to see your opponent on another 
part of the track as you race, cranking 
up the tension as you compete to come 
away with honours. 

The graphics still have a long way to 
go, looking positively washed out in 
some areas, but it looks like the game 

will steer clear of super-sophisticated 
graphics and opt, instead, for face- 
contorting speed. (Indeed, it'll “almost 
make you pass out”, according to 
Shigeru Miyamoto, who's producing the 
game, speaking in a recent interview in 
Japan.) That said, only a fool would 
dare suggest Nintendo won't improve 
the game's looks. Check your back 
catalogue and it's difficult to find a 
Nintendo game that doesn't gorge the 
old orbs. 

The game will also be Rumble Pak 
compatible because, as Nintendo 
themselves confirm, “technically 
applying Rumble Pak support to games 
is really easy”. Where the Pak will come 
in isn't clear, although the power-up 
points seen in the original would appear 
the most natural choice. 

All of which bodes particularly well 

® 

for the future. But, as we all know 
where Nintendo's concerned, the 
future could be any time within 
the next year or so. Still... 

shy: sna VALE 
slow for these N64-bound future- -racers... 

Zero gravity 

No way (Psygno) 
WIPEOUT 64 

eeeeell, rumours 
continue to abound 
that Liverpool-based 
Psygnosis have been 

approached by several publishers 
(including Nintendo themselves) to 
do an N64 version of the massively 
successful Wipeout whilst several 
well-respected internet stop-shops 
seem convinced of the fact. 

= 
But the Scouse software house 

are remaining schtum on all fronts 
and, even if they have garnered 
themselves a development license 
from Nintendo, the chances of the 
game seeing a release date before 
the end of 1998 (at least) are slim. 
It's also worth remembering that 
Psygnosis are to Sony what Rare are 
to Nintendo and would we ever see 

a Donkey Kong game on the 
PlayStation? Mmm, no. 

Still, it's just the sort of game 
that could give the N64 a well- 
deserved kick in the direction 
marked “sales” and, even if 
Psygnosis aren't prepared to develop 
it, other software-magicians 
would no doubt be willing to 
have a go. © 
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t’s getting wetter! 
We had our doubts about this 
iciWeliped Jem ae ei mal 
the show convinced us of its 
playability. And now we’re 

looking forward to the tinker. 

pparently, Wetrix, Ocean's recently announced 
N64 puzzler, came about entirely by accident. 
While the game's developers, Zed Two, were 
messing about one afternoon, the idea of 

guiding building blocks to the ground in order to construct 
land masses, channels and dams just “came into being”. 

Mmm. Well, as with all good puzzlers, that’s only the 
beginning. As well as block-guidance skills, you'll also need to 
collect water balloons that fall from the sky and earn further 
points by steaming them with fireballs. And that's not all. The 
evil stench of whopping great bombs and dirt-shattering 
earthquakes soon comes your way, ready to wipe out your 
nicely honed landscapes. 

If all this seems hardly enough to fill 6 Megabits, let alone 
64, that's probably because the whole game is unlikely to 
take up more than half the capacity of your average N64 cart. 

= <q Oy BT) 
landscape 
lure] me go) oxy 
down to 
make 
containers for 
PULA 
Simple 
premise but 
particularly 
Cole cea ula 
now we play 
it. Lovely. 

24 sous 

UEFA SOCCER 

e aes: PS 

icenses don't necessarily guarantee 
success. FIFA 64 (N64/2 39%) was 
proof enough of that. But in UEFA 
Soccer, Ocean appear to have a 

license and a hugely promising game. 
Looking a little like Sega's Virtua Striker 

(chunky players, a close-in default camera), 
UEFA boasts 48 European sides as well as 17 
different stadiums (all brought to life from 
actual photographs of the originals), and is 
being developed in Paris by French software 
aficionados Power and Magic. 

Of course, after the magical motion 
capture of /SS64, developers now have to 
strive for as much realism as possible and, 
needless to say, small suction pads have been 
placed on a number of actual players to 
garner the necessary logistics. And match 

So in order to redress the balance, Ocean are looking 
into releasing the game at half the normal retail price 
for 64-bit titles. That's around 30 notes. Very nice. 

After this month's good-but-not-great 
Tetrisphere, there's plainly still room for a decent 
puzzler to take gamers by the scruff of the neck. 

theory is also given an injection of tactical 
wizardry with the bagging of BBC Scots 
mouth-monster Alan Hansen who'll be 
taking his place in the hotseat marked 
‘technical game advisor’. 

After FIFA utilised the silken tones of 
footy's finest - Lynam, Motson and Gray — 
(albeit in a rather muffled fashion), it would 
seem Ocean are seriously restricted on who 
they can employ to put words to the on-pitch 
adventure. With a licence you'd expect 
someone of note to take charge, but we can 
only hope it won't be Brian Moore. 

Expect a full playtest in the next couple 
of months... 

Argonauty 
but nice! 
NOT YET TITLED 
a a 

ig news, this month, from Argonaut, the British company that developed the FX 
Chip for Starfox on the SNES. They're already well into development on two 
titles, both of which haven't yet been titled. However, speaking to Development 
Manager Keith Robinson, it appears they both fit snugly into the Starfox 

school of space adventures. 
The first appears to be a mix of Silicon Valley-style weirdness involving UFO's, aliens in 



Four-midable? 

owever much Mortal 
Kombat Trilogy (N64/4 
34%) disappointed, there's 
no denying the Mortal 

Kombat series still has a massive 
following in the Western console- 
playing world. Thus, news of the 
sparkling new 3D MKG4 is likely to 
leave advocates of the fatality-led 
fighting variant with breath well and 
truly baited. 

The initially-disappointing news is 
that the N64 version isn't expected in 
Blighty until the spring (even though 
the arcade version — which is supposed 
to have been developed at the same 
time as the home version — should be 
available here at Christmas). Still, a 
simultaneous worldwide release now 
seems likely, so UK gamers won't be left 
waiting for months. 

The game itself oozes slickness, 
with fully polygoned fighters battling it 
out in gorgeous 360° arenas. The 
characters are a mix of the old and new, 
with favourites Scorpion, Sub Zero, 
Sonja Blade, Liu Kang, Raiden and 
Noob Saibot being joined by new kids 
Tanya, Quan Chi, Kai, Fujinn and green- 
eyed freak Shinnock. As is traditional, 
there'll also be a liberal fist-full of secret 
characters (including a couple from 
Midway's other MK-fest, Mythologies, 
and an as-yet-unnamed other). 

In the arcades, MK4 has had largely 
positive previews, and its chief 
developer, Ed Boon, has this to say 

about the forthcoming home versions: 
“They're being developed in the UK by 
Eurocom right now. But if there's 
something we don't like in there, it'll 
have to go. Previous developers may 
have thought we were too picky when 
we looked at what they'd done with 
home versions, but we want them to be 
of the highest quality possible. If that's 
too picky then I'm afraid that's just too 
bad". Eurocom, you'll recall, are also 
just finishing off Duke Nukem 64. 

In a new twist on the age-old MK 
formula, characters will now be able to 
arm themselves with weapons. Boon 
explains: “We've got characters with 
big clubs, mallets, baseball bats with 
spikes in them, crossbows and even an 
axe. | think you can safely say there's a 
variety of weapons in there”. 

So, could MK4 really be the 3D 

fighter N64 owners have been waiting 
for? Well, certainly, it's going to be a 
damn sight better than MKT. And with 
its new characters, new arenas, switch 
to three dimensions and weapons 
addition it could yet prove to be 
the Tekken-beater we've been so 
desperately waiting for. Q 
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money. Or something. 
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We don’t know if 
it’s for cinematic 
effect or not but the 
screen automatically 

(ace) XM om EY 
(erage Mele els 
(eae mien eel to 
it be for StarFox- 
style linking scenes 
like Link confronting 
bem eM ext g 

There's plenty of [> 
jumping to be 
done if Link’s 

going to 
negotiate the 

platform dangers re 
of the dungeons. Be | 
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| transparency effect “00 
> V in the book. 
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ore questions from — 
2 s the water as Stelios 
-Giamarelos asks: 

Have Konami considered the 
possibility of omitting the 
two sampled songs in 
Goemon, thus reducing the 
size and allowing a release of 
the game in the West? 

FuSoYa chuckles to himself 
as he quietly hums ‘goooo- 
iiing now’. 

It would now seem that 
Goemon will be released in 
the both the U. and UK, 
quite possibly with both 
songs intact. The important 
question now is whether 
Konami's translation will 
scrape the same mouldy 
barrel as the first SNES 
game. Listen up Konami! We 
don't want Kid Ying and Dr 
Yang. Not only were the 
names stupid but ying and 
yang are Chinese concepts! 
If you're going to try to 
ake weak jokes, at | 

the action. 
that you w 
those RPG bor 
badmouth the g 
it doesn’t offer th 
of ‘fiddly stat bits 
the likes of Final | 
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intendo have revealed 
more about their upcoming 
titles for 1998. Their PR 
supremo in Japan, Yoshio 

Hongo, has been talking quite a bit 
about Yoshi's Island 64 (or Yoshi's 
Story as it'll be known in the West). 

“This time, unlike in its Super 
Famicom predecessor, Baby Mario will 
not be in the game," he said, adding: 
“There are six worlds and each world 
has four stages. We have a new idea 
for sounds, too." More information is 
available for your perusal, starting on 
page 6. One sour note, though, is that 
although the game's still on target for a 
November release in Japan, it definitely 
won't be out before Chrimbo in Europe 
or America, owing the the time it'll take 
to translate. 

In a similarly disappointing 
announcement, Rare's forthcoming 

Banjo-Kazooie has also been postponed 
until “early next year”. Reasons weren't 
exactly flowing from Nintendo's cup of 
information but, with Diddy Kong's 
Racing likely to deliver in spades this 
Christmas, cute-fluffiness ought still to 

be well catered-for. Hongo also 
mentioned that Banjo-Kazooie would 
be renamed for its Japanese release. 
“Both names are taken from musical 
instruments, but Japanese people aren't 
familiar with kazoos. So, we're thinking 

about more Japanese-like names. 
Maybe ‘Donkey Bear’, or ‘Big 
Adventures of Bear and Bird'." We're 
sure he was joking. We really hope he 
was joking. 

Miyamoto also had his two 
pennyworth on the subject of Rare's £3 
star, saying, “This idea about two co- 
operative main characters is really good. 
It's new and fun. Rare have done some 
really hot stuff.” He admitted 
Nintendo's in-house developers see 
Rare as friendly rivals. “I think it's their 
planning and developing power. | 
haven't spent much time with Banjo- 
Kazooie yet, but judging from what I've 
played, it's really solid. I'm looking 
forward to it.” 

Nintendo's ages-in-development 
golf game, provisionally (and 
imaginatively) titled Go/f, has hardly 
come on at all according to Hongo-san. 

Now, let's be honest, 
who expected DKR 

would better Mazza K? 

He admitted: “We are working on it. 
The development is so early that we 
can't even say for sure if it will 
feature Mario or more realistic, real- 

person golfers.” 
As for the touch-and-go Kirby 

game, well, it appears it js still kicking 
about in Nintendo's plush development 
offices, but isn't likely to see a release 

until well into next year. “We're 
hoping to release it as soon as we can. 
But the game is delayed... we will 
release some more screenshots 

Yoshi's Island. Looks a tad tasty, 
doesn't it? And it’s going to play a 

next month.” Expect pictures, 
then, in thirty days’ time. 

V bit as well. Be sure to look out. 

The four-player mode is 
exceptional. Especially 
when you consider that 
all of the racers have 
different transport. 

ae hs tr 
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DKC as a bear, we said. But, 
looking at these new shots, it’s 
turning into something 
eo tA LiKe aL 

is different. This is 
Ice world. Ah, but this [> ! 3 

RyololeM aim aA . 

<{ Believe it or not, 
there's only two 
teeey eM Ae Le) 
on Banjo. Crazy! 
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| Aaaaaand more four-player for 
you. Just so you get an idea of 
how thoroughly stupendous it 
is. We can't wait. 

An ear to 
the ground 

The biggest news of the 
month is undoubtedly that 
Capcom are working on four 
N64 games. The first, a puzzle 
game, has already been 
touched upon in earlier issues 
of this very mag, but the 
others are to be a Resident 
Evil-style adventure game 
Giteltr tame mata (eon apa 
game based on the Street 
arom eae Ue Mm LANA 
Ghouls and Ghosts 64. 
Important spokesperson 
Junnichi Nagai had this to say 
about the other titles: “We 
have several teams working on 
games for the N64. We will 
release an exclusive game for 
the Nintendo 64, and. it will be 
to the N64 what BioHazard is 
to the PlayStation”. 

Bandai — never ones for 
unnecessary secrecy — have 
disclosed they've got 
Tamagotchi 64 in 
development. The 
announcement, reported first 
Tales ale mallu es Lm COT) 
Semler tami] | 
name will be ‘64 De Hakken! 
Minna De Tamagotchi World!’. 
Mmm, snappy. Its basic set-up 
is similar to that of our hotly- 
am ecm ne eo) a a 
PRM eM Ue Moto au ote 
around 35 notes. The Japanese 
(ected ce a1 on Cele tC 

Atlus have almost 
completed work ona Mario- 
Kart-style snowboarding game 
called Snowbo Kids. However, 
Liam Un re tare Lmn aX ULI) 
arin elm tr) ela ook OS 
RU a mee CUE 
won't happen in Europe. The 
Japanese company are looking 
fea MOM ol lel uae uel tne 
OA iemee CMM COLL) 
the crop of other,snow-bound 
sliders by introducing cute 
ele acer Ue mK mole | 

plethora of tracks to boot, as 
well as a board customising 
feature. December has been 
scribbled in for a release. 

Tuaket In orm ULL NY 
productive already, have 
announced another two titles 
for 1998. The first is to be - 
Multi-Racing Championship 2, 
a follow-up to the solid Genki- 
developed cover star of 
N64/5. Ocean will again do 
the business here and in 
America as publishers, though 
the structure of the game is 
not yet known. Their second 
fiir OP ere tacag 
will be drawn from popular 
Japanese TV programme 
Samurai Showdown. More 
sooner than soon. 

Lara OL Ao 
abandoned all future N64 
ECM Cm CMe ictal 4 
game, then? Yep. Thankfully. 
Oh well, life goes on . 

® and that. 



ULTRASRELEASE|LIST, 
The latest information on every Nintendo 64 game 

currently in development world-wide, updated manenly: 
Game name Publisher , Type Country Game name Publisher | Type country E a zo a val] Th a ra] g 

5 Blast Corps Nintendo Mission: Impossible Ocean ACT US/UK/JPN : 

5 _|J League Dynamite Soccer Imagineer JPN Namco Baseball Namco JPN Which new Nintendo 64 games 
3 Multi Racing Championship Ocean RAC Us Reason Imagineer H - - 
18 | Jikkyou World Soret z Konami SPT JAP. Rebel Moon Rising Midwa) are we most looking forward Kore 
23 | Lamborghini 64 Titus RAC US Saikyo Habu Shogi Seta 

26_| Bomberman 64 Hudson ACT JPN Space Circus Ocean ACT US/UK 
‘Mischief Makers Nintendo Super Real Island Seta = JPN ity ae 
Lamborghini 64 Titus Tamagotchi 64 Bandai RPG JPN 
Spas Ubi Soft Tokon Road Hudson SPT JPN of Zelda | 
Robotron X Williams SHT US Ultimate Racer Acclaim Nintendo 

Octo Ultra Combat US LIE 7 
3__| Lylat Wars Nintendo SHT UK Wet Corpse Vic Tokai | 
20_| Clay Fighter 63 1/3 Interpla: US Wild Choppers Seta JPN 
20_| Extreme G Acclaim World Championship Wrestling THQ SPT US 
24 | J-League 11 Beat 1997 Hudson. JPN xSW-1 Video Sys JPN 

25 Top Gear Rally Kemco. ee 

28 _| NFL Quarterback Club’98_ Acclaim Us 40_| Mystical Ninja 64 Konami | RPG [Us F-Zero 
30_| Puyo Puyo Sun 64 Compile JPN Nagano Winter Olympics Konami 64 

F1 Pole Position Ubi Soft 
Hexen Gamebank Nintendo G.A.S.P.!~Fighters’ NEXTream Konami FGT 

Gametek Yoshi's Story Nintendo LOT az 
Mace: The Dark Age _ Atari FGT Us 
Multi-Racing Championship Ocean RAC US/UK 30_| Ken Griffey Jr Nintendo 

Wheel of Fortune Gametek US Banjo-Kazooie Nintendo US/UK/JPN 
Conker's Quest Rare ACT US/UK/JPN H 

4 MK Mythologies: Sub Zero Midway Diddy 

41_| Madden 64 EA Centipede X Midwa Kong 
44_| San Francisco Rush Midway _ Jungle Emperor Leo Nintendo Racing 
414 _| Duke Nukem 64 GT Ken Griffey Jr Baseball Nintendo 
24 [| Diddy Kong Racin Rare Acclaim NTL) 

Aero Fighters Assault Video Sys GT US Nuts 

Chameleon Twist JSS Earthworm Jim 3 Interplay US 
Final Doom 2 GT F-Zero 64 Nintendo RAC JPN/US/UK 

___| GoldenEye 007 Nintendo Flights of the UN Video Sys SHT JPN hi 
Joust X Midwa Forsaken Acclaim ACT US aC 
WCW vs NWO: World Tour 
Yoshi's Island 64 

Hybrid Heaven 
Jurassic Park 2 

Island 
Nintendo 

64 Ozumo Bottom Up SPT JPN Legend of Zelda 64 Nintendo 64 

Mario Paint 64 Nintendo ETC JAP. Nintendo 
4 Bomberman 64 Hudson Mother 3 Nintendo RPG JPN se be )) 
49 | Augusta Masters 98 T&E Soft ~_ [NBA Jam 98 Acclaim SPT US’ 
20 | NBA In the Zone '98 Konami SPT US Pocket Monster 64 

Top Gear Rall Kemco. US/UK 

Biofreaks Quest 64 US 
Holy Magic Century Eltale Imagineer Quest for Camelot Titus = US 
Hyper Olympics Konami SPT JPN Sim City 64 Nintendo SLG JAP. 
Nagano Winter Olympics Konami SPT JPN Sim Copter Maxis SIM 
Sonic Wings Assault Video Sys SHT JPN Superman 64 Titus ACT US Nintendo 

Super Robot Spirits Banpresto : JPN Ultra Donkey Kong Nintendo ACT JAP OT Ca rN 

‘aut. | Flying Dragon Fist Twin Culture B Actua Golf Interplay 

aut. | Pachinko World 64 Shoei ETC JPN Bu: Boogie Nintendo RAC JPN 

aut. | Professional Mah Jon Athena TAB JPN Cavalry Battle 3000 JSS RAC JPN Ett e 
aut. | Morita Shogi 64 Seta TAB JAP. Creator Nintendo JPN/US/UK ) = 

aut. | Rev Limit Seta RAC TAP T&E Soft JPN Kazooie 
aut. | RoboTech: Crystal Dreams Gametek SHT us Daikatana lon Storm Nintend 
aut. | Sim City 2000 Imagineer SLG TPN Dracula 3D (Castlevania 64) Konami JPN/US/UK tiara 
aut. | VR Pro Wrestling Asmik FCT JPN =urreskiBoysoc se | (Virgin US 
wint] Struggle Hard Imagineer FGT JAP/UK Jack and the Beanstalk Nintendo JPN/US/UK 

Kindaichi's Accident File Hudson 
New Japan Pro Wrestling _ 
Silicon Valle; SHT Blade & Barrel Kemco. 

Body Harvest Nintendo SHT US Super Mario 64 2 Nintendo JPN/US/UK A 
Dead Ahead Optical = JPN Siar Mario RPG 2 Nintendo JPN/US/UK PSS TUTE 

Dual Heroes Hudson FGT JPN Tonic Trouble Ubi Soft Cr 
F Thomas ‘Big Hurt’ Baseball Acclaim SPT Us Turrican 64 Factor 5 Porn 

Famista 64 Namco SPT JPN Twisted Edge Snowboarding bay" 
Final Round 64 Konami SPT JPN Ultra Descent 
Flight Simulator® Video Sys SHT JPN VR Baseball 
Golf Nintendo SPT JPN 

Human Wrestling Human SPT JPN PA 
Ikazuchi no Goto Ku Seta TAB JPN u 
Kirby's Air Ride Nintendo RAC JPN/US/UK KEY a] shoor-em-ue | ree EE 

Legion X Hudson = JPN [Racine _| 
Loderunner 64 Bandai [poet TPN Lacifrichrinccame| {sport | 7] RACING 

altro) 
STRATEGY BOARD GAME MISCELLANEOUS September 

TOP 5 S| TOP 5 |TOP 5 Z=—|TOP 5 ,,. 
7 Nie iN TI IN THE 4 —————— IMPORTS 

int a 

Source: Famitsu Source: Electronics Boutique Source: Project K 
Mother 
Nintendo 
March 1998 

Source: ChartTrack 

h | BLAST CORPS 

INTERNATIONAL MARIO KART 64 SUPERSTAR SOCGER:64 TETRISPHERE 

INTERNATIONAL 
SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64 TETRISPHERE - GANBARE GOEMON 

4 SUPER MARIO 64 POWER LEAGUE 64 STARFOX 64 STARFOX 64 
urtuog 
ey SHADOWS OF MULTI RACING 

THE EMPIRE SUPER MARIO 64 MARIO KART 64 
CHAMPIONSHIP | KS Se 

Bubbling Under: Hybrid Heaven (Konami), 
Tamagotchi 64 (Bandai) Top Gear Rally 64 (Nintendo) 
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ere in Japan, September 26th's Baku 
Bomberman is creating quite a fervour. 
In fact it's so eagerly-awaited Hudson are 
claiming it may sell out. The game, 

making free use of the N64's capabilities, has widely 
impressed Japanese games journalists, even in its 
slightly-less-than-complete incarnation. 

Bomberman places you into a fully 3D 
environment, with puzzle-solving and building- 
clearing the order of the day. The actual bomb 
explosions are highly impressive, destroying 
enemies and architecture alike, while the enemies 
contained within the eight worlds wander about 
just waiting to be blown up. 

The most recent Bomberman to grace a 
system was the Hudson-developed Atomic 
Bomberman on the PC. That tried to change 
the formula with bigger sprites, networked 12- 
player games and all-new sampled speech. 
The results were largely hit-and-miss. 
However, on the N64, the Battle Mode will 
be in the popular SNES mould, with four 
normally-sized bombers scuttling about a 
single-screened set-up. We can't wait... 

he Princess of 
Mononoke, a new 
animated film, has run 
Japanese cinemas 

ragged this month, racing to the 
top of the charts in its first week 
of release and staying there. 
Director Hayao Miyazaki has 
created a fair number of corkers in 
his time, such as Nausicaa of the 
Valley of the Wind and My 
Neighbour Totoro, but hasn't 
directed a film, until Mononoke, 
for four years. 

The producer of the film, 
Studio Ghibli, have only recently 
been set up as a film and game 

The Princess of 
storms into cine 

company, and Mononoke is their 
first venture. Although the studio 
will market and distribute the film 
in Japan, Disney have signed up 
the rights to its European, 
American and worldwide release. 

The film is set in an ancient 
forest where huge wolves, wild 
boars and deer can understand 
human speech and live as gods. 
The hero, Ashitaka, starts the film 
on a mission to break a death spell 
which the god of anger and hatred 
has set upon him. Subsequently, 
Ashitaka becomes involved in a 
violent war with the gods and, 
eventually, has (And you'll NEVER 
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Goemon hie ay, Our Japanese reporters are 
1 roel Nara celm Lie He LiTe| 

oddities that might interest 
bemused Westerners. 

The blue-haired boy 
makes it on to the 
small screen! 

Pocket monsters 
stamps 
From 9th to 17th August, JR 
Uapan Railway) subsidiary East- 
Japan carried out a summer 
campaign connected with 
Nintendo's massively popular 
Pocket Monsters game. The 

fter storming into the Japanese Top Ten 
with its unusual mix of Edo architecture 
and hula-hooping disco dancers, Ganbare 
Goemon is due to be turned into an 

company placed special ‘Pocke- 
Mon’ (Pocket Monsters) stamps 
into about 30 stations throughout 
Tokyo's subway system, the idea 

Nvdvf aw? ED TERNAL 
being that travellers would collect 
them in the accompanying ‘Stamp 
Rally Book’, sold separately at any 
eo) Mig ecUlol mee AKER 

Once you'd gathered yourself 
up ten stamps, you were awarded 
a ‘Pocke-Mon Trainer’ certificate, 
while all 30 stamps from all 30 
stations got you a desirable 
‘Pocke-Mon Special Card’. The 
public relations section of JR East- 

animated TV series. Goemon, a household name in 
Japan since his debut on the NES in 1986, has been the 
subject of a furious ad campaign by Konami Japan and, 
after impressing square-eyed Japanese, he's making the 
transition to TV. 

The animated series will begin on well-respected 
national station TBS from October, and will be set in 
Tokyo in the 21st century. The storyline naturally 
concerns the adventures of Goemon and his battle 
against the evil forces of the anti-god Magishinou 
Makuamage. The aforementioned spiritual psychopath is 

LAX It's actually a 
man ina 
Goemon suit. 

attempting to take over Gaming World and let loose his Hard to en econ eo tae 
legions of 3D monsters. Goemon, meanwhile, has other believe we subway travellers participated. 
ideas, and thus a ratings-boosting conflict is nicely set- know but it 

is true. 
Pocket monster league 
From 29th August to 23rd 
November, the competition to find 
the best Pocket Monsters player in 
Japan began in the form of a 
National League. 3,840 Japanese 
PM fanatics — that's 256 gamers 
from each of the country's 15 
regions — were scrapping head-to- 
head for a spot in the final round 
of the competition, which is to be 
held at the end of November. 

‘Mekal £7 The PR men at Nintendo 
f) : os commented: “Usually Pocket 

Monsters players compete against 
AA f Xela mel dat an itt alee) ZARA yee 

that's one of best parts of the 
game. But with this league we can 

believe this bit. — James) to save 
the princess of the title. 

see who is the best player in 

Mononoke drew 300,000 

up. We'll report how well the series goes down 
in a couple of issues’ time... Q 

TP) 

Bonnin mined 

Chssee elie! 
<1 Goemon gets a good 

reviewing. in this issue. 
It gets 80% and a kiss 
from Zy on page 56: 

Japanese films during the 
summer season generally swamp 
Hollywood's best. The two top 

Japan, as they'll all be playing 
under the same rules. We hope to 

people on its opening day on 
12th July, and even now, a 

open the league every year from 
now on, and let as many as people 

month after its release, two-hour 
queues are commonplace at 

as possible have a go.” 

many cinemas. By 19th August, 
audiences had topped 6,900,000, 
and box office receipts tallied in 
at a staggering ¥94 billion (£500 
million). This makes the film the 
most successful in Japanese 
history, with previous celluloid 
king Nankyoku-Monogatari 
having taken a comparatively 
humble ¥5 billion. 

grossing movies were Japanese — 
Mononoke and The End of 
Evangelion — and Disney's own 
Hercules could only weigh in at 
third. Spielberg's The Lost World, 
however, is chipping away, and 
is expected to enter into the top 
two before the month is out. 
Animals, prehistoric or not, 
seem to be the flavour of Q 
the month over here. 

The film’s poster is all over [> [a \ \ > 
Tokyo at the moment. 

TerereRer ROSE + ae OM RORINT EES S 0 

SOOTHER CH BHO TER TRG ORES 

Doom doomed? 
Doom won popularity overseas as 
a pioneer of the network game 
but has found its latest version, 
Doom 64, to be less to Japanese 
tastes. Doom 64 went on sale on 
1st August and sold only 2,000 
copies across Japan. In the next 
week it disappeared out of the Top 
100 altogether. The viability of 
next year's Quake 64 now 
has to be looked at very 
seriously indeed. (N) 

OR 
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By 
JAPANESE 
For those of you loyal readers 
who even now are planning a trip 
to Akihabara, | provide here 
some handy phrases to help you 
avoid the mini-skirt maidens. 
Should you want to. 

BOMES 
Arigatou = Thank you. 
(Upon accepting flyer.) 

fo CT 
Kekko desu = No thanks 
(Upon rejecting flyer.) 

BWEvE 
Moraimashita = | have one 
already (Upon ridding oneself of 
persistent promo bods.) 

CAWSD 
TBORTWIH VETO 
Konnichi wa. Shigoto no ato de, 
nani o shimasu ka = Hi there! 
What are you doing after work? 
(Upon, um, resolving to improve 
your understanding of the 
locals and their culture.) ® 

C i 
ie Boxes Toybox Cupboards 

gElt 

tc 
o 
3 
op 
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An Englishman 
n Tokyo 

Our man on the streets of Tokyo reveals how he's 
wallpapered his bathroom for free. 

ou all know by now that Akihabara 
is a veritable hive of commercial 
activity, swarming with little boys 
grown bigger, eager to visit the 

Mecca of games and gadgets. Along with 
Shibuya, a nearby district of Tokyo, Akihabara 
is the ONLY place that matters for games fans 
interested in keeping up with the latest 
developments. And so it is into the heaving 
masses that | plunge, on a near-daily basis | 
might add, risking life, limb and excessive 
blood-pressure levels, to bring back news to 
our dear readers. Now, a trip to Akihabara is 
an exercise in unabated greed, on which a 
window-shopper is about as welcome as a wasp in a 
wetsuit, so it is with no little astonishment that in the 
midst of such mercenary exchange shines an unexpected 
beacon of hope for the freeloaders and 
scavengers amongst us. 

A beacon? Well, the second you step off 
the train and emerge into the glaring light of 
‘Electric Town’, hordes of breathtakingly 
beautiful young women in tiny miniskirts throw 
themselves at you, desperate for your attention. 
Oh, all right, maybe I'm exaggerating a little. 
But undeniably, as you make your way through 
the heaving masses, you are assailed from all 

<{ “Hello there, young 
" lady. And what, 

perchance, are you 
handing out today?” 

sides by people trying to thrust pieces of paper 
into your hands. This may not seem like much 
to you, but hey, in only a single trip to the 

A Bustling? My word yes. It’s 
sharpen-your-umbrella-and-fight 

your-way-through time 

place (during my lunch-hour, no less), | was 
able to acquire sufficient printed matter to 
entirely re-decorate my toilet (see photo). 
Not bad, eh? Just think what you could Q 
do if you gave it a full day. 

<j And Homebase have got nothing 

on this, now have they? 

WIN! Multi-Racing Championship 

(boxes underneath) that pretty soon your house ends up looking like a 
landfill site. | have recently fallen victim to this 

affliction, with the rather unhappy result that | have lost my 

he only possible drawback to this glorious 
Bed opportunity to truly get something for nothing is 

Cabinets 

KITCHEN N64 Multi Racing Championship cartridge. Or, as | prefer to 
represent it to the wife, ‘temporarily misplaced’ the game. 

For a little sport this month, therefore, | am inviting readers 
to help me find it, and to the winner, the spoils! To assist you in 
your quest, | include (left) a sketch of my apartment and have 
marked the more significant areas. So e-mail me with your best 
suggestion of where | might find the game, and should anyone 
hit the spot, so to speak, | shall package it up on the instant and 
dispatch it to their home. | should warn you, however, that | 
have already thoroughly searched the TV cabinet and checked 
down the back of the sofa. Bonne chance! 

Toilet @ E-mail any Multi Racing suggestions to Max at 
grizzle@tky0.attnet.or.jp Q 

Shoe place 

Cupboard 



GAMED | OU eens Hole QUALITY SERVICE (els aoveeee 
O113 234 0666 

email: GameplayUK@AOL.com 

THE WORLD’S MOST 

CONSOLES AT BRITAIN’S PRICES! 

PRICES INCLUDE TO MOST AREAS IN THE UK 
“SUBJECT TO STOCK 

NBEATABLE SERVICE JARANTEE 

A DIVISION OF INTERACTIVE COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES LTD 

EXACTLY THE SAME AS THE 
GREY OFFICIAL PAD BUT 

AVAILABLE IN BLUE, GREEN, 
RED, BLACK, & YELLOW 

OR FOR 
2 OR MORE 

COLLECT IT FROM YOUR DOOR AND REPLACE IT FREE OF CHARGE!! 

cc ccccceceececececes £134.99 SAVE EVEN MORE WHEN YOU BUY THE FOLLOWING 
£182.99 AT THE SAME TIME AS A NEW NINTENDO 64 x horns £55.99 

+++ £182.99 0000 £22.99 
wee e eee e cee £159.99 has £6.99 

e = 03 ab £6.99 
Reema "£11.99 

seceeeceeees £183.99 PLUS cer £1.50 OFF EVERY GAME BOUGHT AT THE 
eeeceee EIT9.99 SAME TIME AS YOUR BRAND NEW NINTENDO 64!! 

UK NINTENDO 64 GAMES 
JoyPAD EXTENDER CABLE - 1.5M EXTENSION 
LEAD. ATTACHES TO ALL CONTROLLERS . .£7.99 
Pack OF 2 EXTENDER CABLES .... .. £12.99 
Pack OF 4 EXTENDER CABLES .... .! £21.99 

Jout Pack & 256K MEMORY CARD £21.99 

MEMORY & CHEAT CARDS 

|WORKS IN THE SAME WAY AS 

py THE OFFICAL MEMORY CARD 

Super Mario 64 Starfox 64 (Lylat Wars) Turok Dinosaur Hunter Wave Race 64 

Mortal Kombat Trilogy 5 
NBA Hangtime ....... 
Pilot Wings ..... 
Shadows of the ee ‘ 
Star Fox 64 (Lylat Wars) ‘& Jolt Firs FA Soccer 64 . 

aa Syate eters oe a £50.99 Soe ee Guide ....... eeree 
lexen ..... . uper Mario 64 ............ 2 5ST. 

International Superstar Soccer 64 £48.99 Turok Dinosaur Hunter ........ £50.99 SPECIAL OFFER!!! MARIO KART 64 z 
Killer Instinct Gold ........... £46.99 Wave Race 64 ............... £46.99 
Mario Kart 64 £51.99 Wayne Gretzky’s Hockey . £49.99 GAMESTER STEERING WHEEL 

PioTwines, Wave RACER, 
Mario Kart 64, (CRUISIN USA, 

IMPORTED US NINTENDO 64 GAMES GAMESTER LX4 TRUE ANALOGUE WHEEL dis htae Coen 
BIGSt COfpS: 5s iaisisnsis 3-6 2%. avateneisieree 2 STEERI NG WH EEL WITH PROGRAMMABLE Bs 
Clayfighter 63 1/3 2.22... e et “99 BUTTONS FOR THE ULTIMATE Fire UNIVERSAL ADAPTOR ~ PLAY AMERICAN 
GroisinGUSA: éiseons-c 44 elosesiaies 2 x COMES COMPLETE WITH SEMI- Den en TIC INC OR JAPANESE GAMES ON YOUR UK N64...£14.99 
DGRiRIft ss scnsnewnis Gassetamatnma.e : AUTOMATIC GEARSHIFT AND FOOT 
DOOMIGAE) inisiiceccieseie 44 auesoheroarinw @ q PEDALS. SUITABLE FOR USE WITH 

RGB Scart CABLE - IMPROVES PICTURE AND Goldeneye: « «sss: 6: 6:5 sianarevenaeva 2 Mario Kart & WAVE RACE 
AGO 655 dresses ce tonensnaiensemcerdl SOUND GUALTY WHEN CONNECTED TO A SCART 

INPUT ON YOURTV .......0.00-04 
lage S-VHS Scart CABLE - EVEN HIGHER QUALITY 

Mario Kart 64. ossiies e's ee arenes ie a 
Mission Impossible ............. 
Mortal Kombat Trilogy .......... Ss) Mario, MARIO THAN Scart fl 
Multi-Racing Championship STEERING Karr 64, Wave Sawn onvoes oe 99 

All ee NBA Hangtime wee SF Race, N64 LOGO REPLACEMENT RF LEAD .......... £13.99 
be al pe ed games pilot Wings 64 .. or Mario & Hi-Fi Aupio LEAD - PHONO OUTPUT LEAD TO 

to be played on N64 Star Fox 64 & Rumble Pack | Bowser ALLOW YOU TO CONNECT YOUR NINTENDO 64 
consoles and UK N64 _— Super Mario 64 . 
games to be played on Top Gear Rally ................ 

imported consoles Turok: Dinosaur Hunter ......... 
War God) 2... svsisies. 0-5. arauayeaueeeia 

Nintendo VIRTUAL BOY 

TO YOUR Hi-Fi SPEAKERS FOR AMAZING SOUND 
£9.99 

Also with LCD 
display, 

programmable SHOULDER STRAP AND CARRIES 
| gearstick. Works keys, throttle hold me Nes CONSOLE, 2 PADS, 

on N64, PSX & & dynamic 

aes J -_ cornering 

Steering Wheel & 
foot pedals with 

working 

VIRTUAL BOY games all just each. Choose from: 
Mario Clash, Panic Bomber, Virtual Boy Golf, Galactic Pinball, 

Red Alarm, Teleroboxer, Vertical Force & Wario Land r- AR PC ate ae a eR ae eC LN Tat aa a eee 

SALES LINES OPEN ORDER WITH CONFIDENCE FROM 
MON-FRI Gam - 8pm Wl ONE OF THE LARGEST SUPPLIERS IN THE Qe Cut out this order form and post to: ITEM DESCRIPTION PRICE 
SUNDAY 10am - 4pm AFEWS SUPPLIED SO FAR? il GAMEPLAY, UNIT 3 TAVERNERS WALK, I 

UIBBLE EXCHANGE 1ST CLASS Ars YOU ARE UNHAPPY Men oueY SHARGE TOU. MAINLAND, WE NORTH STREET, LEEDS, LS7 1AH I 
PURCHASE FOR ANY REASON, OVIDE THE FASTEST DELIVERY 
SIMPLY RETURN THE ITEM IN Sone ON'STOCK ews: (PEASE I I 
PERFECT CONDITION WITHIN 48 ALLOW 8 DAYS FOR aA ENS ce i NAME: «CUSTOMER NO (i own)? «. 
HOURS OF RECEIPT BY RECORDED SENDING A CHEQUE), NEXT DAY I I 
DELIVERY AND SUBJECT TO A FEE DELIVERY FROM £4, ORDERS PLACED ADDRESS 10% OR MINIMUM £4), WE WILL DELIVERY FROMES- ORDERS PLACED ADDRESS .oeesssnseessssssecesnnsecessnseeeesnseesuneseenenneeenvsnsenganeeneavanentes 

Seetieaaueiesingens §—— Barguaettrosioc = M i OFFER APPLIES ONLY TO ITEMS, 7 as ea pp rtreresseeseeeeeceesentsuussssnsseceeensessesssssssansneensesuunsnassssnanstensenuunnensens i 
ADVERTS. W | WE ALSO STOCK GAMES & i Y ipped within the U.K. To oan RCO ANGE ITEM ACCESSORIES FOR SEGA SATURN POSHSG EEG... seven gusccstens-<oce scutes cers SIGNATURES aW......J0enmi..nsdelacivsie Ce NEXEDNY Detierte tease Creo be ‘ P&P 
IS NOT RECEIVED BACK IN PERFECT & OTHER CONSOLES AND CD ROM I item pls £1.00 for och subsequent em. Ey AN j 
CONDITION)*. ] OTHER COMPANIES MAY TAKE . I tS oe See ees FAX! sods eds ave > eA neecg Se Overseas postage - £2.50 per software item. I 

IMMEDIATELY BU ; ORDER BY CREDIT CARD, CHEQUE, al _ om —« | Cheques payable to ‘Gameplay’. 

1 BST ORDERS OF Gast (LEA PLEASE SAE KNOWING TH THAT Your. I Cash] CHeque[_] Posta Orver[_] Caro [_] we |atdien! > Prices correct at time of going to press. E & OE. I 

FOR YOUR OWN PROTECTION). DEBITED UNTIL YOUR ORDER Carp No mo CT] ooo ] Expiry Date [_]_|/{_]_] Issue No zn SORRY, NO CASH ON DELIVERY. IS DESPATCHED! ; : iaaamadamaaiiai ae ! ; SWITCH ONLY ] 
eee ee 

*YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS ARE NOT AFFECTED 



Eight pages of 
monster-stalking, 
with the definitive 
TT celta mice Wale 

5 Plus! Everything 
you'll need to know 

r= to get through the 
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WAR GODS 
We haven't, it has to be said, been waiting 
with baited breath for this one. GO TO PAGE 
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Ubi Soft tune up 
Human Grand Power Pm -F T-41 TS 64 rom rh 3 

Prix and give it an International Su 2% tte ty 
official FIA ett | (TES) Pont INA 3 

licence.  cotopace (44 
BEV ECT TC me Me 2 

Because N64 cartridges are so expensive, we won't award our Star Game medal until 
we've played the game right through to the end, no matter how hard it is. As well as 
making sure you'll be getting your money's worth, this means we're able to pack our 
reviews with useful information and hard-won secrets. 

EL miley ys ee eong our élite squad of crack 
= Nintendo 64 games testers. TeV eYC tT me : 
CJ VISUALS J Jonathan Davies 

Although they like to think they're pretty 
tough, playing Doom 64 this month has 
given our reviewers nightmares. Apart 
from Jonathan, of course, who always 
sleeps peacefully because he isn't scared 

. of anything. Particularly not girls. 
GoldenEye 007 

Tim Weaver 
“| used to have once of those,” Tim 
added. “I fell into the sea, and fell all 
the way to the bottom, and a whale ate 
me, and that's when | always woke up. 
But that was years ago. I'm fine now.” 
We offered him a game of Wave Race 64 
and he ran away. 

The N64 can produce gob-smacking graphics that are 
light years ahead of other consoles. Does the game in 
question reflect this? 

‘Q) sOUNDs 
Are the tunes any good? Or are they best turned off? |& 
How about the sound effects? Atmospheric and 
useful? Or a bit embarrassing? 

‘) MASTERY | 
With the Nintendo 64 being so ‘special’, how well 
does the game make use of the incredible hardware 
at its disposal? Or would it work just as well on any 
other console? 

GoldenEye 007 

Paul Jarrold 
“Ooh, | had the most awful nightmare 
last night,” our art assistant confessed. 
“The EC banned Pot Noodles. It was 
something to do with the Social Chapter. 
| woke up shaking, and had to go to the 
kitchen and have a Chicken and 
Mushroom one to calm down.” 

Doom 64 

Wil Overton 
“I had this awful nightmare," said Wil. 

“| dreamt | wasn’t Japanese at all, but 
merely an ordinary bloke from Essex." 
Once again, we attempted set him 
straight. “Rubbish,” he parried. “And I'll 
prove it. Come on - I'll take any of you 
on at mah jong." 

C) LIFESPAN - os Ganbare Goemon 

James Ashton 
“For many years," began James, “I had a 
recurring nightmare about being chased 
up the outdoor escalator at Keddies in 
Colchester by a man with a gun." When Ye 
we asked him how it ended, however, he » q 

Jes Bickham 
New boy Jes, whom eagle-eyed readers 
will already have spotted high in our 
Mario Kart 64 Championship league 
table, reckons he never gets nightmares 
any more. “I pulled all my hair out years 
ago,” he chuckled. Actually, he didn't. 

* We made that up. 

At £60-plus a go, you'll want to get weeks of 
entertainment out of every N64 game you buy. That's 
why we finish the best ones to make sure they don't 
peter out prematurely. 

4 es 
The big score at the end is basically, in as scientific a 
fashion as possible, how much fun the game's going 
to give you. Look to the left to see how this works. 

merely smiled thinly and drew his black 
leather coat about him. 

Doom 64 Tetrisphere 

NY 
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ae 

Doom’s out in the UK, and, with GoldenEye 
preparing to fell all comers, it's arrived not 
a moment too soon. | _ 

gm first reviewed Doom way back in issue 3 and we liked it. OK, =a ae 
: bs : : ager e king of the monsters. 

liom ow eee co Meee Mie eee ee Cae pera ean 
ee ROC letra WT EVG LECe Mellie Mili Co) Cohn Lat Vee RR Cun a eiccus 

: eu PRT cee am OL em Me ole ota Melee Ay ill-affects. 
going over: peer in its ears, take its pulse, test its reflexes, that kind of thing. It's just 
the sort of excuse we've been waiting for. 

Yep, over the nexf\few pages N64 Magazine is going to re Doom 64 apart. We'll Pain Elemental 
point out the best bits, grumble at anything shoddy and re Coyote Vater UN aOR Fires Lost Souls from its mouth until 
screens that say “You stumble, blood pouring from your eyes”\(or anything similarly Cleric tek 
macho). If you don’t waht to know absolutely everything about Doom — including our Wes a ae oe 
decisive final opinion — look away from the page now... Fill the room with baddies. Then kill you. 

Se 
eo 

Mancubus 
Missile-firing fat boy. 
Most likely to: 
Waddle unconvincingly. 

Demon 
Ufa Tham Ley 
Most likely to: 
Hunt in packs. 

Baron of Hell 
Minotaur-esque teddy boy. 
Most likely to: 
Jump out of a cupboard when 
Nel kia (laa 

a 

Nightmare Imp 
Purple fire-balling 
Imp cousin. 
Most likely to: 
Materialise out of 
nowhere. And then 
erro a 



Les CLASS OF 64 
Doom 64 re-introduces a good selection of Doom’s familiar 
hell-spawn — a cast of 12 nasties in all. The good news is 
that all the monsters have been re-drawn to take advantage 
of the N64's colour capabilities and by-and-large, they're 

ih de a PMI hae 
Floating flaming skull Uma cua OMT es 
Most likely to: Ny hon i) ‘i A t eee 
Joomiin from miles Fe I at 
eT ail they don't pixellate, even up close! - they move with all the 

nT slippery slickness of a Cyberman in a running-up-stairs 
Doctor Who out-take. Compared with Turok’s polygon- 
generated bestiary, Doom looked a tiny bit naive even 
when it first appeared over in America back in April. And 
what with GoldenEye now strutting proudly on page 50, 
monster-wise Doom is beginning to look distinctly 
yesterday's news. 

PNET ied) 
Mechanical spider with a laser gun. 
Most likely to: 
Go: “Clank, squeak, eeeearrrrrr.” 

VNIUV 

1 

‘dl 

a 
Sy 

‘a es 
ie “a 

ea »¥ 

re " 

yo ae 
j SST 

a 5 aca 

Cacodemon 
Floating cauliflower with lasers. 
Most likely to: 
Die with a strange parping, 

Red fireballin A i 
A Zombie slimy boy. ig ila ci Shotgun Zombie Undead chap with a Most likely to: Pm Girt 3 

Undead. With a PoT Col Make a scary noise Green fireballing thing. 
ured TY Most likely to: when you thought you with hooves. 
Most likely to: RYT) Nae OL) eee Leo Most likely to: Supply you with three five extra bullets. Jump out of a cupboard 
shotgun rounds. when you least expect it. 

(epee Qe 
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MISSION CONTROL “me HOW IT ALL WORKS setup for Doom 64 is 

Tare) (e er: La OU 
playedBoom before Doom never was the most complicated of games. Finish a level, move on to the next — not 
you'll kri@w. that the the kind of stuff to puzzle even the most part-time gamer. However, in the spirit of the 
ability to step sideways N64, not only have Midway designed all-new levels for Doom, they've also included 
Ct Ce mo) TET cs wZe Co olmel MUENar acl MT ami ees Seer ee ue) eae 
vital. if youshaven’t bit complicated, in fact - the kind of thing that can only be explained with the aid of a 
played before, it's , 5 somethiiiepour pick up diagram... (Camera goes wobbly, strange music, fade) 

Unfortunately, in 
Doom 64, ifyyou use find 
the analogue control super 
stick for mowement, secret 
liane STCLNGUTS area 
default for Léft Strafe) 
is impossible to reach ’ progress 2) 
If youXtry to get . = 2 
ETcolU sem Unt m ey mens acd \ normallysto Tei) level, 
the D-Pad to move, : o 
you can reach L easily ’ ; 7 =U) 
but thé Z trigger — the { a fin 4 
CET aac m et] dcol eam % ee psa Pe a eA 
now hopelessly adrift. area 3 } 
On top.of that, the Q- 
Pad requires you to 
use a Run modifier progress 
key and gives you ; ; normally to 
ielareme) Mm UaComarcrere (eli) 
Co) Naomi: (oy40 Loe 

The. N64 solution 
SEM COM eO elem Urs 
eC) MAS 
elle W aan ee 

secret 

Analogue: Movement 
rs Ropeartil 
Serer 
rao 
B: Next Weapon 
Left C: Previous 
Weapon 

Top C: Map : i 
Right C: Action 7 ) 

progress 
normally to 

progress 
normally to 

Or, if you're feeling 
sinister 

D-Pad: Movement 
L: Left Strafe 
L Sealer 
Pad 
B: Next Weapon s 
Left C: Previous strange 
Weapon " unexplained 
Top C: Map jump to 
Right C: Action 
Bottom C: Run 

7a 3\/ 6p. 
final 

CRAZY LASER 
The alien weapon is a unique addition to Doom 64, but its performance depends on how 
NOUR el ele me el mm Ue tLe 

aM ele ce Lome mace ree eee elu rma 
CUE Mumm AME em ale leer Mal iil ae( ue Mel Meu UNA) LLCs em el) 
managed to find. Collect one key and your laser will fire a single burst straight ahead, collect two and a second stream joins it 
at an angle, and if you collect all three the gun emits a triple spray guaranteed to hit anything ahead of you, no matter how 
Ciort oe MEME tia ole 

The laser gun is first available in Level 29, which you can access from level 4. If you miss it that time, it crops up again on 
level 12 where it's much more straightforward to get at. The only problems with Doom 64’s special gun are that the you'll still 
need to collect power pack ammo to use it (and that's not the most common on offer), and the graphics effect of the laser 
makes it look far too puny. 

EST ey 4 



The first secret level is accessed from Level 
Four: The Holding Area. First of all you'll need 
to know where to look here for the entrance to 
level 29, and then, once you're safely in, how 
to find the Switch Key — the one that'll partially 
power-up your laser gun and turn off the first 
of the monster gates in level 28. You can pick 
TEC ae el ae a 

discover level 29, 
the alien weapon 
and the first 
switch key 
LEVEL 4 

too much of a problem. What you're 
looking for is the blue door - stand with 

aco Ulm la 

< You should now be 
Pi ee) 2 facing four switches 

f which must be 
activated in the correct 
order. First: second 
switch from the door. 
Second: switch closest to 
the stairs. Third: second 
switch from the stairs. 
Final: switch closest to 

the blue door. 

< Quickly 
move 

to the 
teleporter 
Elle i (yon 

4 7 Getting this far into level 4 shouldn't be 

you can jump across the pillars to the entrance to 
4 The teleporter will take you to a ledge. From here 

Level 29: Omega Outpost. 

eel Your arrival is a quiet one. To get the Red 
rane 7 Key flick the switch here and rush to the iB = Via L 2 9 
tia a WV opposite side of the room at point A 

ad ie Se en 
fevteng ay 

A ln aol a 
Pas ET cel ae] | 

to this point 
and pick up the 
armour. You'‘llalso 

A Once in this tee eMe Tet a ba 
ceo take a tT Ca ok] v a 

few moments to the room 1 j 
get your bearings. The containing th 

* Me VALE Ria CA 
] 

Fall Down to the Left rm ar 
and get to point B. i) evil horde 
elm Tae LL od ed 

straight over to point C. A safely disposed 
Ske L of you can 
D. Run over to it. move on to 

Vn 

(re a a 
switch 
Fl aoe ilel ab. 

quickly run to 
E. Shoot the 
Rieter Ls 

: | You'll now 
4 be able to 

f pick up the 
laser at G. Repeat 

| With H 
lowered 
(and the Red 

Key obtained you 

Now 

move to 
Lele] 

Co) ir) od 

Soe ee 
the shooting of can open the door and enter the 
the F switch to reece Ue Lea LER Y 148 
[oats switch key. 
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ary. 
GUN GRINS 
One of the cleverest 
things about the 
Dooms of old was the 
way they let you garner 
plenty of weapons quite 
quickly, but made 
getting the ammo for 
them a harder matter 
altogether. Doom 64 is 
no different. There you 
Elcom Olea] mele an TU) 
aaa p asa 
confident that your 
Plasma Rifle will finish 
the job quickly and 
efficiently, when — phut, 
click, silence — your 
super-destructive agent 
of death has run out of 
ammunition. You 
change down for a few 
pumps on your 
shotgun, and again you 
run out of shells. When 
you draw your chain 
gun, you begin to 
co-Uom tata ele me lela 
finish the job now, your 
choices will be stark: try 
to slap your opponent 
to death or start. To. 
ESUTOTOLOLO TOTP UTa ear aralalalay 

ae rhe 

art) 
Not a sensible option. 

Chainsaw 
isa) ROA) a 
end hell-forms. You 
have to get right up 
close, though 

Pistol 
Another ‘last resort’ 
Witla OLA 
useful on Zombies 

Shotgun 
Probably the best 
multi-purpose weapon, 
especially in double- 
barrelled form.You can 
take on all but the 
toughest with this. 

Chaingun 
Lots of fun to use, but 
disappointingly weak 
in our opinion. Runs 
out of ammo quickly. 

PUES oe dal 
Nicely destructive but 
not for use at close- 
quarters. Messy. 

tr mth) 
Fires Blue energy bolts. 
The ammo is rare but 

CMM Am (ert Celtel 
choice when the going 
gets super-tough 

hate) 
The biggest problem 
Wi nese ORR 
delay between pulling 
the trigger and the gun 
EVactrl ait melee! 
idaro.qYms olce) eles (elaRm is [atc4 
a BFG against a moving 
ico em oO mea 
you hit. If. Go! Be 

co! 

N64 



CODE KILLER 
Hang on! Don't buy 
that Game Killer just 

yet. The following 

code will provide you 

with Doom’s full cheat 
menu, allowing you to 
kill it for free. Do not, 
if you want to get any 
fun out of the game, 
Voom mL ao 
password screen 

?TJL BDFW BFGV 
JVVB 

SITUA UN ADIOLK smn Cele ed\ ore 
able are these level 
passwords. Only if 
you're really stuck 
should you type at the 

forts aye] (em vet sista] 

Level 02: 
cjpr 9bj1 68z? qvk? 
Level 03: 
cimr 9bjx 681? gvk? 
Level 04: 
djkr 9bjs 6839 7vk? 
Level 05: 
dthr 9bjn 6859 zvk? 
NT el 
fifr 9bjj 6879 qvk? 
eT By a 
ficr 9bjd 6899 gvk? 
Level 08: 
Fame) eee Mosc) }2=10). a4 
Level 09: 
g18r 9bc5 69d8 Obk? 
Level 10: 
hj6r 9bc1 69g8 rbk? 
Level 11: 
MC melee mo) ale) ag 
Level 12: 
jj2r 9bcs 6917 8bk? 
Level 13: 
j10r 9bcn 69n7 Obk? 
Level 14: 
kjyr 9bcj 69q7 rbk? 
Level 15: 
k1wr 9bcd 69s7 hbk? 
Level 16: 
dmc) ol somos oMsiV1 a 

Level 17: 
l2rr 9bb5 69x6 Ovk? 

Level 18: 
mkpr 9bb1 6926 rvk? 
Level 19: 
m2mr 9bbx 6916 hvk? 
Level 20: 
nkkr 9bbs 6935 8vk? 
Level 21: 
n2hr 9bbn 6955 Ovk? 
Level 22: 

discover level 30 
and the second 
TS NT 

rami ; 

a 

ata cele) Jump onto A Jump at this 
a ea ae Uw 120211 Tare) -_" 

a yellow key, « pick up the you'll find 
release Yel 
Sphere dead ahead 
of it on a pedestal. 

Rye CL] 
look at the map. 
You should see a 
mysterious red line 
Ryedale 1A ek) 
eeu Ul 
opposite. 

el AX Meee 
eT 
transporter here 
will take you to 
VET) 

The second secret level is accessed from level 12: 
Altar of Pain. You'll need to play quite a way 
through to get to the jumping off point for the 
second secret level. Level 31 is called the Lair, and 
NLM Alte Um reel ie MA Cot CVA ey aL 
(oF almneSe 

(o> VEL 12 

LEVEL 30, 
Scene eon 

Peat Fea ad 
ee) Es 

eee) Sim goad 
cea One nee 
Ree ee ee 

Pei Remi ete Pep eeren aed 

om Rr Soe orev ey 

re 7 —— 

én 

pkfr 9bbj 6975 me a —— J 

Level 23: 2 

[tome] ) ote Moses. INL ed F md 
Level 24: 
qk?r 9bf9 6?b4 8bk? 
Level 25: 
q28r 9bf5 62d4 Obk? 
Level 26: 
rk6ér 9bf1 6224 rbk? 
Level 27: 
ioc ieel ea otge tle eg 
To Bh 
sk2r 9bfs 6213 8bk? 

Level 29: 
s20r 9bfn 6?n3 Obk? 
Level 30: 
tkyr 9bfj 6?q3 rbk? 
Level 31: 
t2wr 9bfd 6253 hbk? 
Level 32: 
vgtr 9bd9 6?v2 7vk? 

Issue 7 

A Pick up the 
Supercharge 
Rye meee Pp 

real ( 
ro rae AY ed 

once you've 
= c - Ri (JoJo -te Molin B 

AN a. 6 7 eA CRC ac) 
CUE FU ed) 

een Rar) 
operate the switch at 
PWC mma 
monsters, then step 
on the pedestal at B. 

ee 14a] oe red] 0 3 
key. Now activate the 
door to go down to 
Uk 

rd (eye e Tm 
r Rie ela 
yt) point D and 

= [en 
foe Telel (Aurela 
pour through the 
opened door. 

From point > 
5 E, shoot at 

PTL 
[Ural 
becomes visible. 

< Vela en 
Crease 
and shoot 

la Wi eel a 
mye point G. 

The column [> 
em ar = y 

Rai) re 
eyo ale Fi 
should now <8 
lower at H. za 

- oS | ey] 
TB oie *-) . that done, 

Fae othe [ol ZE) 
underground 

ys (oak a 

rd Utell 
LG 
shouldn't 

be too hard to 
Pf ite Meola k 

) Getting out after 
you've got that is 
RT aL ALES 



CIRCLES IN YOUR 
Pull is 
Tactically there’s not 

too much to say for 

Dele MAO om tem irelie 
buttons to take cover 
Re LImIN ee tai lic 
and, er, keep your eyes 

(o)*\ 10 n (chy 

In certain 

situations, though, 
there is one neat trick 
you can try. When j 

you're being attacked 
by a whole host of 

The final secret level - 31: The Void — is accessed 
from level 18: Spawned Fear. It's the trickiest to 
get to asthe door only remains open just long 
enough to scoot round and in. You'll probably 
need a couple of attempts to make it. 

discover level 31 
and: the final 

rd ime elm me oA 
* 7 I ae MRT eR ULNAR Lele] 

i ay ( \ on ht i i é 

) a al 
Po 

ee Or eaA{ai 18 iS a 

RTM me Ree red 
opening somewhere behind you. baddies in a fairly open 

i plan area, try running 
/ around then’ a couple 

of times. If you're 

moving fast énough, 
"Ea Men? ’ you’ should avoid their 
is aa ws. “a heel ae > Three vanaf Comme Ue mec 

ae ty ie , pen theAdme time they'll y 
z 9 (FG a re | Pane a Pa es oS autem Co eo ICO, / 

L's B ar EM eiin( sescdcele]) 4 
; F aie) eS) se cee ae 
d j a > fi 

4 ra ae . ala eens Ace 
i) Cor a You Pe find a a : advantages. Firstly the 

. maak, small room on PES monsters’ mussiles will 
eel os ete Sasacd tend to hitheir gwn 

ee, d Eee a ELS P ro FOYT 8) oll 9fe HET NY a 
A takes you to level 31. cL... 4ac. you ammo and effort 

LEVEL 31 
Bee ea etre } 

RV ey 
ae aa Eel (¢ 1 
so before you 

ACM USO ASSAULTS YOU. : i clae- Vase eel] 
\\ Ela Witsy 

ST ee ee e 7 
a. exterminate the 

ee nt emee le eng 6a AP e 
iE Srerenre inerm rr os at SS 

* > 
ae erste Te hn 
eee a ela > oS 
eee Sn 

to D. Pick up 
TUT 

Quickly [> } 
oye to Cto Sie 

get toD 
and activate the 
Rives a 
Now run back to 
DandC.. 

A cel mono oe a 
Wf via B and A. 

From E port to 
point F 

CoM GE-Tile my elelag 

ae tT 

angamaybe stafting a 

bivof mutually 
fel cstavreth em pest) alae 
Se€ondly, you'll now 
be able to pull off a bit 
of Circle Strafing 

/ To Circle Strafe 
Sele running and turn 
inwards to face your 

éfemy cluster. Now 

4 Hold down a strafe 
ete. bisttog and start to fire 

ro > off with whithever 

Ne ae yeapon You fancy. The 
T=. 4 Ad: (Mom vom rere Lae] 

5 — 5 ae = Pen ti aaa eva} oe nes (0 

‘ - | 2 Pop out here and take out — 

< 
them but moving all 
the time to dodge their 
fire. Holding down 
strafe will keep you 
moving sideways, but 
you'll also need to 
make constant 
EXOUieen nema Ulan malo 
Analogue or D-pad to 
ase (el ieee aa) 

It sounds 

gofplicated (and takes 
Eee) co ernie eli 
it's ah enormously 
usefulitactic when the 

CtiateetecelaWell elu cremate 

circle, firing inAtoOwards 

PME eee Oe 8 
tele T ULE A 

4 meee tis 
Ago to 

; point F 
from point E. Use 
the switch to 
reach the yellow | 
Va a Co 

Tee aol kee 
exit. When the ground 

Ry go) 

rd 5 Activate the yellow lock 

Si 

Step 2 

BS (To) 

Sy JoM eT elie Ale) ee | 
to retrieve the Switch key at J. ; 

All very simple, really. 

A boned Flea eel Le Mite ee) 

GO! 
GO! 
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FUN SIZE 

Finish off level 24 and 
eae Ura 
happens — you warp 
straight to level 28. 
Even if you\vfind the 
Special Switch Keys in 
the secret levels 29, 30 
and 31, you'll stillpot 
be able to access the 
Ve oa lea | 
28. Strange. 

BUR Comm cart 
dntil you've found aad 
beaten secret level 32 
and earned yourself 
the Features menu {or 
cheated and entered 
the special password), 
you won't be allowed 
to see levels.25, 26 or \ 
PY ee mena Vm CE 
ol Como y-a oe) 

via the level selector in \\ 
your freshly-acquired 
cheats menu. 

And what fun 25, 
26 and 27 are. Eactyis 
Emaar Ucar Mem iY) ea) 
iit tlar ME UaVee e101 
Cyber demons or \ 
Arachnotrons, and 
you'lhave to be a 
Doom god to beat 
ML Urele Laetitia rcd 
Sa Amel MOLT 
difficulty. There's 
nowhete to hide and 
barely any ammo or 
armour to. pick up, 
and, just when you 
think you might be 
FeCln ear aee nA | 
whole host of new 
SME Uo 
It's nerve-shredding. 

As you can only 
roam Ue Ao) 
via the cheat menu, 
Midway are almost 
Ele arM terms aC 
impossible. But just 
am elem uae rial4 
your copy of Doom 
was coming to the end 
Colleen C8) 
welcome addition. 

Lt LEST yd 

\ 

MOTHER! 
Level 28 - it's supposed to be the last one, but it isn’t really - 
brings you face to face with the Mother of all Demons™. If you've 
collected all three Switch Keys, as soon as you've entered the arena 
rush to the three coloured switches and get those monster 
gates turned off. With any luck you should be able to do : el 
this while still invincible from the power-up in the level’s - 
ante-room. 

With the gates turned off, dispose of any loose 
Te) Ue Wk) Com el Le ee 
weapon of choice ee cece ETT Pete Cee ol) 
fully powered-up, can finish off the final boss in a 
satisfying matter of seconds. 

Finishing level 28 without the Switch Keys is a harder 
proposition. A hefty bout of circle strafing might just 
finish off the spawning monsters (they do stop appearing 
after a while) but the chances are you just won't have the 
ammo, armour or health to deal with Mummy. 

A 

A N 

ole Gila 
Level 15: Dark Entries 
IT’S THE BIT WHERE: You can’t pick up 
the megasphere 
Flick the switch and watch the pattern 
of appearances of the Megasphere on 
the columns opposite. When it's 
stopped moving, flick the switch that 
corresponds to the pillar you think it 
would have appeared on next. Get it 
right and you'll get the sphere as well 
Em dA 

nlike the assorted collection of 
eee Ue Meee mace 
it seems that Doom refuses to 
die. It didn’t create the ‘Doom- 

style’, as\it’s Gome to be known, and it's 
definitely not been the best third-person 
shoot-’em-up since, well, Duke Nukem on 
the PC and Turok on the N64. So why the 
LE Cra lea ran AANA XM CeCe le) ol -1g 
on every new games system only shortly 
before a sequel is announced? (Final 
Doom II 64 has already been announced 
by Midway for some time early next year.) 

It's questions like this that come into 
our minds now that Doom 64 has finally 
Evo)e\x- Uc com colmesig lige <-lun eee AAT) 
unfortunately, there's no real conclusive 
answer. Doom is one of those games that 
has a compulsive streak running through 
the middle of it. Whether it's the ultimate 
simplicity of its level objectives, the dank 

Level 17: Watch Your Step, 
IT’S. THE BIT WHERE: you can’t open the 
secret door . 
Use the teleporters in the main room and 
then immediately open the secret door 
behind where you land. When both doors 
are opened for both transporters the secret 
door will open up in the corridor linking the 
Eee Rim ema 

gloominess of its levels or the stomach- 
Cola calls -an <b MLM olan eM AeA ATMEL AY 
habit of jumping out unannounced, few 
people who sit down to play Doom leave it 
very quickly. 

The problem with recent Dooms — 
they've been on the 32-bit consoles — is 
that the game's level design has changed 
little since Doom and Doom II on the PC. 
Players who'd already experienced the 
delights of the game on its original format 
found little to interest them in warmed- 
ON micoa arta mela) nl maul aa) 
as time went on, more people were 
exposed to PC Doom, leaving console 
versions looking increasingly shabby. 

Spanking 
Which is all a long way of saying that for 
Doom 64, Midway almost had to redesign 
the game's levels. And they have — all 32 

TNR Ulead 
the power-ups in the 

ETal roelel em elt] 
(eae ae 

The laser weapon is 
the best for Mumsie. 
She can’t stand it, 
you see 

A 

UU aT aC Cr ORCL ac Use Ue a OCR AU Ce Ly Ce heads for a while... 

Level 18: Spawned Fear 
ihe eee ele ole  ee 
Lo) 
Stand.on the box in the room before the 
blue key and shoot the nearest switch with 
the shotgun. Now quickly rush into the next 
room and pick up the key off the freshly- 
lowered platform. 

new of them, with brand-spanking new 
floorplans and freshly-buffed textures. The 
danger with a company other than id 
(Doom's creators) fiddling around with 
Var Uo Corl Van am arc mo m aMeeU OaT Le 
part of that original Doom magic would be 
lost — especially as all the surface textures 
were to be re-worked to allow for the 
N64's mip-mapping (pixellation 
elimination) capabilities. 

The good news is that with a few 
exceptions, the results are excellent. Doom 
64's levels are easily comparable in size 
and design as the best in PC Doom II. 
What's more, the new look only enhances 
the feel of the game. You could say that 
keeping things as gloomy and dark as 
possible isn't the biggest challenge in the 
world, but with such a well-known and 
distinctly-recognisable proposition, things 
could have all gone wrong all too easily. 



level 32 HECTIC 
Doom’s final level. The cheats won't work. There's little health help or ammo 
available. You will not survive. 

Level 20: Breakdown 
IT’S THE BIT WHERE: you can't get started 
Climb up to the balcony level and shoot the 
switch on the pillar. This will lower the 
column with the Blue key on it. 

rs 
ee ia i SNS es 

me tl dated 

pe ee 
a. 

Similarly well-handled is the change 
from digital to analogue control. Although 
the digital D-pad option is included, not to 
use the Analogue would be madness — the 
smoothness of your Space Marine's 
movement under its control is superb. 
Gone are the rather stop-go robotic 
stumblings of the original games and in 
come smooth curves and perfectly 
graduated speed —- from a creep forward to 
a Linford sprint. Using the Analogue also 
rina aT MoM dal ato COMM NOLAN TeLelL LLMs 
EU Lar Mal 4g Lego Ke MUTUAL 
ime Oae 

Most of the monsters make it through 
from Doom II, but, although their sprites 
are a vast improvement over the originals, 
their animation leaves a lot to be desired. 
Perhaps if Turok’s polygon dinosaurs 
hadn't come along so early on in the N64's 
life this wouldn't have been so noticeable, 

ee eee 

Bas | 
ase Ue eek 

impossible. 

Pq RRR 
a pic of Doom’s 
final screen wins 
something. 

Level 22: Burnt Offering 
iw ee ee Rha eT 
health to survive 
In the biggest room shoot the stone statue 
from the balcony area to lower the platform. 
You should now be able to pick up a 
Supercharge sphere. 

but with GoldenEye currently playing in 
the office the situation has only got worse. 
DT efo MUA Re-ment CTE 
glance, but when they try to move 
towards you, they have all the scary effect 
of a group of pensioners moving in foraa 
crop of reduced girdles at M&S. 

Small child 
While dodgy animation might be the fault 
of Midway's programming, Doom’'s biggest 
EW aCe Bee Un ode nee eS 
original design. Here you are, a rough 
tough Space Marine (with blood pouring 
from his eyes, apparently) but you seem 
quite incapable of stepping over even the 
lowest of obstacles or kerbs. Which is 
annoying. To compound the sin, Midway 
actually then go and use some of these 
low-level obstacles as removable puzzle 
pieces, blocking your way to later parts of 

Level 32: Hectic 
IT’S THE BIT WHERE: you can't get 

ee eae | 
The ‘proper’ way to get to level 32 is 
from level 1. Destroy all the barrels 
cola Mee Om Mae eel me I Clee 
(there are ten in total). Now go to the 
teleporter concealed in the secret area 
and teleport back to the starting area. 
Shoot the last barrel in front off you 
and enter the door behind where you 
teleported in. A secret area will 
temporarily open on the left wall that 
leads to Level 32. 

See eT ree eat es rd 
ae eee errr 

HcCUiIL 

oS ae a ee ee 
eer 

a level. Look, it's eighteen inches high! A 
toddler could get over that no trouble at 
all. Stupidity. 

And Doom’s original design is the 
reason why it's never going to get the big 
scores anymore, and why we've revised 
our original score of 80% down a couple 
of points. First-person shooters on the 
N64, no matter how polished or large, 
have got to have a bit more imagination in 
them than linear level designs, a total lack 
of story and no more but a standard issue 
of weapons and special features. Make no 
mistake about it, Doom 64 is a fine game 
as far as it goes. It's just, against Turok, 
Goldeneye (and maybe Mission 
Impossible, if it ever deigns to put in an 
appearance), that's just not far enough. 

GoldenEye 007. Out in November. The 
clock is running. 

JAMES 
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7 VISUALS 
Smoothly animated and 

darkly realistic. The 
monsters, sadly, are crap. 

Quite the scariest 
music we've heard for 
ages. Effects lack detail 
but the monster noises 

are disturbing. 

Doom 64 is slowly being 
left behind. Technically 
it's up there (apart form 

the monsters), but 
otherwise there's a total 

lack of innovation 

Reassuringly difficult, 
with the best secret 

options of any Doom to 
date. Increased puzzle 

aspect and some 
genuinely challenging 

bits should help you get 
your money’s worth. 

On release it was second 
choice behind Turok. 

With GoldenEye on the 
way, it must now be 
third. A good game 

but limited. 
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 16 TRACKS 
F1 Pole Position contains all 16 circuits from the 1996 season, packed into a cart the size of a Shredded Wheat. 

EOWOEE Albert Park Buenos Aires EUROPE 
A US TRA L IA AR GEN TINA Normally a tricky one to 

A f th ill overtake on, this, but 
Something of a ‘retro’ BE ete nen aton eae ae Passing seems unusually 

. circuit, so keep all your : or track, this one, as the tti the default easy in F1 Pole Position. In 
Australian Grand Prix has e dion he 7% © ta : ‘Luxembourg’, this year. 
now shifted to Melbourne. Tease Me ee ee 
A good place to start. like Fangio. 

Yl 

Lsty 

BRAZIL 
An odditity on the Formula 
1 calendar, this, because 
the cars go round it anti- 
clockwise. So expect lots of 
left-hand bends, eh? 

The camera pans around exciting at the start of 
NVA ee Well, a bit excitingly. You know, sort of. 

ot KmZh 

MORE le AAR el ese) 
for. Behind-the-car is best, we reckon. 

A a ET yee) ROSTER 
ba . exhaust pipes quite a lot. EB 

THN; 
¥eoRha This‘Il be Suzuka. You can : m 
' ‘ i ' i ‘ ii AV tell by the ferris wheel. » Spee 

bY 196070971 

ad 
#96, BENETTON 
hdl 
itr} hd SG 1 ; 

You can shuffle the drivers and teams 
around to your heart's content. 

F1 Pole Position 

UBI SOFT 



equivalent of Monaco, 
is a twisty little blighter. 
Lots of down-force, then. 

ou’re slowing down!" said the 
annonymous American voice 
over the radio as | crossed the 
finish line in first place in the 

European Grand Prix at the Nurburgring. 
When | do the same thing in Formula 1 
on the PlayStation, Murray Walker says: 

rZ 
Prix!" Which pretty much sums up the 
difference between the two games. 

From the Nintendo devotee's point of 
view, F7 Pole Position 64 is certainly 
streets ahead of any Formula 1 game the 

POSITION 64 

_Monte Carlo 

7 fee 
Iga 

| en 
WT? 

CYT Te? 
* Mae 

PLLA 7 

Possibly, we think, the 
ne of a classic Mansell 

SPAIN 

ey mle yee ym 
we like to see. 

The stats at the top 
of the screen can be 

7 V altered at will. 

lap 1490 

Sian 
7 FORT we TA 
PEPS/ imam 

if eh GYAS < Disaster often results from the lack 

eter te 

SNES managed. Where once we had flat, 
Mode-7-generated courses (either viewed 
from above, in which case it was 
impossible to see corners coming up, or 
from a first-person point of view, in which 
case, er, it was similarly impossible to see 
corners coming up), now we've got every 
circuit on the Formula 1 calendar lovingly 
constructed from 3D polygons. The road, 
the stands, the bridges, the tunnels, the 
pits — it's all there just as it should be. And 
the game's programmers have also 
simulated the handling of an F1 car as best 

of feedback from the steering. 

they can, including tweakable tyres, 
spoilers and other things. 

There're all the options you'd hope for. 
You can race a full season or set up a 
single race against whichever drivers you 
fancy. You can go through all the practice 
and qualifying sessions before each race or 
cut to the chase and start from the back of 
the grid. You can adjust the downforce and 
tyres on your car according to the circuit 
you're about to race on 

and the weather. And you GO! 
can juggle drivers and GO! 

Have Ubi Soft managed to turn 
Human Grand Prix rom a Shinji 
Nakano into a Michael Schumacher? 

Gilles Villeneuve 

BEHIND YOU! 

F1 Pole Position 
allows you to choose 
your view of the 
action, ranging from 
sitting-in-the-car to 
floating-several-feet- 
behind-it. We'd 
suggest you plump for 
the latter, as it allows 
you to spot Heinz- 
Harald Frentzen 
coming up behind 
you and veer into his 
path accordingly. 

ING (45 



GERMANY 
A great circuit to race on, 

| with its long, high-speed 
aights making a low 
nforce, high-geared 

_ without a helicopter. BRITAIN 
Featured here in its pre- 
improved form, although 
it’s a bit hard to tell 
anyway when the corners 
are all triangular polygons. 

HUNGARY 
Something of a third-gear 
grind, this one, with a 
neverending series of long 
slow corners and no 
decent straights. 

Pe eM Ute nie nde 

IT’S OFFICIAL 

“ OQUR TUNE 
Before each race you're given firstly a weather forecast, and then the opportunity to 
tune up your car to suit the conditions. Here’s what all the options do: 

pa ELT oat WING: A vital one, this. There are 
) seven settings, allowing you to set 

your aerofoils for greater speed or 
greater downforce. On a wiggle- 
free circuit like Hockenheim you'll 
want to go for speed, whereas 
somewhere like Monaco you'll 
want maximum downforce. 

TRANSMISSION: Manual? 

Semi-automatic? Or 
Pour ta | Lee d 

recommend the last-named, 
CIMA me) 

Position makes it for you to 

BRAKE: You can let the N64 apply the 
brakes too, if you like. This option is for 

cowards and charlatans, however. 

know what gear to be in at 
any time. You also get to 
choose between seven 

rations, here, which is best 
done in combination with 

the wing setting. 

ee a et re, 
Dea ae 

TIRES (SIC): Slick or rain are the options 
here, so it's a case of whether you want to 
go for speed or handling security. If the 

weather changes you can always call into the 
pits later and swap them over. 

teams about, so you're not stuck with the 
default 1996 stats. 

And out on the road F7 Pole Position 
é works well enough. Your car responds 

ars precisely to the analogue stick, allowing 
ack you to scythe pleasingly through back 

markers. Hills and tunnels and things are 
just where they should be. And there's 
been some attempt to inject excitement 
into proceedings, with sparks flying from 

earache thing your car's underbody and computer cars 
Auther ough, ef breaking down and trailing smoke. 

It's when you start to compare Pole 
Position with what's available on other 
machines that it starts to look a little limp. 
Formula 7 on the PlayStation, for example, 
is a better game in every way, with 
dazzling (rather than merely functional) 
graphics, more convincing controls (despite 
not having an analogue stick to call upon) 

STEERING: The settings are 
EEICMeYC lean ii aelie) 
Expert, and, although it’s a bit 
difficult to tell, they seem to 
affect how realistically the car 

ela ee OR WALL e 

SUSPENSION: Soft? Or 
hard? As the supposedly 
bumpier circuits aren't 
actually bumpy, we’d 

advise ‘hard’. 

and thoughts from Murray Walker 
throughout. And Grand Prix 2, the only 
game | regularly play on my ageing PC, 
trounces Pole Position in terms of accuracy 
— you need to clip kerbs with inch-perfect 
precision — and has spectacular crashes, 
with spoilers, wheels and entire cars 
hurtling through the air with balletic grace. 

Pole Position's speedometer is in 
kilometres per hour. Who the devil knows 
how fast 168 km/h is? And besides, the 
important thing with racing cars is what 
gear you're in. You talk about third gear 
corners and second gear chicanes - it's 
vital to know what gear you're in at any 
time. Grand Prix 2 on the PC realises this, 
and gives you a big, bold gear indicator in 
the middle of your instrument panel. F7 

6 
Pole Position, meanwhile, writes your 
current gear as a tiny number in the 
bottom right-hand corner of the screen, so, 
by the time you've found it and worked 
out how many down-changes you need to 
make, you're embedded in a tyre wall. 

Grand Prix 2 also, if you ask it to, tells 
you what gear to change down to before 
you reach each corner. This doesn’t just 
help you to take the corner at the right 
speed, but warns you when there's a 
corner coming up in the first place. And it 
puts little boards 100 yards before each 
corner as extra warning. Not terribly 
realistic, perhaps, but unless you're 
prepared to devote your life to learning 
every corner of every one of the 16 Grand 
Prix Circuits (something racing drivers are 
paid up to £20 million a year to do), it's 
the only way of doing a lap without 



Spa Francochamps 

BELGIUM 
This one’s half made up of 
public roads, and spends 
mutch of its time running 
through forest. Crash here 
and you may not be found. 

FUEL: Here's where you choose your 
eee ier 

PIT WORK: Light? Normal? Or heavy? 
eT a eT LES 

CONTROLLER: Here you get to 
choose your control set-up. ‘Super NES’ 
has you using the D-pad and buttons; 
‘Left’ gives you the D-pad for steering 
and, weirdly, the analogue stick for 

accelerating and braking; ‘Right’ is the 
default, and by far the best, with the 

analogue stick for steering; and 
BY Telli ee eee ey 
the many wheels that're appearing on 

shop shelves. 

FILES: Loads and saves your current 
championship position. (N.B. When it 
says ‘Data save’ between races it's 

NOT saving your position, just your lap 
times. That little discovery caused 

some some raised voices here in the 
N64 office.) 

crashing. F7 Pole Position, on the other 
hand, gives you absolutely no help at all 
with getting around corners. Not even a 
little ‘left’ or ‘right’ arrow. 

And the other thing Grand Prix 2 does 
is let you know how far you're pushing 
your car's grip by making the tyres squeal 
louder as you reach the limit, so you can 
judge when you're taking a bend at the 
optimum speed. Pole Position does have 
tyre squealing, but it doesn't seem to bear 
much relation to what your car's doing, so 
cornering is all a matter of guesswork. 

So far too much time is spent 
ploughing into gravel and richocheting off 
walls, doing your car no good at all if 
you've got ‘Machine Damage’ turned on. 
What you really want to be concentrating 
on is pulling off exciting overtaking 
manoeuvres and witnessing spectacular 

A pleasantly fast circuit 
that carves through some 
attractive forest. Ease off 
on the down-force. 

ITALY 
PORTUGAL 

Just one long straight 
here, with the rest of it all 
wiggly. Parched-looking 
mountains provide the 
race backdrop. 

hl ee ie) ae)! 
One of the things Ubi Soft haven't done is move the main options from their 
typically easy Japanese default settings. Be sure to change them up before you 
Sem el mie ae Le 

Computer level: Bump this up at least to ‘Normal’, or you'll find yourself 
driving at six times the speed of all the other cars. 
iachine touch: As far as we can make out, this is how difficult it is to slide 
past other cars. Move this to ‘Normal’ too, we should. 
Machine damase: How much damage your car takes if you hit someone else 
or go off the road. Ordinarily we'd have no hesitation in recommending you 

CONFIGURATION 

aa 
ALTE aT 
WE hay 
ea eam 
PU a SD 
Ta 
EXIT 

crashes, but none of that ever seems to 
happen — not when any of us were racing 
at least. 

Ubi Soft have put some work into the 
game during its transformation from 
Human Grand Prix into F1 Pole Position, 
aside from just sellotaping an FIA licence 
onto it. The sound effects have been 
tweaked, reducing the volume of the 
swarm-of-bees crowd and adding some 
not-terribly-convincing crunches and 
squeals, and the voice over the radio 
supposedly makes more sense (although 
his ten or so comments still grow repetitive 
within seconds, especially “You're way out 
front!"). Textures have been touched up so 
the crowd doesn’t ‘glisten’, and pop-up 
has supposedly been reduced (but we 

Se 
Ute 
ag 
REAL 
hy etel fe) 

a 

stick this on ‘Normal’ 
too, but given how hard 
fhm OM r-Ke er Ac omeel ge) 
Tyee eM LL 
‘Off's best. 
been) elites mr vaa te (Vat 
Leave this on ‘Real’, and 
laugh at the misfortune 
Co) Mt el Ok Rec 

communications: We 
el Vol cont ta a 
turning off Annoying 
Bloke in the pits. 

couldn't see any difference — the tunnel at 
Monaco still contructs itself as you speed 
through it, making it impossible to judge 
when you're about to emerge from the 
end at 200 Mph into the slow chicane). 
But, though the PAL version's speed is fine, 
they haven't done anything about the 
‘letterbox’ display: the borders have 
actually grown bigger. 

F1 Pole Position is a solid enough 
game, and once I'd dabbed away the initial 
tears of disappointment | started to have 
fun with it. But the N64 is capable of 
producing the ultimate Formula 1 
simulation - something that's as far ahead 
of Grand Prix 2 and the PlayStation's 
Formula 7 as they're ahead of Ubi Soft's 
game. Let's just hope someone like 
Psygnosis is already on the case. 
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JAPAN 
The only circuit with a 
Scalextric-style figure-of- 
eight configuration. It’s 
also got a huge ferris 
wheel behind the crowd. 
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6 VISUALS 
Would have looked 

brilliant a few years ago, 
but F7 looks merely 

functional now. 

‘4 SOUNDS 
Annoying announcer and 
sound effects that never 

really seem to ‘gel’. 

>) MASTERY 
There's nothing here 
that couldn't be done 
on any other console. 

@ Uti 
With every Formula 1 
circuit and a range of 
difficulty settings, 

this ought to last for 
ages. No multi-player 

mode, though. 

VERDICT 
A workmanlike Formula 
1 game. Our N64s are 
capable of so much 

more, though. 



NG, MAGAZINE 

FACTION! 
Anubis is the only 

actual deity in the 
game. He was the 

Egyptian god of the 
dead, and was 
responsible for ferrying 

the souls of the 
departed to their final 
destination. The only 
other character that 
bears any direct 
resemblance to a 

known supernatural 
entity is Vallah, who is a 

loose take on Brunhilde, 
chief of the Valkyries, a 
‘posse’ of shield 
maidens who 

accompanied slain 
Norse warriors to 

Valhalla (Norse heaven) 
So now you know. 

Dale Winton vs John Inman in the first 
international pomade-flicking championship! 

Each character has, of course, a variety of special moves. You'll find them all listed in our review of the American version in N64/4. Here, 
Cts COOL ee AOL CMM ce Mel Colmer Ca mae ela 

WARHEAD’'S QUAKE 
PUNCH 
Re melee Lae) 
ground stomp move. Causes 
your opponent to fall over 
as if drunk 

(3D Button) B, D, F, HP 

ee Nee) a rd 
Hysterical containment 
move which sees matey 
boy/girl pinned in the jaws 
of some long-dead reptile. 
em Se em 

F, D, P, HP 

ANUBIS’S PYRAMID 
ber sas 
eee Oem eee) 
around your opponent, er, 
containing him/her. Useful 
at parties. 

fo ee 
Ever wanted to shoot 
fete) aL 
mysteriously emanating 
from your forehead? This is 
Del mega 

B, D, F, LP 

tote Tele ole) 
Summons up some heavenly 
nine-inchers to rain down 
on your more-than-a-little- 
surprised opponent. Hurts 
like a good ‘un. 

(3D Button) B, D, F, HP 

eV Tt lee a PN 
Set fire to your enemy's 
ankles with this one. The 
number of socks these War 
Gods get though - M&S 
must be rubbing their hands. 

(3D Button) B, D, F HP 

TAK’'S ROCK CRUSH 
Produces a boulder as if 
from nowhere and hurls it 
ten-pin style at your hapless 
uae a1 1 
ankles snap. 

D, B, HP 

PAGAN’'S SKELETON 
yd 

PW ee melee ee) 
V7 Riley CM el 
opposition. Punch away! It’s 
now risk free. 

B, D, F, LP 

PU ee it) tag 
As if naplam’s his speciality, 
Ahua Kin sets light to the 
chaps he doesn't like with 
this one. Warms his hands 
on their glowing flesh. Nice. 

MAXIMUS'S SHOCKWAVE 
Stomp on the floor for a bit 
of enemy footing disuption. 
In fact, you can spend most 
of the bout doing this 
without much interference. 

(3D Button) U, D, LP 



ods, despite their immortal 

superbeingness, apparently aren't 
as cool as we've been led to 
believe. They don't straddle 

continents with their mighty boots. They 
don't stride, strut or swagger. They don’t 
even smite convincingly. Not, it appears 
they mince around in a dainty fashion, 
sucking in their stomachs in an effort to 
appear a bit handy on the cobbles, looking 
for all the world as if they're about to 
threaten you with A Nice Cup of Tea. And 
that's just the first instance of Wrong 
you'll find in War Gods. 

The plethora of other Wrongs that War 
Gods is riddled with constitute all that a 
decent beat-'em-up should never, ever be. 
There're the same, tired Kombat-combos; 
the lack of fluidity between moves; the 
blatant telegraphing of intentions that the 
frantic button-pushing of special moves 
entails; and, most heinously, it's perfectly 
possible to beat your opponent by (a) 
repeatedly using the same move again and 
again, or (b) bashing any old button 
completely at random. 

There's no consideration of tactical 
thought, no beauty or style, nothing to 
involve you with the supposedly visceral 
action, nothing we haven't seen a hundred 
times before. 

And those characters. Gods? Peter 
Duncan's pantomime pals, surely. We're 
asked to place our faith in the hands of 
such creatures as Ahua Kin, the man in the 
skirt, and the infamous Kabuki Joe, a 
samurai-cum-clown (A traditional Japanese 

actor, actually. — Wil) (Be quiet. - Ed) who 
is under the mistaken impression that 
parading around with tensed arms renders 
him ‘a bit tasty’. And Pagan, the resident 
leather-clad dominatrix, seems to have 
been included solely for her post-victory 
bosom wobbling celebration. No, no and 
no. It's odd how the character design is so 
uninspired considering the obvious classical 
references Midway have drawn on; only in 
certain cases — such as Aubis and Voodoo 
— do the results merit the game title. 

This may all sound unnecessarily harsh 
and unfair, and, indeed, War Gods isn't a 
stinker on the same level as the risible 
Mortal Kombat Trilogy. But extract the 
chaff - the laughable animation, the worn- 

out combat system and the 
gigglesomely portentous music — and 
the wheat you're left with is a 
desperately unexciting game. 
Admittedly, it is quite good fun initially, 

playing with new characters and conjuring 
up some splendidly silly moves. Even the 
vaunted 3D movement isn't quite the 
concession to modernity you'd believe. But 
the novelty soon dissipates. We've already 
had our fair share of sub-standard beat- 
"em-ups on the N64; we don't need yet 
another. In designing for such an advanced 
machine as the N64, there's no bigger 
crime than mediocrity. It really beggars 
belief that, with this this level of hardware 
available, no-one has yet managed to drag 
the beat-'em-up out of the quagmire. 

They say that when belief in a god 
dies, the god dies as well. Yet despite 
several hours pointedly ignoring War Gods 
(risking some very strange looks from 
Jonathan), it still hasn't disappeared, and 
Warhead's slightly too-tight combat 
trousers are taunting me unsettlingly. 

PRESS START 
De 

6 VISUALS 
Yes, believe what you've 

heard. It's Mortal 
Kombat 3D. 

Overly serious dirges 
and a basso-profundo 
Marlboro Man doing 

the voiceover. 

@ MASTERY 
A criminally N64- 

untroubling waste of 
moulded plastic. 

7 LIFESPAN 
Birth to death in 

microcosm; once you've 
sampled all the 

characters ‘delights’ 
you'll feel bored and 
cheated. (A précis of 
real life indeed. - Ed) 

VERDICT 
A paragon of money-for- 

old-(3D)-rope. 

INGYT @9 



ae LEM ort 4) 
le 8 ee 
reviewed in N64 is 
only available on 
Japanese and US 
import. We'll do 
imme) 
issues on any 
PEM Com Cokie) 
Tm OLS 

oldenEye 007 mental recipe: 
Think of the best Doom game 
you've ever played. Thinking 
Tur iem ule WU aoe UL 

things you've wanted to see in a game/ 
film tie-in but never have. Mix the two. 
Now take all the excitement you've ever 
experienced watching a James Bond film, 
and stir in all the things you've watched 
him do and really wished ya Id ha 
had a go at. Still with me? 

Right, now dissolve all ¢ 
had about the size of carts, 
every film-licensed game that’s evel 
(Apart from Robocop 3 and Hudson 
on the Amiga. — Ed) (And Die Hard Trilc 

ix 
& 

gr 

», S$ 
4 a 

ESE GRE ig Ra ane a anti Oi eee a 

and Alien Trilogy on the PlayStation. — 
Tim) (Shush. — James) and the tiredness of 
Doom games in general and discard. Take 
remaining youthful core of innocence and 
love of computer games and leave to rise. 
Prepare large gap in social schedule, sit 
back and enjoy the finest first-person game 
since Id Software invented them. 

We've only got six pages to review 
GoldenEye, and that's just not enough to 
CoCo Uilemr-ccit em ULSI CeCcmn CCK MECSOU CORT LOM 
arrives in the UK in November we'll dissect 
Tamara) Cola a emelel lL Umno lala 
writing about one bit we love, another 
forces its way to the front and demands 
attention. It's hard to think of anything bad 

Ah, Meester Bond, we've 
been expecting you, .« 

tT Issue 7 



THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN GUN 

ee eee 

Re aio 

to say to balance things out, either. 
‘Eventually it will be over and there'll be 
nothing more to do.’ Apart from the four- 
player death match. You see? Damn. 

We've had GoldenEye in the N64 
offices for a couple of days now and we've 
just managed to get to the final level on 
the easiest setting. Ahead of us lie two 
more difficulty levels, two hidden levels, a 
hidden difficulty setting, a level editor and 
a whole hatful of cheats and rewards. 
We've hardly scratched the surface, in 
other words. When the UK version 
comes nd we'll be ready. Until then, 
aa A of what we've managed to 

ar. ETaal(ea 

GoldenEye 007 

NINTENDO 

October 1997 

WALTHER PP7 
Bond's standard side 
arm. Seven-shot 
magazine. Good 
stopping power, 

ool (lp ar-tme (eso 
Uy MmolaClam illo} 
with silencer. 

Lo) oP CR Teh ge) io) 
Paste) dime ce lar ta(e 
pistol carried by army 
officers. Eight-shot 
magazine. Accurate 
and powerful at 
CS aTelamic- Ui emo 
Tes anlee 

(Be): 1] 
Czech automatic pistol. 
Nine-shot magazine. 
Extreme stopping 
feo Mm LIL Cee leo Ug 
long range, no silencer. 

a tag 
Peele) Muir Cealalo 
gun, standard issue to 
Soviet troops. 30-shot 
magazine. Low power 
magnifying sight, low 
rate of fire, reasonable 
stopping power. 

ra tee TTT 
Rapid fire hand held 
Tease 
aA ImClone 
fire. Medium stopping 
power. Inaccurate over 
long distances. 

SNIPER RIFLE 
Eight-shot silenced rifle 
with telescopic sight. 
Satria Va-(eal econ 
silent and powerful. 
Useless for close- 
fea e wh ela 

PHANTOM 
Sub machine gun copy 
favoured by terrorist 
organisations. 

AUTOMATIC 
by tet 
8-shell automatic 
action. Devastating at 
Co oma Ceele elt 
at distance. 
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NOW PAY ATTENTION, BOND... 
In each level of GoldenEye Bond has a specific set of tasks to achieve before he can move on to the next mission. When you 
first switch on the game, there are three difficulty modes —- Agent, Secret Agent and 00 Agent - which ramp-up the skill you'll 
need to complete the missions in two distinct ways. Firstly, on harder difficulty settings you might need to accomplish more 
in a level: neutralise all the alarms on level 1, for example, rather than just bungee jump down from the dam. Secondly, 
enemy reaction increases from one difficulty level to the next, as does their toughness: on 00 Agent level, only head shots can 
be guaranteed to put an enemy down and out. When you've beaten all three difficulty levels (each has a different final level), 

IMPORT 00 Agen somes f NMestion ¥ An aes 
Pat Oem monte 
PRIMARY OB eC TIVES 

er A 

Best bit: First use oO 

the sniper rifle - Pelco 

out the sentrie
s on 

the dam towers from 

miles away! 
: aa 

Oe sre 

ue ur ae ter reana
l 

i ing shot to bits. : 

ees, p
he Silenced sniper

 

rifle. Oh yes. 

Level 4: Surface 

Best bit: Shooting off 
the padlocks to get 
into the bunker. 
Py-yaaaang. 
Hardest bit: Not attracting a crowd of 
ET pal C ee 
Weapon of choice: Silenced PP7 again 

a new, super-difficult mode opens up with a level editor as its final prize. 

Level 2: Facility 

Best bit: Shooting the 
CUE mule 14 
Sorry, Mum. 
Hardest bit: When you're 
ic) ey. tem ta a e818 
[eel e ee eR eee eee eee 
from both sides. 
Weapon of choice: Silenced PP7 

Tra dh Shooting the 

Pee cele Oe 

fa Coe ee 
Z 

ese oe pit: Not
 shooting fsTyge

 

Re) 
; 

SE Py os oe Ry arses aa El
a 

first, but ZMG P
atti Fe sca 

eet a ty 

Best bit: Breaking 
into the safe and 
stealing the plans. 
Hardest bit: Working out 
where you are in the gloom. 
Weapon of choice: Silenced PP7, but 
a eae ei eee ea 
Vela te pL Uae mee eee oe 
launcher. 

Level 6: Silo 

Best bit: Escaping just 
before the base goes 
up - true Bond style. 
Hardest bit: Not shooting the 
scientists. 
Weapon of choice: Kalashnikov - 
who cares about the noise? 

Level 9: Bunker 2 

Best bit: Picking u [eit 
cB aye] Belg 
watch magnet. 
cea ys [eth e Completing the — and not Elfed eile] ETE) pee LL lea sTed ae ’ Vala Et ery JepeE aad 



Level 10: Statue 

Te bem tte] 
Robbie Coltrane. 
Hardest bit: Finding 
De me ARO LL 
Weapon of choice: The automatic 
shotgun: messy but effective 

PRIMARY OBE CTIVES 

Level 13: Depot 

Pay at)
 up 

pee oh. PY
 eis and 

eed par 

Fate: keer 
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Level 16: Cont ; 

Best bit: Plant ara) & Cie Press the detonator and Prana 
lardest bit: Protectin gis ny 1 oh re-directs the Golders ie pe) Tole od esol Palatal m Tit C01 are 

2 
5 

Leyte gets a bit desperate as nate 

take cover, 

Xe 

Pea kg Breaking out of 

cell. Ee 

eee pit: 
Finding 

a Pr med a) Dostovoi - 
ya) 

pasate ee) 
yee els 

Level 14: Train 

Best bit: Fighting 
your way to the front 
of the train - one of 
the finest moments in 
videogamedom. 
Hardest bit: Coping with the sly types 
who come up behind you. 
Weapon of choice: The watch laser — 
great for locked hatches. 

Pa yi ee ge) those 

mines. 
Z 

Hardest bit: Not blowing 

the radio by mistake.
 J 

pre of choice: Twin r4 mT) 

the only solution. 

Level 19: Aztec 

real é 

i) 45: PT id 

Getting your 
43 ia en gren de

 

ial 

Ae cee 

re 
bit: On

ato 

ot a 

wWeapor 

er aia 

ie ey will 

Pe en 1 
Plt : 

Pee Price aiiae 

Best bit: Finishing it - 
a cele 

Hardest bit: All of it 
but Janus is the worst. 
Weapon of choice: Twin ZMGs again. 

Level 20: Egyptian 
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Mission 2 is a fine example of a GoldenEye 
assignment, and here, in glowing colour, is our 
complete guide to getting through it. Briefly, your 
objectives are to find the double agent (Dr Doak) 
and get the security pass from him. You must then 
rendezvous with 006 in the bottling room and 
destroy the chemical weapons tanks. Throughout 
the mission you must ensure that scientist 
casualties are kept to a minimum. 

The best tactic is to 
(a (Fae el keg 
moving on... 

ate 
Crawl through the air .. If you don’t, you > wy 
oat moR iB G can get caught by | is 
into the toilet block shots from behind. a bad 

FOUR YOUR 
LIVES ONLY 

TN Ri Be) 
Rye ere) Ue ESTOS 

Select Character 

a 
Ourumoy 

Select Character 

One aspect of GoldenEye 
that we've hardly had time 
to touch upon is the 
multi-player mode. Not 
because it's not any good, 
mind, it's just that we've 
been so wrapped-up 
trying to get as far as 
humanly possible in the 
one-player mode. 

However, even brief 
investigation of the multi- 

player game shows it to be no last- 
minute addition. There are eleven 
different arenas to fight in - some taken 
directly from the one-player game and 
some specifically designed — and a full 
range of game options. You can specify 
which weapons will be available to pick 
up, how long games last — whether 

they're time or points limited —- and 
even the overall objective itself (flag 
and team games are amply catered for). 
You can even play as a whole host of 
GoldenEye characters as well as some 
blasts from Bond's extensive film past 
such as Jaws, Oddjob and Baron 
Samedi. 

With everyone's position in a level 
visible to everyone else, you'd think 
that deathmatching would lose a lot of 
its appeal - most people, after all, 
experience this kind of game on a 
solitary networked PC. However, to 
counter this, the levels are specifically 
designed to look bland, and it’s often 
impossible to tell by looking where 
another gamer is, especially if you've 
got yourself and two other people to 
worry about as well. 

10:00 

oe £. t the ECTS show a couple of that it sets a completely new graphical 
en eny Washi Vaan weeks ago, the entire N64 standard for Doom games. Discard the fact 

ee 9:30 Magazine delegation took that, while Turok drew in its scenery and 
ms avo He ele Cel _ A There are a some time out from their busy = monsters at about 75 yards under cover of 

(ered , My ha eg whole host appointment schedule to go back to the extensive misting, GoldenEye offers an 
Agent es = mart Tc Ta Tey lintendo stand. They went with only one unobstructed, un-clipped view of, in 
mph se jaan d ae intention: to play GoldenEye 007, a game __ places, about a quarter of a mile. Okay, so 
repeats ini Pe ae that'd already arrived in the N64 office a Starfox 64 has to cope with re-draw at a 

a ey ar kt a AS -week or so previously. completely different pace to Rare's game, 
eT a dl ae p; ina hall the size of a roomy but it still looks as if it could have learned a 
Level 20: Egyptian oer NTL) te im Sai all pitch - Hillsborough, say, not few lessons from the Twycross team. 
Nea area) Highbury — stuffed to the third floor (it's a 
00 Agent without a ulti=story football pitch — bear with us) 
ad Te Re ith all the world’s latest and greatest all- | While we've forgotten that the level 

thing you've format software, we still preferred to spend graphics draw with un-paralalled 
Pefeat Agent Mode got to do is | / - ; 

Ca tatty ny Pag a a an hour playing a game we could already perfection, we should also try to ignore the 
0 ee eee play at home. That's not really a comment new standard set for scenic interaction. 
Vee dard of games on show at ECTS - The bullet holes that pepper the walls and 
eaters t intendo's decision not to show floors should be forgotten, along with the 
eed TU anjo and Kazooie, Zelda and Diddy Kong _ little clouds of kicked-up masonry dust and 
eee Racing was a bit bewildering — it's more an _fizzles of flame. Forget that, unlike the 
pcfeat 00 Agent Mode indication of just how good GoldenEye impervious environments of previous 

ae ella ay a “feally is. Quite simply, it's one of the most | Doom games, practically every modelled 
Tae: eee satisfyingly perfect games we've ever had scenic detail, from lights to CCTV cameras 
Waa ye pes the pleasure to play. to door locks, television screens and 

QN64...., 
First of all, let's leave aside the fact computers, can be destroyed by gun fire. 



Clear the lower floor of 
the complex. Aim for the 
head for quick results. 

You can see where you've been in 
GoldenEye’s levels, that's for sure. 

Now that we're really into the 
amnesiac swing, let's forget the brilliance 
with which Rare have designed and 
modelled Bond's human opposition. 
Obviously they've got real human faces 
mapped onto their polygon heads, and 
obviously they've been designed to move 
without glitching between their limbs. Take 
that for granted and you'll be able to 
accept that shooting them in different 
parts of the body produces entirely realistic 
reactions and that — in a glorious bit-part 
for lady luck - some enemies are just more 
robust than others. The only certainty in 
GoldenEye is that a head shot is the one 
that produces instant results. 

Misplace the superb multi-player 
mode. Ignore the best control options 
available in any game yet (including a 
deliciously complicated dual-analogue, 
two-joypad combination). Disregard the 
greatest array of offensive weaponry ever 
seen in a computer game. Overlook the 
best bullet ‘fthips’ and ‘py-yaaaang’ 

Take out the guards in the door 
ee em Relea 
switch. Run around and through. 

chemical 
Foes 

you've got to 
find Dr Doak. 
These boys just 
get in your way. 

This chap'll provide you with a 
security pass allowing you to 

FeSO LM KMRL 

@= On the two easier difficulty 
modes, you'll be able to pick up 

Sdn Ee ele eA 

Dr. Doak a 
looks 

dL 
the other 

scientists but he 
won't raise his 
hands like this. 

Doak gives you the key card to get into the bottling 
room. Here, you meet with 006 and lay your magnetic 

ee ee Lee 

(olV fd 4 Uy el" g 
Veg om ola 

006 is executed. 

richochets since Sergio Leone stopped 
making Spaghetti Westerns, and pretend 
the sound of your spent cartridges falling 
onto the tiled floors isn't one of the best 
touches you've ever heard in a computer 
game. While we're feeling a bit aural, 
neglect some of the best in-game music 
that's ever existed — right down to the ‘ker- 
chang’ of the Bond music's final chord. 

In short, cold-shoulder all of 
GoldenEye's superficial brilliance: the sniper 
rifle, the watch laser, the tank driving — 

everything. (This might take some time.) 

Undercoat 
The point is this. GoldenEye is brilliant 
because underneath all the gloss beats a 
robust gaming heart. Rare have taken one 
of the most linear of all game styles and 
re-invented it as one you can play just like 
Mario 64. This isn't just an option, either, 
in there if you fancy, the kind of thing to 
do on a Wet Saturday just to get your 
money's worth. GoldenEye absolutely 
demands to be played and replayed and 
replayed until every last reward has been 

— 

escape on the moving 
the tanks before mem eee) 

A P| 2 Pocket your gun and 

Freee dL -tohim met Le 

wrung out of it. Four challenge levels — 
incorporating a Kilimanjaro of a difficulty 
curve — 20 different cheats as rewards for 
specific level achievements, as well as a 

level editor at the end of it all to make the 
game infinitely hard - we are not in Doom 
clone territory here, that's for certain. 

GoldenEye’s been a game from day 
one. It's never been a ‘concept’, or an 
‘engine’, or, God forbid, ‘some product’ -— 
Rare know the things that keep gamers 
coming back and built every-thing else 
around that. Fortunately for us, not only 
did they get this first bit right, they knew 
exactly which bits of Bond we all want to 
be and made sure they were in as well. 

GoldenEye will take the world by 
storm, and the features it introduces will 
be copied by games designers everywhere. 
While they're busy copying, they'll forget 
GoldenEye's finest and most important 
quality — that for all the visual and aural 
perfection, it's the game that's the 
lifeblood of it all. 

Nobody does it better. 
JAMES 

FROM 

WARWICKSHIRE 
WITH LOVE 
The team at Rare are 
as fed up as anyone in 
Britain about the 
shoddy state of some 
PAL conversions. 

Hence, when they 
make a game for 
Nintendo, they make 
sure the PAL version is 
started early enough 
for a full-screen, full- 
speed version to be 
made. Blast Corps and 
Killer Instinct are been 
good examples of this 

The good news 
for British gamers is 
that PAL GoldenEye 
007 is no exception to 
this rule.Indeed, it'll 
actually be the best 
version of the game 
available. The superior 
line-count of a PAL TV 
means that more detail 
can be shown, and all 
the graphics will be 
displayed at a higher 
resolution. The game 
will run at full speed 
as well. 

Three cheers for 
Rare, then 

PAU 
Brilliant. You will have 

not seen better. 

Cele ps3 
Unsurpassed effects and 

that music. 

C Wading 
The N64 used to full 
effect, and the Doom 
game taken to a whole 

new level. 

A perfect difficulty pitch 
across the four settings 
and a brilliant multi- 
player mode as well. 

Sheer, unadulterated 
Bond brilliance. You 
cannot buy better. 
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; work is Goemon - too action we like from our 
heavy for us in places. N64 characters. 

f___—GanbareGoemon  —\ f___—GanbareGoemon  —\ 

Re They don't call it Goemon: 
Neo Momoyama Bakufu no 
Odori for nothing, you Bnow: 

ae 
ae en Va. “ iL a 

i" tt TT /] j A few practice strokes never go 
V amiss, you know. 

Our hero is presented 
with a puzzle. The clue’s 
in the arrows. 
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OH MY HEAD... 
Question is, how does it play? What do you actually have to do? As 
you can see from the gaming snapshots below, Goemon is a mixed 
bag of sub-games, RPG story breaks and stick-snapping 3D platform 
action. But just because it's all one cart doesn’t mean it all has to 
make linear sense. This, possibly, is what endears it to us... 

weird! 
To discover his miraculous shrinking 
powers, for instance, Ebisumaru must 
first steal eight pills from the medicine 
cupboard of a giant odd bloke (at 
least, that’s our take on it). Every so 
often this giant will open the 
cupboard and peer in... 

.. Whereupon Ebisu must dive 
into hiding. If he’s careless 
enough to be discovered, see, 
an angry shower of dynamite 
rains from the ceiling. Now 
what are the chances of that 
happening, eh? 

The plot revolves around sinister alien 
invaders, whose UFO makes a timely 
appearance as Goemon and 
Ebisumaru are being chased from an 
unknown establishment. We havent 
wanted to question why they're 
hurriedly pulling their clothes back on. — 

Bee ae Lay eee 
Eo BAW) 

When you actually meet these 
aliens, though, the whole 
encounter turns into a sit-com, 
with sinister canned laughter 
accompanying the 
hilarious lines de 
Goemon and h 
like Seinfeld, b 
robots. That craz 

umably) — 

first Ganbare 
UK and release 
Legend Of The 

octLeeeeeee- 

Pam A ee eed 

h, this is embarrassing. Our 
coverage of the latest 
Goemon game doesn't 
exactly adhere to N64's 

‘reviewed, rated and completed’ policy, to 
be perfectly up-front. We've got a fair 
way in — possibly 50%, according to the 
map — but we're stuck yet again, thanks 
to the game's brief but regular NPC-talky- 
towny RPG aspects. 

With more inspiration and fewer 
deadlines we might get a little further, but 
let this be a warning to you. DON'T buy 

Bee 1G a 
Oe eM del Rey) 
his head. Hmmm. 

Goemon on import unless you can 
confidently read Japanese. We've been 
getting calls from distraught players all 
week, helping where possible, and 
although I'll do my best to have some tips 
for the impetuous in a future issue, | can’t 
guarantee it. 

When it's not bewildering you with 
canned laughter or sampled vocals (we've 
seen two full-blown song sequences 
already), Goemon imitates the 3D 
platforming and exploration of Super 
Mario 64. Comparisons are inevitable, and 
it has to be said that Konami's world isn't 
as smooth or well-crafted. The textures 

" ~ Fe 2 

pe Ces 5 

a Us Deca | 70,4 

LE erkael Leer. cross rotates 
in a section 
full of 
platform 
ET 
staples. 

Call up the [> 
dragon to 

La Kel] 
between 

map 
locations. 
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THE REAL 
GOEMON 
A Japanese Robin 
Hood, in a sense, the 
original Goemon was a 
very real figure from 
Japan's Edo Period (the 
late sixteenth century, 
in our calendar) but 
the details of his life 
have been obscured 

ascendence to the 
status of folk hero. 
Although born to a 
respectable household, 
Ishikawa Goemon stole 
from his master at the 
age of 16 and added 
murder to his list of 
crimes when he 
evaded arrest. He was 
forced to live the 
nomadic, fighting life 
of an outlaw, and in 
his N64 rendition you 
can still identify his 
hakama —~ a sort of 
kimono for men — and 
tatami slippers, the 
traditional traveller's 
footwear. Not a 
pleasant chap, then, 
and quite unlike the 
hero of video games, 
manga and Kabuki 
theatre, but he did 
have an artistic bent. 

The Emperor's 
soldiers finally captured 
Goemon and his son in 
1595, wherupon both 
were sentenced to 
death. Goemon calmly 
awaited his grisly 
execution in a cauldron 
of boiling oil by 
composing a now- 
famous poem. You can 
hear those very words 
in this game's intro 
sequence, albeit voiced 
in the style of an entire 
tackily-cool Seventies 
anime theme song. 
Karaoke, anybody? 
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IMPORT ARS 

100 VIEWS OF 
MOUNT FUJI 
Having trouble waking 
up Sasuke? What you 
need to do is to find 
the pool in, the desert, 
pick up that roll. of film 
(we assume that's 
what it is),and then 
use Ebisu’s camera'to 
takela picture from the 
top of thestree in the 
lake. | merely stumbled 
across. this because, 
well, havingyclimbed all 
the way to the top to 
find absolutely nothing 
there, it did atleast 
seem like a great view 
for a snapshot... 

SPARE SOP, GUV? 
AKKI 
On the southern island 
you'll discover a 
location marked with a 
huge-red torii gate. 
Climb all'the way up, 
through five sections, 
and use Goemon to 
throw five coins into 
the shrine at the top. 
Now, when you hold 
down B to charge, 
those coins will have 
fiery potential. 

are quite delicious: they capture the 
flavour of Edo.period Japan to.evoke 
a perfectly conducive atmosphere, so 
that you don't really mind'the 
repetition of many features. 
Traditional shrines, courtyards, 
sliding paperdoors,the t-shaped 
torii gates — it's all very charming, 
and’shows that the N64. isn't limited 
to Mario's primary-coloured, 
cartoonland fun. 

DANGO 
CDUMPLINGS’) 
Still, you oftensget-the impression 
that Konami's code-bods have been 
just too,damn ambitious. Enter one 
of the big city complexes and the 
frame rate slows to a chugging pace. 
Outside in the wilderness, the marvellous 
sense of freedom is insidiously undermined 
when you realise there's not much to do 
except follow the suggested path and 
whack a few critters on the way. And the 
effort expended on every location, from 
unimportant temples to rolling landscapes, 
also makes us suspect that - oh - it's not 
that enormous a game, either. 

No matter that you swore at Lakitu 
and wrestled with his controls in SM64: 
this will make you appreciate just how 
much effort went into him. Goemon’s 
camera constantly attempts to swing back 
behind your character, even though youd 
quite like a sideways skew to make that 
tricky jump between moving platforms. 
Clipping errors are commonplace, with the 
viewpoint barging through solid objects or 
sticking obstinately in that dark void 
beyond the walls of the level. It’s all too 

easy for wandering enemies to suddenly 
drop on you from just off-screen, and 
combat can be annoyingly scrappy when it 
should be fun. 

ONIGIRI , 
(‘RICE BALES’) 
Fighting, talking, puzzling, shooting — you 
never know what you're going to be doing 
next imGoemon 5. The finest moments are 
probably its ‘dungeon’ sections, oddly 
reminiscent of old-style Ze/da, where you 
gradually unlock a multi-levelled 
stronghold to defeat the boss. You might 
have scoffed at the simplicity of some 
Mario 64.teasers, but Konami have 

managed to,recapture more of that 
sophistication ‘found in the best 2D 
platformers and action RPGs. Crossing 
chasms with a hookshot, finding maps and 

A Ever had that feeling that 
Dee Sm ela s° kd 

Ah, the Palace of Glittering 
Delights. Or a phone box. 

keys, shooting flaming coins to 
light lamps, then freezing 
elevators with your ice darts to 

build an impromptu staircase — it's all here, 
and all in 3D, and it works a treat. Those 
who suspect video games are getting 
easier will find rocket-grade fuel for their 
arguments, with rather clumsy loops and 
regenerating treasures letting you help 
yourself to money and health indefinitely. 
But you'll be delighted by the sheer 
number of little ‘secret bits' and minor 
rewards so profoundly lacking in Mario. 

WASABI (‘GREEN 
RADISH PASTE’) 
You can't review a Goemon game without 
the word ‘bizarre’ sailing past on the back 
of an electric whale. On a purely personal 
basis, | long for more games that dare to 
mess with your head. Whatever happened 
to imagination, eccentricity? Not so many 
years ago we were happy to play games 

them, they're all available for you to ‘be’. 

ar S 

Based on a popular figure from Japanese 
folk tales (see previous page), the little thief 
gains his hookshot by climbing the volcanic 
retreat of a wise pipe-smith. His ‘Son 
Goemon' ability transforms him into a spiky 
blond powerhouse 4 la Dragonball Z. 

Ge INC, 

The merry wo/me 
They've all got different characteristics and abilities, and, once you've found 

The green-haired ninja girl fights with a katana, 
and is just about the rock-hardest character of the 
bunch. Kerching! Enemies don't just vanish, th 
split in two and fly apart with brief expressions 
anguish. So we use her to kill things. Everything 
we find, in fact. 

Goemon's mince-mongous sidekick fights with a 
mallet and possesses the most outrageous ‘duck 
and crawl’ ability you've ever seen in a video 
game. That's not his hair, by the way, but a blue 
bonnet tied comically under the nose. Yes, oh-my- 
sides, hilarious. 



with Hamas and pi-men, rarely batting an bit sprites. On the other, it's good to see 
eyelid when a giant chicken floated across something so refreshing happen to a series 
a Starfield. “Ah, chicken bonus", you'd say __ that had grown tired and stale. This is still 
casually mbecause surreal abstraction was ‘first-generation’ N64 software, with a 
commonplace. Nowadays we're lumbered shiny button of success for every frayed 
with consumes profiles and play-safe crotch-seam of failure. And because it 
marketing Wisdom that decrees certain fulfils so many of your expectations for 3D 
games are too weitd, or too risqué, or even _ platforming and action roleplay, you might 
too Japanese, for the'British palate — as if not truly appreciate that it's unlike much 
these were somehow negative qualities. you've played before. So if a translation 
(You can occasionally spot the people ever surfaces (which is 
responsible, who give themselves away by _ looking increasingly 
referring to video games as ‘products’). likely), you can rest 

Not everyone shares my view, so this is | assured of our further 

Warning No. 2. Although quite restrained coverage and 
in comparison to earlier instalments, there judgement. That final 
was a moment in Goemon 5 when Wil and score may change yet. 
| just looked at each other and went “Uh- 
weurgh!" Excellent. ee 

Ue eRe) > a , es ’ A ee TT od) 
Leelee le. ae OR LC Ff allows, you can see a long 

the whole picture. ) way into the distance. 

ACCESSIBILITY 

Action sections might 

On the one hand, you can't help missing speak the universal 
3 : language of video 

some of the expressions and humorous 
; F ke ached games, but the RPG 

details that were possible with intricate 16- Blac tated cna eet YE ES EE aT SS SESS EES ST teat leering elements will probably 
First introduced in Ganbare Goemon 2, the giant mecha called Goemon have you impossibly 
Impact makes a startling re-appearance when summoned by a good honk stuck within a few 
on the old mystic conch shell. It's all a parody of Seventies mobile suit ; hours. Sorry. 
anime, of course, right down to the suspect pop song and glorified : 
boarding sequence, but old Super Players ought to get the gag. Actually, 
there can’t be anyone who'd sit through this without sneezing coffee or 
looking on aghast at the style atrocity. 

Sumptuous locations, 
but some neck-jarring 
camerawork. Motion 

sickness ahoy. 

Chippy but chirpy — that 
MIDI touch of revamped 
SNES themes, yes — but 

you'll be joining in, 
karaoke-style, if you get 

the joke. 

In design, it truly grasps 
what the N64 is all 
about; in execution, 

technical flaws often fail 
its 3D ambitions. 

SacwKee 
A quick blow to the face with the old f ; i As we honestly pointed 
extendable fist on a stick thing. out, we're not certain. 

But it's not looking 
‘epic’, shall we say? 

“Ker-thwack! 
Vv 3 Kd D i CT 

Vile oe) aes Brilliant and frustrating, 
this blue stuff s _ “ “4 ultimately lightweight, 
came out!” S a this devilish little 

soe __ platform/shooty/action 

If he moves strangely, it's because he - er, it These games [> A Race along here Eee 
oh ‘ : | (Aye lla) aM M iy) delivers the goods. is actually supposed to be a robot. Paani y' As v 

usuke's second weapon is the bomb, pdt & rohit 
‘incidentally, and you'll need it to blow away | ceed ’ : : praise a 
those troublesome white double doors. v% 
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“When shall we three [> 
meet again?” 

“There's seven of us.” 
“Oh. Er, right.” 

It would be tempting to caption this as 
“a load of old balls”, wouldn't it? But 
that would be woefully inaccurate. 

V Me MeO Lee 

@ 

A “What's going on? UNE Ae ee le 
I can’t even see!” REL Clea a ALL 

Re Rel ec 
Tn} 

playing, he’d be 
shouting an awful 
lot by now. He gets 
aie 

Squint your eyes [> 
and it looks a bit 
aE eel 

“NICE JOB!" And with that, Tetrisphere arrives at 
am N64 Towers, jostling with James's “Get IN there!" 

and Wil's “Penguin incident!" for Catchphrase of 
the Hour. 

HOW TO PLAY TETRISPHERE 
Here's a small step-by-step guide to how to play Tetrisphere, a la Blue Peter. No John Noakes, but here’s 
one we made earlier. Down, Shep! etc... 

Here we see the two player mode 
Tela ee ele dele) ead 
Per eae ee me Tatil) 
Poe uM se ei felled 
Peete ee eee cele 
eyelet ey le ella 
Ra eee eee ee ee a aad 

Your first piece is indicated in Press the A button and hey Repeat the process with all 
the bottom left corner; it’s a presto! Your square smashes your subsequently-given 
square. Move its shadow over to the surface, taking out the shapes until you reach the 
the sphere until it’s highlighted area along with core. All that remains is to 

highlighted. It must be adjacent toan —_any adjacent squares. Quite literally, free the little man inside. Elementary, 
identical shape for this to happen. smashing. Sorry. dear readers. 



Almost there... see the gleaming 
beauty of the fabled Inside. 

Why is he so angry? He's just been 
saved from eternity in a squash ball. 

his game is going to furrow a lot 
of brows. Not because it's a poor 
game - far from it - but rather 
because, as a concept, it's going 

to make you think. A lot. For example, 
why do you love your N64? Because it's 
the ‘best’ machine on the market, 
providing unparalleled graphical trickery 
and technical sophistication? Or purely 
because of its emphasis on 
entertainment? If you're a disciple of the 
former view, then to you Tetrisphere will 
never be a ‘true’ N64 game. And it's going 
to annoy a hell of a lot of purists who 
believe that the simple beauty of the 
original Tetris should be left well alone. 
Questions will, no doubt, be asked. 

But leaving that aside, let's get one 
thing straight. Tetrisphere is good fun, 
especially in two-player mode, which had 
us shouting almost as much as multi-player 
Mario Kart 64. 

The underlying strategy remains the 
same as its venerable brother's; the crucial 
difference with Tetrisphere is that — yes — 
it's in 3D, giving you, ahem, a sphere to 
rotate through 360 degrees, with the 
various squares, oblongs and L-shapes 
falling into the screen from your 
camera/viewpoint. Using these, the several 
layers of the sphere must be exploded in 

PICK A CHARACTER 
Possessed of differing abilities to suit your style of game play, there are a number of mad mechanoid puzzle 
people available for you to ‘be’. They all reside in Tetrisphere Avenue which, it has to be said, must be a very 
strange place to live, indeed. 

How does he get 
anywhere? Look at his, 
(Ase MO ILS 
spin around in circles. 
And that’s some nasty 
oe mee ee 

The result of another 
bizarre experiment; this 

Pd) tee) 
Cookie Monster were 
the unwilling hosts. Not 
aL ae 

Nurse! The frozen peas! 

OME mem Ul 
LET meee ele 
Mini-Autobot from 
Transformers. Rather, a 
disturbing Hammerhead 
Shark/bunch of cogs 
crossbreed. 

an effort to break through to the core, 
wherein lies a picture to be exposed or 
small ball-being to be released. Initially it's 
all a bit confusing — you can also ‘slide’ 
pieces to a tactically advantageous position 
by use of the B button — and seems to be 
overly complex, but persevere and you will 
be enlightened. 

There's a variety of different modes — 
Rescue, Hide and Seek, Puzzle, Time 
Trial and Vs. — all of which are variations 
on the basic theme, structured in ‘episodes’ 
which get gradually harder. The graphics 
are pleasing enough — colourful and 
cheery, accomplished rather than 
gobsmacking. True, there are a couple of 
smashing touches, such as shafts of light 
piercing the darkness as you reach the 
core, and the Pertwee-era Dr. Who title 
sequence backgrounds, but these won't be 
enough to persuade many people that 
they must own this title. 

Which, when all is said and done, is 
fair enough. It's commendable that 
Nintendo have tried to update an all-time 
favourite for their Big Grey Box. (It didn’t 
hurt Mario, Pilotwings or that little game 
with the karts, did it?) But in recreating this 
particular game for such an advanced 
machine, they've forcibly had to do 
something different. Luckily, they've just 

Since winning the 
ey aA ee) 
flew down to Hawaii 
and has hitherto 
become overly attached 
to his grass skirt. 

Mee ee Ad 
ee ee eT e) 
in all its glory. Frankly, it’s 

V lore lage Cee 

about pulled it off with an enjoyable new 
riff on a very familiar theme; in trying to 
be both an update and a re-interpretation, 
Tetrisphere wedges itself gracefully 
between two stools, clutching its 3D card 
to its chest. 

What remains to be seen is the price 
tag that'll be attached to Tetrisphere when 
it's released here later in the autumn. $70 
(about £45) is pretty much what you'd pay 
for any other N64 game in America, and 
Tetrisphere just doesn't have as much to 
offer as similarly priced carts like 
GoldenEye and Doom 64. As a budget- 
priced cart-socket-filler, though, it'd be 
jolly tempting indeed. 
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IMPORTARERA 

Yes, ok, superficially it 
Barrer poe eee 

of the baseball bunch. : Lr 
RYT ae eee] 

dog — even by baseball 
game standards. ——. 

Power League 64 

HUDSON 

Real players, proper bodies, NO FACES. Scary! 
es, baseball again. It's ‘big’ in Japan - willingness of sheep into Smiling Bob's Family more of a lottery 
blame American influence after the war Slaughterhouse. As for running between bases, you'll than ever before. 
- and Konami's Power Pro Baseball did _ have to endanger a passing satellite with the ball to The joystick is used 
phenomenally well. Strange... Anyway, give your incredible bumbling man time enough to to supply direction, 

Power League 64 is Hudson's personal punt at make it to the first. That is, of course, if you ever spin and speed to 
diamond glory, and the first N64 baseballer to use manage to actually hit the ball. your pitch, but you 
human-shaped players. When it's the computer's turn to bat, fault two can never get the swooping curls and mysterious 

And it's awful. Even for a baseball game. Fault crops up. Yes, just like in Power Pro Baseball and slow balls that seem so second-nature to the CPU. 
one: it moves with all the speed and grace of a Dalek —_ King of Pro Baseball before it, the computer has a As for the rest of the game's failings, take your 
confronted by a particularly steep and narrow flight magical ability to hit its third strike - with bases pick from scary no-faced players to the lack of a bat 
of stairs. Try to get your mogadon-sozzled fielders loaded — every supremely irritating time. Just to make __ indicator (the thing that tells you by how much you 
over to catch a ball and they'll move with the sure this happens, bowling has been made even missed the last strike). You have ludicrously little 

at) EL: Sig 
ie a A) a 

VN es 
ONG 

Could this be the , 
©@< game to put the 

4 ane ' b ack into ats. Once again, when we need so far, for what that’s worth. It gives you a 

GER RBS Mahl 

his bizarre Japanese culture whole group of anime characters to pick 
mah jong? comprehension skills the most, your on-screen representative from, ranging 

: Wil's busy designing pages of from Jacket-Over-Shoulder-Bloke to Old- 
Jangou Simulation Mah Jong 64 N64 Magazine. And so again | find myself Bloke to Wouldn't-Be-Seen-Dead-Playing- 

ary gazing at a row of tiles, trying to remember Mah-Jong-In-A-Million-Years-Girl. It gives 
: ve ae the difference between bamboos and you a section of Tokyo that's densely 

| @ | $8 + je winds. Wil has promised to keep an eye on _ populated with mah jong clubs to wander 
things over my shoulder, though, so we around challenging the locals. And it 
should be okay. provides you with exciting 3D perspective 

And Jangou Simulation Mah Jong 64 views of the tiles when one of the Beer 
could well be the N64's best mah jong game _goes out. 
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It’s another officially- SNe CET aa tr “ of ps aneay a) 

PET Tl-ty Meee ee eee ; 
care WHO they license to. 2 LIFESPAN 7 They'll do well 

oo. Moe 2 i ae to be half as 
A good as |SS64. 

control over running your players between ee 

bases — vital when you've skied the ball and 

know you're going to get caught - and... 
aarrghh, | hate it. The whole thing is just too ; 
irritating for words. Md 3 As 4 ' cT 

When all's said and done, baseball is plainly 
just rounders played by men in tights who spit a 
lot and skid around on the floor. Power League 
adds nothing and is outclassed by both its rivals. % 
Avoid it with the enthusiasm you would a ; 
contagious disease. U $ VE as i oO | 

JAMES Pe 2 

Ky - >< It wasn't broken, so they didn't 
ACCESSIBILITY fix it. 

The Holy Grail is 

more tangible. Int. Superstar Soccer 64 (U.S.) 
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ee yee p} vt commentator was a prime candidate for 
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en Recs footballing powers of the United States team. Neither 
Pay i ae Peer e g LIFESPAN 
instead of crisps. Instead, US 1SS64 — a superb set of initials for any 

S LIFESPAN collector of acronyms — is the same as the British version 
minus our version's tiny screen borders. It looks the 
same, plays the same, moves at the same speed and has 
exactly the same set of options. It's even still a tiny bit 
fussy about its memory packs. ERDICT 

VE kg >) I CT This is, of course, great news for British import v' R 
gamers jealous of the one PAL game that was actually 
better than its Japanese forbear. (No one on N64 
Magazine believed that J-League Perfect Striker could 
get any better, until we saw the PAL version.) /SS64 is 

a about the most perfect football game to have ever % 
existed, and now every N64 gamer in the world can co) 

el ionccm ia 
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The final is upon us! From now on, only Mario 
Raceway drivers who've videoed their entire 
performance may proceed! 

The bj. 
ario Kart 64 Z 
MWOPIIbU YY 
a 

he heat, as they say, is most definitely on. We've 
been overwhelmed by your entries, with the result 
that a plethora of excellent Mario Raceway times 
around the 1'04"05 mark are duking it out for 

supremacy. Apologies if you're not featured this month; you 
may have missed our deadline, or you may have simply been 
pushed outside the chart by a fractionally better time. 

And now! The time has come for the championship to move 
into its third and final stage. And that means we'll be wiping out 
the table and starting afresh, creating a new top 100 that 
includes ONLY people who've sent us video tapes of them 
actually driving all three of their laps. (Are you listening, Vincent 
Coyne?) Then we'll know for sure there's been no funny 
business. Then, the top three drivers from the final listing will be 
invited to the N64 Magazine office for the final showdown, to 
battle with each other for the coveted N64 Magazine Mario Kart 
64 Championship cup. 

Oh, and we've extended the final deadline slightly to give 
you more time to get your tapes to us, which means we won't 
have time to print the results in the next issue. Please don't 
phone us to find out if you're through to the final! If you are, 
we'll contact you by Wednesday, October 15th. 

Having trouble 
beating these times? 
A Mario Raceway masterclass, with details of the shortcuts 
you need to take for a world-beating time, appeared in 
N64 issue 4. Turn to page 86 to get a back issue. 
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Here’re all the times we'd received by August 26th July. Even if you can’t beat the top three, there's still a chance their drivers won't be able to provide 
video proof — and that's what we need for the next stage. The top spots are still all to play for! 
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01'04"89 

01'05"02 

010578 

| or'os"91 | 
| o1'05"93 | 

Dee Dee Ramone, Carlisle 

Ben Stiff, Kent 

Lee Middleton, Hull 

Andrew Mills, Londonder: 

Steven Zwartjes, Holland 

Michael Olive, Sandwich 

Dale Burton, Ramsgate 

Y Patel, Dewsbu 

Tom Pepin, Alston 

Alain Keersmaekers, Belgium 

Martin Conroy, Leeds 

Robert Churchman, Wisbech 

Graham Francis, Surre 

Jason Howard, Jerse’ 

Daniel Carlsson, Sweden 

Douglas Whitley, 
Tyne and Wear 

Lee Thomas, Manchester 

Marc Rebeiro, Penzance 

Lee Middleton, Hull 

25 

01'06"08 

0106'11 

0106'28 

Jes Bickham, Bath 

Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 

Ashley Hammant, Hereford 

James Shaughnessy, 
Manchester 

01'06"29 Nigel Glen, Newport, 
Isle of Wight 

01'06"29 John Hunt, Sunderland 

01'06"32 

01'06"37 

Martin Pamphlett, Vienna, 

Austria 

David Irons, Walsall Wood 

a ae 

01'04"47 

01'04"48 

Steven Salter, Exmouth 

Simon o' Neill, Whitchurch 

D D Ramone, Carlisle 

Paul Sullivan, Oldham 

Neelan Samaratunga, 

Southsea 

Jim McLaughlan, Hartwell 

Chris Parkin, Nottingham 

Dama Hoppen, 

Westcliff on Sea 

Daniel Grierson, Ilford 

William Jim, Kent 

Liam Carey, Kent 

Marc Rebeiro, Penzance 

Neil Roberts, 

Robert Churchman, Wisbech 

Criag Stewart, Erskine 

01'06"96 

O10734 

Andrew Gault, Sutherland 

Paul Whitbread, Bedfordshire 

Jamie Buxton, Okehampton 

Paul Gatfield, Manchester 

Glenn Hawe, Dungannon 

Jayshan Betchoo, London 

Michael Lavery, Colne 

Jussi Laine, Finlland 

Paul Connolly, Manchester 

Chris Williamson, 

Warrington 

01'06"37 Steven Ridley, Ramsgate 

o1oT'37 

o1'07°40 

Ben Stiff, Gravesend 

Andy Campbell, Aberdeen 

o1'07'40 

O07 46 

01'06"41 

01'06"50 

01'06"51 

¢ If you're wondering where the ‘without the short cut’ table we promised is, then, 

Andrew Densley, Bath 

Paul Rodgers, Hull 

Paul Taylor, Stockport 

run one next month if the entries merit it. 

o1o7Ts50 

O107°54 

ovoT'ss 

Rame Watti, Bridlington 

Paul Taylor, Stockport 

Adam Sayers, Kinross 

A Harris, Buntingford 

O107°58 

oTro7T'6o 

O07 61 

Henry Segerman, Manchester 

Andrew Densley, Bath 

David Burk, Dagenham 

Edward Hall, Sheffield 

Karl Kvandahl, Norway 

O1'07°63 

O107°65 

oro 

Ol 07°67 

O107°67 

Jimmy San, Leicester 

Chung Wong, Telford 

Michael Diamandi, Enfield 

Drew Barclay, Erskine 

John May, Liverpool 

Ray Davies, Dover 

Michael Olive, Sandwich 

John Hunt, Sunderland 

James Foster, Todmorden 

Paul Allan, Cambridge 

Adrian Jacob, Lower Morden 

Darnell Ibraham, London 

Gary Fergie, Edinburgh 

2/8 

Q “ 3 

89 | O1'08"07 

James Shaughnessy, Sale 

Tom Christie, North Uist 

Paul Furniss, Leeds 

David Gorman, Dublin, 

Ireland 

Mark Adamson, Preston 

90 | 0108"11 Nick Tew, Swindon 

01'08"14 

01'08"23 

93 | O108"26 

o108"28 

01'08"29 

Jason Fosh, Basildon 

DJXS, 24 Seven 

Philip Avent, Gloucester 

Jon Olav Larsen, Norwa' 

Daniel Glenfield, Abingdon 

01'08°31 Russell Swift, Sale 

01'08"39 

01'08"42 

01'08"43 

1005 01'08"44 

Nicholas White, Hebburn 

Steven Joyce, Clitheroe 

James Ellis, Pinner 

Stephen Davie, Currie 

Chris Foster, Havant 100-01'08"44 Paul Kimber, Devizes 

well, we didn't get enough times to do it. You're all determined to cheat, it seems. Oh well. We'll 

GO! 
Now turn over and get ready to enter Stage 3! ¢ @ 
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“It is NOT 
possible” 
| am writing to complain about the 
recent 1'02” time which you accepted 
into the Mario Kart 64 competition. It 
is NOT possible to get under 1'04”", 
never mind 1'02"! 

I've sent a time of 1'05"02 to 
you, and as you will see, without 
using all three turbos on one lap you 
can't get a lap time of less than 
2150. My fastest lap is 21.44, and | 

find it extremely hard to believe that 
this 1'02 person could beat 21 
seconds a lap. 
L Middleton, Hull 

Could Vincent Coyne's time of 
1'02"68 be faked? His photo looks 
genuine enough to us. And the official 
Nintendo record for the Japanese 
version currently stands at 0'50"52, 
which translates to 1'00"62 in PAL-o- 
vision, so if anything Vincent would 
appear to be a couple of seconds off 
the pace. But the time has now come 

for Vincent and, indeed, everyone 

else to send in videotaped evidence 
showing how they've achieved their 
times, so we'll find out for sure 
whether 
Vincent's for 
real. So if 
you're that 

sure he s It looks real to us 
cheating, send but no photo is real 
in your own proof of anything. 
video in the 
hope he'll be 
disqualified. Ed 

HOW TO ENTER 
Things are getting seriously competitive now and, so, accordingly, the rules are now a little bit 
Stricter. Here’s what you must do... 

@ Get your absolute best possible time on Mario Raceway in Time Trial mode using the UK version of 
Mario Kart 64. 

Stage 2 
The be” jes omSt 2, “OP wat aall om 

re ‘edi heir wi ~fe eek 
( sieg Sar” sdav ug + 24th 

keoults vo ve primed in Nod Magazine issue 7. 

Stage 3 
The best times we've received by the closing date, with all three laps 

on video. The three best drivers then move into the final. 
Closing date: Extended to Friday, October 10th 

Results WON't appear in issue 8 - we won't have time to squeeze them 
in. But if you've made it to the final we'll contact you by Wednesday, 
October 15th. If you don't hear from us you're not in the top three. 

@ Video record your entire performance — not just the time at the end. (See ‘Prove it!’ for details of 
how to do this.) Write your name, address and time on the video. You'll need to do this even if 
you've already entered the championship with a photo or video of your time. 
@ Fill in the coupon and cut it out. 
@ Send the coupon and your video to: Mario Kart 64 Championship Stage 3, N64Magazine, 30 
Monmouth St, Bath BA1 2BW. Remember to enclose a stamped addressed envelope if you'd like 
your tape back. 

To be in with a chance of reaching the final, you'll need to get your tape to us by Friday, October 
10th. That's not much time we know, but as one of the finest Mario Kart 64 players in Europe you 
ought to be used to doing things quickly. 

When we've collated all the results, we'll be contacting the top three karters by Wednesday, 
October 1st and inviting them to the N64 Magazine office for the Peckinpah-esque showdown. 
Without the blood. But quite possibly the screaming. Then the winner will be presented with the 
coveted cup (it’s all metal, y‘know), amidst cries of admiration and Paul’s mutterings of “It's my 
glasses. That’s why I’m no good at Mario Kart. One of the lenses is scratched.” 

Remember: 
@ Even if you can’t beat the best time in our results table this month, it’s still worth entering if you’ve 
got a decent time: you'll at least be able to appear in the final table, and be famous throughout the 
kingdom. Probably. 
@ You can enter the contest at any time before the final closing date for Stage 3 (Friday, October 10th), 
and can enter as many times as you want if you find you keep getting better times. 
@ As it’s now Stage 3, were asking EVERYONE to send us a video recording of them driving their three 
laps, not just the time. You won't appear in the Stage 3 results table, or be eligible to win the cup, if 
we don’t have your laps on video. (The laps themselves or a replay of them will do.) 

Prove it! 
No more photographs, we're afraid. Given our pursuit of excellence and our naturally suspicious 
natures, all entries for Stage 3 must be on video, and must be of the laps themselves, not just the 
time - either the performance itself or a replay will do. It’s quite complicated to organise, and 
awkward to post, but if you fancy that cup it’s what you'll have to do. So, then, listen carefully: 

1. If you've got a SCART or AV lead for your N64, plug this into the appropriate socket on the back 
of your video recorder. If not, unplug your TV aerial from the back of your video, plug your N64’s RF 
lead into the socket instead, and tune an empty channel on your video into your N64’s signal 
(making sure your N64’s switched on, obviously). 

The three highest-placed karters from Stage 3 will be invited to the 
N64 office for a show-down where the trophy will go to the winner. 

it) 4 

@ The time required is for three 
laps of Mario Raceway in Mario 
Kart 64's Time Trial mode. 
tA aC el arts la) 
achieved on the official UK PAL 
version of Mario Kart 64 - the 
one available in most UK shops. 
(Import players are encouraged to 
send their times into the ‘I'm The 
Best!’ section of Club 64, though.) 
@ Entries for Stage 3, hoping to 
win the cup, must be accompanied 
LSA ACe (eel oL Xe aCe (ule mel TL 
NERO UR eee 
@ All entries must be received 
by the closing date for Stage 3: 
Friday, October 10th. 
@ We can't accept responsibility 
Ae Lae 4 ool 
@ The editor's decision is, as is 
usually the case, final. 

ind your coupon and photolvideo to: Mario Lc) Championship Stage E/ N64 Magazi 

Results to be printed in N64 Magazine issue 8. 

Final 
2. Make sure your telly’s switched to the video channel so you can see what's going on. Getting a 
top time without seeing what you're doing is unduly hard. 
3. Pop a tape into your video recorder. Any tape will do - you can use an old pre-recorded one by 
sticking a bit of sellotape over the square hole next to the bit on the edge where the label goes. 
4, Start recording. 
5. Drive like you've never driven before. (Or, er, replay a performance you prepared earlier.) 

Results to be printed in N64 Magazine issue 9. 6. Wind back the tape to where you started recording. 

(HOVOOOV EA 
Hello! | hereby enter the championship with the following time: 

The character | used was 

(Please tick the appropriate boxes 
in the following checklist.) 
(C1 My time is an overall time for 

Mario Raceway in Time.trial mode. 
O01 tam using the UK’ PAL version of 

Mario Kart 64. 
OJ thave enclosed a video recording of 

me doing my three laps with my name, 
address and time written on it. 

Name: 

Address: 

Use a photocopy if you don’t want to hack up your prized 
copy of N64 Magazine, and enclose a suitably-sized stamped 
addressed envelope if you want photos or tapes back. 

Telephone: 
(So we can contact you if you make it to the final.) 

17) TT Street, Bath, BA1 



EXCITEMENT 01993 844885 
DIR — DIRECT 9am to 8pm Mon-Thur, 10am to 7pm Fri & Sat 

11am to 4pm Sun & Bank Hols 

OR FAX ORDERS TO 01993 840750 
FAST DELIVERY SERVICE 

Usually within 3 working days on stock items 

NINTENDO 64 & LYLAT WARS & RUMBLE PACK.........s-ssssseeeesee 181.99 
NINTENDO 64 & DOOM 64 ....... £181.99 
NINTENDO 64 & MARIO KART 64... £181.99 
NINTENDO 64 & INTERNATIONAL SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64 .....£181.99 
NINTENDO 64 & MARIO ..... £181.99 
NINTENDO 64 & BLASTCORPS. 

eeeee: 

ALL MACHINES ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR 
PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 2 DAYS 
If your machine is faulty we 
will collect it from you and 
eplace it free of charge 

Ateeneneneneneencereeeceereecececeeceeceeses NIT 

ISS64 OFFER 
LY £48.99 - Buy an official Nintendo Coloured 

controller or Sharkpad Pro 64’ pad at 

the same time for just 229.93 

aieisinateaes NINTENDO 64 GAMES 
BLASTCORPS 

LYLAT WARS & 
RUMBLE PACK 
(STARFOX cay” Ms 

DOOM 64 OFFER 
Buy an Arcade Shark Stick at the same 

time for just £82.99 

Doom 64 £43.99 

PLAY GOLDEN EVE NOW! 
Day a GREVERSAL GAME ABAPTOR and play 

American games now. Jest £16.99 or £13.99 H Wavenict 
WAVERACE & OFFICIAL COLOUR CONTROLLER bought at tho same time as amy 69m. | ayn crzisxy. 

BATTLE CLAS' £17.99 SUPER INTERNATIONAL CRICKET..£22.99 
This miohadee one cont one DONALD DUCK £29.99 SUPER MARIO KART 4.99 

adaptor, a at delivery DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2 £29.99 SUPER MARIO WOR' 7.99 

| DONKEY KONG COUNTRY £39.99 SUPER METROID . 6.99 
Reever seen aege sven £37.99 EMPIRE STRIKES BACK. £27.99 SUPER PUNCH OU’ 9.99 
ANE Se renee £53.99 S30 INP eee F-ZERO £17.99 SUPER STAR WARS 7.99 

srccnennnnnrrrrnsES6.99 MISCHIEF MAKERS wren INT.SUI £39.99 SUPER SOCCE! ALL GLAYFIGHTER 63 1/3. crumnncnsnnen98.99 MK MYTHOLOGY : SUB ZERO cccnceanne£59.99 | Sere poo edge SUPERTEANIS 699 
CRUISIN USA ssosecoesersseerseersesereeeresereesee£ 44.99 — MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY £59; ‘| . 

Siseceeeeeaaee ee NT ILTI-RACING. KILLER INSTIN £12.99 TETRIS ATTACK. 7.99 

KIRBY'S DREAM 
KIRBY’S FUNPACK. 
KIRBY'S GHOST TRAP 
LAMBORGHIN| 
LION KING... 
LOST VIKINGS 2 
MARIO ALL STARS 

is I i MARVEL SUPER HEROES.. 
OM teserersrcinenetmnnenewcin GEAR RALLY ...... MR DO... 

.99 4 R. MS PACMAN 
srseneennennenne ED, y NBA HANGTIME 

. NHL 98 
OSCAR 
PHANTOM 2041 
PILOT WINGS. 
PREHISTORIK M 
PRIMAL RAGE... 
PRINCE OF PERSIA II 

£19.99 TETRIS & DR MARIO. 
£28.99 TIMONE & PUMBAA.. 
£21.99 TOY STORY...... 
£32.99 ULTIMATE MORTAL KOMBA’ 

£28.99 VORTEX 
£28.99 WHIZZ... 9! 
CALL WILLIAMS ARCADE GREATEST HITS.£27.99 
£44.99 WINTERS GOLD £27.99 

YOSHIS ISLAND. £23.99 
£18.99 

qaesceeneeer 7 C7) 

sewsaensasannssnssesenmseneensess£ O99 

nee 
tie for jst ¢)| 134) 

N.B Golden Eye is Rumble Pack compatible 

OFFICIAL NINTENDO CONTROLLER..£12.99 
NINTENDO AV ADAPTOR 
NINTENDO AV CABLE . 
ACTION PAD SN LOGIC 3. 

SN PROPAD ..... 
SPRINT PAD SN LOGIC 3 
SCART CABLES......... 
SUPER 16 CLEAR JOYPA! 

RETURN OF THE JEDI 
SECRET OF EVERMORE 
SUPER STREET FIGHTER .. 
SUPER GHOULS & GHOST: 

a 4 
1 INNES si sceras sacar atanaca’ ncbie epReeia 4 genlacg etl o)8 och eats Mase ets PO DRESS: cca scan sihone' ome cree wdawneaine mee See aid I 

ITEM PRICE 

CASH C] CHEQUE (Please allow 8 days for cheque clearance) |_| POSTAL ORDER C] CARD C] 

EXPIRY __. ISSUE 
"| CARD NUMBER | ILI | ll | || I II }_J LJ Date: | |{_] No: 

1 PLEASE KEEP COUNTERFOILS IF SENDING POSTAL ORDERS. ONLY SEND CASH IN A RECORDED/REGISTERED ENVELOPE 

“A cHeques payaBe To: EXCITEMENT DIRECT, 1sT FLOOR, STREATFIELD HOUSE, ALVESCOT ROAD, CARTERTON, acl OX18 3XZ he 
1 Inevitably some items may not yet be available. Please phone to check availability yy i 

nea fe Prices correct at time of going to press. E & OE. Excitement Direct Ltd 

ARCADE SHARK 
STICK 

Arcade - Style Joystick 
with Auto-fire and slow motion 
features plus memory card slot. 

Interchangeable Joystick 

ONLY £36.99 
SUPERPAD 64 PLUS 

Auto-fire and slow motion features and 

Joypad extension cable .. 

Pair of extension cables. 
Scart Cable - improves picture 
‘and soundquality.. 
Stereo AV Cable - 3 phono plugs 
with scart adapter. 
S-VHS Cable - Gives better quality 

Scart Converter cable 
TV signal, to enable you to play a USA or 
Japanese machine 
256kb Memory 
1MB Memory Card. 

Plot Wings & Shadows of the Empire...... 

Available in Onis reen, red, black and yellow 

SHARKPAD PRO 64? 
Enhanced controller with Auto-Fire 

£24.99 Waverace or Starfox 
£8.99 Rainbow Adapter ( 

Game Killer 64 - Contains cheats for latest N64 Games 
inching Mario 64, Mario Kart 64, Wave Race, Cruisin SA, Official Turok Player Guide. 

COLOURED OFFICIAL 
NINTENDO 64 
CONTROLLERS 

£25.99 
tt eich eee 

and slow motion functions 
ONLY £25.99 

Or £22.99 for 2 or more 

memory slot 

ONLY £18.99 

SUPERPAD 64 
Same shape pad as the Superpad 64 Plus, but 

without the Auto-fire and slow motion features 

ONLY £14.99 

ANALOGUE STEERING 
WHEEL WITH PEDALS 
8 Digital action buttons plus 8 
way directional pad £57.99 

or £55.99 if bought 
with any game 

N64 Gun....... 

Xtreme Rumble Pack. 

Official Rumble Pack.. 

N64 Cleaning Ki 

Official Carry Case. 3.99 

Official Deluxe Carry Case - 

strap, can store the N64, 2 game controlers, 6 game 
Cartridges and 6 memory packs ... 

Official Control Pad Case.... 

Universal game Adapter (UK/USA) - Doesn't play 

Official Mario 64 Players Guid 

Starfox Game secrets. 

OND HAND NINTENDO G 
EXCHANGE FEE FROM ON 

Mere nee 
N. 5 ALL THE GAMES IN THIS ADVERT ARE BRAND NEW 

ALLE’ 

BASEBAL! 
CASINO... 
DESERT STRIKE 
DONKEY KONG...... 
DONKEY KONG LANI 
DONKEY KONG LAND 2. 

(DISNEYS) ... 
JUNGLE BOOK. 
KIRBY'S BLOCKBALL 
KIRBY'S DREAMLAND. 
LION KING...... 
MARIO & YOSHI.. 
MARIOS PICROSS 
MICRO MACHINES. 
MICRO MACHINES 2 . 
MOLE MANIA 

YWAY.... ad 
ASTEROIDS/MISSILE COMMAND 

¢g99 GAMEBOY 

CALL WARIO BLAST & WARI 

, GREEN, SILVER, BLACK, 

COLOUR GAMEBOY POCKETS 
THEY'RE SLIMMER, LIGHTER, BUT THE SCREEN IS AS BIG 

AS THE ORIGINAL GAME BOY SCREEN, AND IT’S EVEN BRIGHTER. 

BLACK GAMEBOY & GOLF TETRIS & CARRY BAG 

NIGEL MANSEL..... 
PINBALL FANTASIES 
PINBALL DELUXE 
PRIMAL RAGE... 
RETURN OF THE JEDI 
SOCCER 
STAR WARS. 
STREET RACE! 
SUPER MARIOLAND 

8.99 TETRIS BLAST 
5.99 TRACK & FIELI 
agg WAVERACE 

6.99 DONKEY KONG & D'KONGLAND 
5.99 TETRIS & TETAIS2.. 

SUPER MARIO LAND 1 & 2 

AND CLEAR 

RED GAMEBOY & KILLER INSTINCT............£39.99 
MAN UTD GAMEBOY & SOCCER ......-.ranr£42.99 
‘SUPER GAMEBOY & PLAYERS GUIDE...........£26.99 

‘SUPER ZOOM - MAGNIFIER ...reeoeeeesrarerensen£ 9.99 



HOw TO... 
take dastardly 
short-cuts in 

INCLUDES 
BRAND-NEW 
ae 

TECHNIQUES! 

ii 

Yo lee mile) ere 
enough? Then it's time to 
throw away the rule book. 

by Jes Bickham 
\ h, Mario Kart. Like us, you've undoubtedly obsessed long into the night bettering 
\ your ETM cee CM elem le CeCe e ae aoe 

squeezed in as many mini-turbos as possible, and that your finely honed driving 
skills are second to none. You're unbeatable. 

Ola om (lem tallies 
Because, you see, admirable as a classically-driven, world-beating time might be, it can't 

compare to the style, satisfaction and general potential for showing off that is guaranteed by a al 
record-shattering dastardly short cut. Some might call it cheating. We don’t. But then, that's 
because we know how to win. 

So then, welcome to ‘How To... Take Dastardly Short-cuts in Mario Kart 64’. From here on in 
we'll show you the best short cuts we've discovered, whether they're best used for Grand Prix or 
Time Trial, and generally how easy they are to get working. Some of them are genuine short-cuts, 
included by Nintendo for the cunning; others are glitches and bugs that are there to be exploited. 
All, however, will help you in your quest for excellence, and improve your times no end. 

If you're prepared to cheat, that is. 

PREVIOUSLY IN N64 



The Italian Bounce 
Definitely one for the advanced player, this. Difficulty-wise it's close to Mario Raceway’s, 4 
but the results are equally as rewarding. And it'll make you look very, very cool. 

lol eee RYE cored tt) 
1 Viode/s: Time Trial 

Turn left towards the grass as you 10 times | VYwithout shc 34/42" 
leave the tunnel, aiming just to the - ‘ ne 
right of where the grey wall and the ae a 
brick wall intersect. Pa 

5 

7 < 
a 

Step 2> 
Activate a 

mushroom just as 
you leave the 

track, still 
steering left, and y 

press jump just & oma ; oye <j Step 3 before you hit = ; | 5 ° ‘ 
the (brick) wall. Voila! As you hit the brick 

wall, you should bounce 
right over the grey wall, 
landing just behind the 
finishing line. Bellissimo. 

Rock Face Rabbit Hop 
You should all know this one by now; but still, a smashing short-cut on a great . 
course. One of the few ‘obvious’ short-cuts in the game. >) 

Requirements: None 

Mode/s: Grand Prix and Time Trial 
<|Step s with/without short cut: 35°/44” 

Head for the ramp just before the Dif YAP IL 
hole in the rock face. Right at the top aaa de 
of the ramp, press jump. (It’s not 
necessary to use a Star ora 
Mushroom, although they do make 
things easier.) 

lan time 

<1 Step 
You should land just inside the cave. 
Hitting the walls will slow you down 
fractionally, so be calm. 

ee ee ia 
le Make domed 

Pe: 

J Step 3 
Exit through the waterfall, and 
mind the palm trees on the 
other side. 

\/ternatively: There’s a 
shortcut through the sea if you 
carry on straight round the arch. 

duvisvd VL “"“O1 MOH LAs) | 
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HOw, TO... 

NW 
way. No real racing skills involved. 

Step 1> 
As soon as the blue light 
comes on, turn through 

Se A eee Or Ie ANS oe Ae ESE 

enhanc Cnant en 
The first of the ‘glitch’ short-cuts. Very useful, in a bizarre, “Why did it do that?” 

None 

Grand Prix and Time Trial 
Pao Ye 

py 
180° and go back across 
the bridge. Once you're 

over the bridge, turn 
back around. 

| as] 

< Step 2 
Head back towards the 
starting line, but before you 
leave the bridge, steer right 
and jump onto the snow 
bank on the right-hand side 
WITHOUT touching the road. 

Step 3> 
Race past the starting line, then turn right and drive out as far as you can. Lakitu 
will pick you up and deposit you behind the line. Head forward over it and your 

N64 will register a lap. Not much fun, admittedly, but hey! What a lap time! 

s 

ree Cladding Clash } 
A variation on the ‘Italian Bounce’, in that you must use momentum to hop your way 4 
over a wall. The guard rails in Time Trial mode make this extremely difficult. 

None 
Grand Prix 

<j Step 1 
Head through the tunnel and over the 
first bump. Drive a little further, 4/5 
approaching the end of the brick wall. 

le 

SES MESA ADP a grate ach Tn DR RRS ae 

<1 Step 2 
Turn 90° to face the wall, use 
a Mushroom and jump just 
before you hit the wall. 

A Step 3 
If you‘re successful, you'll bounce over the wall to the 
higher area of the track. 
jt ively: You can also do this, although it’s much, 

much harder, from the top of the first bump. 



BN cree peer entmecbae at ria tesa 

Mario’s Midair Miracle 
The stuff legends are made of. Hearteningly, it seems that a lot of you can do this, if 4 
the millions of Championship entries are anything to go by. But, by the same token, 
those same people will know how insanely difficult this is to do correctly. Sleepless en A Mushroom. 
nights assured. And Divine Will. 

ast 1 Time Trial 
io e 

‘We OO" U0" Head P the slope of the fourth corner 
(the one before the hairpin bend 
around the giant mushroom), and, at 
the highest point, turn directly back on 22°/34" 
yourself, aiming for the point just to i 
the right of where the two walls BY) 
intersect. 

Step 2> 
Activate a 

mushroom and 
jump just as you 
reach the edge of 

the track. 

With superhuman skill and the grace of God, over the wall you'll sail, 
landing to the left of the giant green pipe, thus cutting out half the 
track. (For a more detailed set of instructions, see Jonathan's Masterclass 
in issue 4.) 

More hit-the-wall-and-hop fun. There are actually two short cuts here, which, if 
successfully attempted, will get you a lap time of around 10 seconds! 

Ui g-y e=1-10) 

aes and inertia. 

Short cut 1> peti Mode/s: Grand Prix and Time Trial 
You'll need a perfect start (or to = telnet 

be going at least at 50 km/h). ; 
Head towards the hump directly ' i 1g Di iaanenil a 
ahead of you, turning to the left. r ~~ é : oe? 2 
At the top of the hump, hit the 0°10"/1'35” As j 

wall head on, jumping at the 
same time. You should catapult 

yourself over, chopping out a lot 
of the course. 

<1 Short cut 2 
Right. Here’s where it gets more difficult. Once you’re on the other side of the wall, 
turn left until you see the red arrows on the wall, and aim for the point that lies 
just behind the finishing line. Again, it's essential that you hit the wall head-on at 
high speed, jumping just prior to contact. Success will allow you to fly over the 
finishing line for a ridiculously short lap time. Smashing. 

J The areas marked on the map also allow short cuts following the 
same principle as above. 
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What appears to be another ‘glitch-cut’, but one that offers great cheat potential, in 
both Time Trial and Grand Prix. Snooty. 

A Mushroom 
Grand Prix and Time Trial 

45"/1'04" 

A Step 1 
Just after the third corner - the hairpin bend - steer 
left and head towards the water. 

1 There is the, ahem, 
‘short cut’ where you turn left off the 

: big jump in the vain hope you'll hit 
the bank by the wiggly bit, so Lakitu 

A Ste 2 will fish you out and put you there. It 
Aim for the right hand side of the wall on the All being well, you'll hit the wall (‘(POOMP’ being written in only works about once in 200 tries, 
opposite bank, activate a mushroom, and jump the air) and fall into the water. Lakitu will fish you out, and you would, of course, be insane 
just before you reach the water's edge. replacing you at the top of the huge jump. to attempt it in a race. 

ee ar 

Fiendishly difficult and very, very, strange; fall through a solid wall into null space, 
thus completing a lap. Obviously. A , 

Deadeye direction 

RP: Tanners Le ice 
FO TTA retort site 

ia 

PUTRI ae esa 
OE 

U | 
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Step 1 
Reverse into the cave, about half way down the slope. 
You must be aiming to hit the exact point where the 
the outside cave wall joins the cave ceiling. 

cap l7d ? WaPo eee ae oe 5 <J Step 3 
Step 2 > ber Serer Lakitu will pull you 

Accelerate towards out, placing you in 
this point, jumping oi : vi 3 ers the cave. The 

just as you make ‘ a Teena , computer will register 
contact. You should you as having 

fall through the completed a lap. 
cave wall into Mad 
Limbo, eventually 
landing in a black 

puddle. Yuk! 

Several, actually. Let’s see. You can take a narrow gangway by the hairpin to 
the bridge (if the nuts don’t knock you off). Similarly, turn back on yourself after the first 
corner — you should see the edge of the waterfall. Using a mushroom and a jump, you should 
be able to clear it. Finally, and most simply, turn right under the bridge, jumping madly, and 
with the help of some hastily-flung nuts, you'll be on the speed-up ramp in no time. 



Requirements: Expert timing 
Tale Y(t e146 | 

Take the shortest route, which takes Mode/s: Grand Prix and 
you over the bridge to a small jump, 
infested with spinies. Go left toward Time ue ET 
the hairpin, which you will see almost Lap times 
connects with itself. Wit Tell h a 

short cut: 
v0 Bad 7.8 ed 
Difficulty: 3/5 

Turn sharp left, and ‘ ¢ al SUE : 

hop at the edge. Old gles 

Keep turning left in the air and take your finger off 
the accelerator, and you should hit the other side. 
Heavy steering/breaking may be required to avoid 

falling valley floorwards. 

Mind boggling sights, mind numbing track, marvellous leap-of-faith short cut. 
Absolutely essential to curtail the tedium of this course. 

Requirements: A Mushroom. 
a Great patience for the rest 

Pld Ue eget 4-8 i h e a i 

Get a perfect turbo start or use a sides mea ae be babe 
Mushroom across the start line. el LES Grand 

ah aed Ele) 
ee Lae) 

As your kart starts to leave the track 7 eS Lap times 
on the downhill slope (after about A A 

three seconds - you'll be on a bluey ——* Lured 
green section of track), turn violently short cut: 

left and press jump, and off you'll 1'40"/2'10" 
lide into space. ra 
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As you plummet, you'll notice a lower 
section of track somewhere beneath 
you. Hopefully you'll touch down on 

this, merely having to turn around and 
carry on, as you've just chopped off a 

quarter of the track. Thankfully. 

Tripped over any Mario Kart 64 short-cuts of your own? (There must be billions more in 
A | there.) Then send us the details, including a diagram if possible, and we'll send a small but 

ag pleasing prize in return for any we print. The address? Tips Extra, N64 Magazine, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

October 1997 
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s someone who works full-time in the 
publishing industry in Japan, | can tell 
you that there are few bases the 
Japanese have as comprehensively 
covered as the production of printed 

reading matter. Much as in the UK, every day 
thousands of trees give their lives so that every 
conceivable subject is given its own print run. 
Only here, they do it in spades. 

A quick browse through one of the major 
bookstores here turns up such beauties as ‘Goods 
Press’, often with a whole issue entirely given 
over to plugging fashionable watches or trainers, 
and rank upon rank of ‘youth’ magazines, 
advising on those items of clothing no self- 
respecting otaku should face their friends without. 
Japan is teeming with paper, and one happy result 
of such profusion is the wealth of material 
carrying information on Nintendo and its 
wunderkonsole, our beloved N64. 

Now, Japanese games magazines vary as 
much in quality as those in the UK. Not all of 
them are printed on the best quality paper, and 
they almost always include a black-and-white 
(non-glossy) paper section featuring readers’ 
contributions. Famimaga 64, for example, calls 
this section ‘Ranking Box’, and it’s a brief, fairly 
dry listings and sketches affair. The comparable 
section in Dengeki Nintendo 64, on the other 
hand, runs to a substantial 36 pages this month, 
and includes interviews with industry leaders, 
readers’ polls, the essential Q&A bit, an example 
of the ubiquitous cartoon strip featuring an N64 

hero called ‘Shio Man 64', and a mind-boggling 
guide to how to get the full complement of 150 
different Game Boy Pocket Monsters. Ah yes, and 
there are also a couple of pages dedicated to 
drawings of semi-naked Anime girls. They say 
that, in the event of a nuclear holocaust, 
cockroaches will most likely be the sole survivors. 
| take issue with this, and am certain that both 
Tamagotchi and the Toki Meki Memorial babes 
will be around to keep the roaches company. 

Apart from a couple of the magazines 
opening backwards (to us, that is), what first 
strikes you is the size of the things. The leanest 
example here weighs in at 118 pages, and ‘The 
64 Dream' tips the scales at an Arnie-challenging 
164 pages. How Japanese publishers are able to 
provide this apparent value for money (with the 
previously-stated proviso concerning overall 
quality) is not immediately apparent. None of the 
mags here are subsidised, paper and printing costs 
in Japan are extortionate, and, perhaps more 
surprisingly, in-publication advertising is minimal. 

Speaking with the editors of the Japanese 
mags, it's clear there's a good deal of regular 
communication with Nintendo in the course of a 
working week. It would be wrong to infer from 
this, however, that their independence is 
sacrificed — there's a sense of propriety and, dare 
| say, decency in a good portion of Japanese 
business (um, | speak not for the financial 
industry), and the Nintendo magazines genuinely 
believe, at least, that they are entirely 
independent (and therefore objective) in their 

LAREN ES ATER CaN Me eS wwe 

How to identify the Nintendo magazines 
Be careful: there lots of magazines in the Japanese newsagent, and they all want you! The challenge is 
to narrow the field down to those about the one-and-only, and, happily, there are some pointers to 
assist you. If you've all been reading my Englishman in Tokyo column each month (don't let me down 
here), you should recognise some of the following: 

If the title contains... It's a... 

{EK iE \intendo) 

Iz = (ami:.) 

oF — JL Gemu... 

tH (Sega...) 

oe Wi 4 x x —e Y 4 by PlayStation magazine 

We 

Nintendo magazine 

Nintendo-related magazine 

Multi-platform magazine 

Sega magazine 

7 aT onnantiiientn “Sauce ET ROAT SE AiR. 

analyses. 
On this point, it's worth noting that the 

practice of ‘rating’ games, so common as to be 
expected in the West, is less in evidence here. A 
game is far more likely to be treated to an in- 
depth report of its features, along with tactics for 
best exploiting them, than the more subjective 
opinion pieces UK gamers are accustomed to. 
Both have great value, of course, and, for what 
it's worth, | think a combination of the two is the 
path to gaming enlightenment. 

Experience suggests that Japanese employees 
are notoriously reluctant to divulge information 
about their companies (or are admirably loyal, 
perhaps). Staff in the editorial departments of the 
various N64 magazines | contacted did nothing 
to disabuse me of this notion. In fact, one of my 
contacts took paranoia to new heights, informing 
me that he could not possibly divulge sensitive, 
nay secret information, such as who reads the 
magazine or the name of his favourite game. But 
happily, after only the briefest of interrogation 
procedures, during which | threatened them with 
the unspeakable horror that is being locked in a 
bus full of elementary school kids playing with 
Tamagotchi, they spilled their guts. 

Since these magazines are all independent, 
and not obliged, at least officially, to be loyal to 
Nintendo, it is perhaps testimony to that 
company's unsurpassed prowess that the editors 
all quote a Nintendo release as the game that 
most frequently prevents them 
getting on with their work. 

The review system 
No prizes for innovation here. The format for 
reviews in Japanese magazines is highly 
formulaic, nearly all of them (when you can find 
them) boiling down to something like this: 

@ Four reviewers 
@ Four or five games (‘hot' releases only) 
@ Cursory comments 
@ Marks out of ten 
@ Heavily-hyped games all scoring highly 

Sadly, reviews are very uninspiring in Japanese 
games magazines and offer little or no advice to 
the reader. (Do | need to eat this month? Or 

should | be sensible and buy 
the game?) Predictably, 
therefore, most energetic 
buying centres around the 
titles with the best 
marketing. Say it well, sell 
it well. 

Lots of reviewers, 
lots of little 
reviews of each 
game. That's the 
way they do it. 

Yorn 

LNIDVSMIN ISINVdVl V LISIA ATINASSIIING ERMC 
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4Famimaga 64 
590¥ (about £2.95) monthly 

he editorial staff of this magazine 
immediately earned the distinction of 
being the most cautious of the people | 
spoke to (not counting those from The 

64 Dream, who were so cautious that they 
absented themselves entirely from their offices and 
legged it off on holiday, en masse). Questions 
concerning readership and, gasp, circulation 
numbers were met with a stony silence until | 
promised not to sell their secrets to any 
international spy rings. 

Famimaga 64 contains the usual round-up of 
news and reviews, but distinguishes itself on a 
couple of fronts. For one, there are no ‘graded’ 
reviews in evidence anywhere: they are not so much 
reviews as analyses, in that rarely is an opinion 
expressed. And for another, the magazine has 
extensive Game Boy coverage — far more than its 

TV Gamer 

his magazine 
differs from 
the other three 
in that it's not 

dedicated solely to N64. 
Far from it. Inside this 
one, you're as likely to 
find information on 
movies, music, fashion, 

and media stars as on 
console games. There's 
even a full week's TV 
listings, placing this 
magazine squarely in 
the general 
entertainment division. 

The magazine's 

competitors, in this issue going so far as to 
include a four-page feature on Game 
Boy Tamagotchi, full. of 
tips on how best to 
care for brat's best 
friend. Add to that 
repeated coverage of 
Pocket Love, another 
exhilarating variation 
on the date-a-cartoon- 
character arcade 
games, and loads of 
pictures of small, cute 
kids winning prizes from 
the magazine, and the 
publication identifies itself 
as. one for the 
younger audience. os 

350¥ (about £1.75) monthly 

spokesman, Mr Matsumoto, admits that their 
most successful inclusion (remember, the 
audience is mostly young and male) is the ‘idol’ 
section. Naturally, being a happily-married man, 
| have absolutely no interest whatever in such 
shenanigans, and display the relevant pictures 
purely out of the interests of informing our 
readers as comprehensively as possible. 

Such disarming modesty on the part of Mr 
Matsumoto is commendable, however, and 
perhaps obscures the fact that TV Gamer 
manages to squeeze a good bit of interesting 
Nintendo-related news in between its covers. 

“A good third of the content is games- 
eo oriented, and in the edition shown, for 

example, there's news of the latest Pocket 
Monsters cart for the Game Boy, information 

| Dengeki Nintendo 64 

relative newcomer, Dengeki Nintendo 
64 represents one of the more weighty 
games magazines on the market and is 
the host of that big 34-page black and 

white readers’ section | mentioned earlier. As with 
most of the others, the magazine launches straight 
into articles about the hottest games. Our own 
great N64 Magazine does too, of course, but you 
may have noticed that several other British and 
American mags prefer a hefty preamble involving 
gossip and news before they reveal the big ones. 
The reviews are extensive and always give 
extremely detailed tips on how to get the most out 
of the game - strategy guides abound. 

In deference, | suppose, to the obsession the 
Japanese appear to have with all things manga, 
there are several cartoon strips in every issue. In this 

month's offering, Bottom Up's impending Sumo 64 
is rather imaginatively covered by way of a cartoon 
strip, the protagonist being Dengeki Yama (Dengeki 
Mountain), one of the Sumo wrestler characters 
from the game. 

One of the most striking aspects of DN64 is that 
with games in development there's often a box-out 
containing comments from, or an interview with, 
one of the developer's staff. The effect is twofold: it 
not only gives the reader a sense of being more 
involved in the process, but possibly staves off 
impatience. Now you can see what's going on. Like 
it, like it. 

The rest of Dengeki is split up into sections 
entitled ‘Dengeki Shangri-La’, ‘N64 Next Stage’, 
including info on what the various developers are up 
to, and lastly, ‘News 64 Clip!’. It's only in this last 

76 [NEY 



The editor speaks 
NAME? 
Takahashi-san. 

COPIES SOLD? 
Cannot possibly divulge. 

AUDIENCE? 
Junior and senior High school students, mostly. 

BEST: MOST POPULAR FEATURE OF YOUR, MAGAZINE? 
Our ‘Scoops’. 

WHICH N64 GAME ARE YOU PLAYING ALL THE TIME? 
Wave Race (the Jolt Pak compatible version)... 

WHAT DO YOU THINK_OF GAMES FROM UK 
DEVELOPERS? 
Very competitive. 

HOW DO. YOU SEE THE FUTURE OF THE N64? 
With Zelda, Mother 3 and Ganbare Goemon, the N64 will be 
the best in the world. 

‘Scoop screenshots of Rare’s Conker's 
Quest are triumphantly paraded at the front 
of this month's edition, and Famimaga 64's 
Takahashi-san, while cagey about the 
number of copies sold, seems confident 
about the magazine's position in the 
popularity charts. 

It seems that Famimaga 64 achieves an 
attractive balance between news 
concerning the 64-bit console and other 
Nintendo products, the Game Boy in 
particular. Again (bit of a recurring 
theme here), not one to consult for 
buying advice, though. 

Most distinctive feature: 
Game Boy coverage 

The editor speaks 
NAME? 
Matsumoto-san. 

COPIES SOLD? 
100,000. 

AUDIENCE? 
University and High School students, young businessmen. 

BEST’ MOST POPULAR FEATURE OF YOUR, MAGAZINE?. 
‘Idol’ posters and photos (often used to promote games). 

WHICH N64 GAME ARE YOU PLAYING ALL THE TIME? 
Star Fox 64. 

on GoldenEye 007, and 
more advance pictures of 
Zelda 64 and Mother 3, 
perhaps the most eagerly- 
anticipated Nintendo games 
since the advent of the 
machine itself. More 
substantially, there's a four- 
page article featuring an TE 

free, offering no opinions on 
the game itself but focusing 
instead on game mechanics 
and storylines. Useful 
playing tips are given, 
along with an ingenious 
‘count-down’' icon which 
not only increases 
anticipation but provides 

interview with N64 developer eH, a handy at-a-glance 
PARAM's programmer and oe: indicator of how WHAT DO YOU THINK OF GAMES FROM’UK 
director (lida and Shibata-san, \ ? es painfully slowly time DEVELOPERS? 

They (so far) have limited appeal for Japanese gamers — 
they're too shallow. 

HOW DO YOU SEE THE FUTURE OF THE N64? 
It's floundering at the moment in Japan, but we'll soon see 
it gather strength. 

who produced Aquanaut's can pass when you're waiting for 
Holiday when at Artdink), now something good to happen. 
busy on their N64 debut title. Peres , 

This is not the place to come for buying Most distinctive feature: 
advice. The reviews are completely opinion- _ Count-down icons 

The editor speaks 
NAME? 
Mr Muramatsu 

section that you'll find ‘rated’ reviews, and Systems. What, Mr Nakazato, a ‘4'? Can it 
not many of them either. Four, actually, really be true? COPIES SOLD? 
arranged in columns on a single page and Dengeki Nintendo 64 is chock-full of all | _ It's a secret. Shhhh! 
scrutinised by four experts. the latest news, reviews, walkthroughs and AUDIENCE? 
Still, it is called ‘Hot Game so on, and really stands out as No comment 
Preview’, which should jp : providing the true manga 

BEST/ MOST POPULAR FEATURE OF YOUR, MAGAZINE? 
Feature articles. 

WHICH N64 GAME ARE YOU PLAYING ALL THE TIME? 
Mario Kart 64 (then SM64 & Star Fox 64). 

WHAT BO YOU THINK OF GAMES FROM UK 
DEVELOPERS? 
No comment. 

HOW DO. YOU SEE THE FUTURE OF THE N64? 
The best games in the world are on the N64. And then 
there's Zelda and Mother 3 on the way! 

count for something, and 
the boys don’t pull the 
punches on the scoring. 
It will be severely 
disappointing for Wil, 
no doubt, to discover 
that Messers Mita and 
Nakazato completely 
trash the new mah 
jong titles from 
Imagineer and Video 

otaku with enough 
pictures of cartoon Bunny- 
girls to keep them going for 
another week. At the price, 
it offers a great source of 
information and excellent 
value for money 

Most distinctive 
feature: 
Shangri-La readers’ section 

“ai fa = 
October 1997 @ 

GO! 
GO! 
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The 64 Dream 

Ithough (or perhaps because) The 64 strategy guides, reader contributions. The 
Dream is the hea is the heavyweight contender monochrome section even carries what can only be: 

SP SOR J for the N64 magazine crown, its staff described as ‘modification instructions’, and this = — 

aa were all resting their weary bones at___ month recommends the addin of Satmansye a 
OP SIER IIE ’ / — time of writing, and so sadly unavailable for = wings (nicked off eee ae presumably) to 
Be &.. PRAIA . interview. To be fair, most holi¢ sinJapan are your N64 controller. Interestingly, this month's NS 
TrAniaibiporent 4 national ones, meaning we all have time offat  -—_edition also gives advice on playing imported (US) 

exactly the same time — the travel agent's dream = —_-games, and ingenuously illustrates the difference 
: and car-driver's nightmare. = between the US and Japanese cart slots. feo 

Weighing in at 164 pages, 148 of those in full © —_—iIts sheer size means that The 64 Dream can 
colour, The 64 Dream is a bruiser. Perhaps the most —_ hold a wealth of gaming news, previews and 
clearly organised, this magazine kicks off with a full interviews. It is this last that most captures the 
page of colour stickers featuring characters from __ attention, as every month there are in-depth 

id N64 games. This month, for example, Goemon interviews with the huffers a’ 
looms large, and there are garage shots of four of —_ puffers in the. me 
the vehicles from MRC. Another fine inclusion is the industry. As 
letter-box stickers which are destined for the top well as the 
edge of your cartridges. Basically, they allow you to straight journo- 
see which game is which when the carts are viewed —_asks-developer 
top-down or from the side, and | don't mind format, there 
admitting that | have employed previous sticker are extended 

sheets in just this capacity. Natty. Q&A sessions 
| The 64 Dream brings you no with the game 
i _ fewer than five makers, where 

separate they're faced 
games charts, with answering 
ranging from __ the best 
the more reader queries. 
conventional At the risk of 
most-eagerly- being boring here, 

anticipated- let me just note 4 
games, to most _ that The 64 Dream ia 

“; popular third- shares the same lack of game ratings as the oh ae 
_ party developers mags. It does, however, contain just about oat 

(topped this everything else game-related imaginable. | say 
month by _ ‘game-related’ as a kind of cover-all. It is debatable, 

Square). Reader ——_‘| suppose, how vitally important the inclusion of 
_ involvementis such marvels as ‘Bistro de 64' (er, guess) is to the 

clearly a priority for © dedicated games fan, for example, but it is a. 
the staff of this _ undeniably games-related. Just. “ 
magazine, with the a» oe 4 
thing chock-full of . Most distinctive feature: 
developer news, Top cart stickers and ratings charts © i 

wo AVAL. Irvd. iste oe 
meen, Seer eh oxy 
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THE ULTIMATE FANS’ MAG 

Don't miss Total Football October 

issue (TF26), featuring EXCLUSIVE 
Ruud Gullit and Slaven Bilic 

interviews, football 

superstitions, The A-Z Of 

Scottish Football, David 
Mellor - who needs him? the 

greatest free-kicks ever and 

loads more... 

Take advantage of this great trial 

offer. Three issues of Total 
Football for the price of two. 

Just fill in your details on the 

coupon below and your first free* 

trial issue of otal Football will be 

winging its way to you. 

3 trial issues for only £4.80 (“one free) 

POSTCOUG5 5: cscaesenitncssaveavicstssrsaansadedeivrecenntiun earn eneavies ‘ 

T@lePMON€ NUMDET ..........cccscscccssesescsesvscsvsceeesesessscscscscseseseans 

Payment methods 

|_| Cheque made payable to Future Publishing Ltd 

Credit cards |_|Visa L_JAccess 

Card number LILI IL C0 LU OO 

expiry date: OO OO 

Post form and payment to: 

{ Total Football Subscriptions Department, Future Publishing 

' Ltd, Freepost BS4900, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 6BR. 

Or call our subscription hotline on 01225 822511 quoting 
reference TFNSF 
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If you've got a gaming 
problem, then the Nintendo 
Prema Mio 
away. And if you haven't got 
a phone, or your telephobic, 
Tm ol mel ar-xe) lur-meet- Uy 
have been barred in attempt 
to curb your brother's 
chatline addiction, they 
Te Me UM lana 
CeCe eM ee el a 
ON THESE VERY PAGES! 

issue 7 

DOOM 64 
Secrets and common questions 

THE LASER 
This is the most powerful weapon in the 
game, but it's more effective when you 
have more than one Special Switch Key. 
For each Special Switch Key that you 
collect, the weapon will fire one laser, 
and use one plasma charge. Therefore, 
when you collect all three keys, it will 
fire three lasers, and consume three 
shots. Excellent! Mondo destructo! 

The laser is first found on level 12: 
Altar of Pain, but you can get it sooner 
if you find the secret exit on level 4: 
Holding Area, which takes you through 
to Level 29: Omega Outpost. The 
following directions will take you to the 
laser on Omega Outpost: 

Get the blue key and enter the blue 
door. Drop down into this area and 
you'll be able to go forward or left. Drop 
down to your left, and then you can go 
right or left. Turn right and go forward 
without stopping on the next ledge. A 
new ledge will appear in front of you. 
Destroy the enemy and then face the 
wall to your left. Search the wall with 
Right C to lower it. Ahead of you on the 
far wall you'll see a switch. Shoot the 
switch and pick up the laser that has 
appeared. Huzzah! (See the Doom 
review on page 36 for more details.) 

SPECIAL SWITCH KEYS 
These keys are used only 
in level 28: The 
Absolution, the final level 
for the game. These keys 
close the warp buildings 
that the enemies appear 
from. This makes the 
battle with the final boss, 
Mother Demon, much, 
much easier! 

The three Special 
Switch Keys show up on 
the map screen in the 
bottom right hand corner, 
but are not numbered. 
These keys look like the 
symbol of the game, a 

bull-like skull on a star and circle. They 
are found in the following levels: 

Level 29: Outpost Omega 
This key is yellowish/goldish in colour 
Level 30: The Lair 
This key is purplish in colour 
Level 31: In The Void 
This key is bluish in colour 

These levels are all secret levels, found 
from level 4, level 12 and level 18 
respectively. If you miss a Special Switch 
Key, you'll have to go back to a previous 
save or password and play through the 
game again. Bah! Be sure to collect all 
the Keys this time. 

DIRECTIONS TO SECRET LEVELS 

Stand with the blue door to your right. 
There are four switches between the blue 
door and the staircase. Press the second 
switch from the door, then the one closest 
to the stairs. Now press the one next to 
you and finally press the switch closest to 
the door. You can now take the teleporter 
to access the other doorway, which is 
another exit to level 29: Outpost Omega. 



NOTE: If you press the wrong switch 
accidentally, all the switches will lower. 

You will then have to restart the level 
and do it all over again. 

LEVEL 12 - ALTAR OF PAIN: 
DIRECTIONS TO THE LAIR 
Enter the red door and destroy all the 
enemies to make a switch appear. 
Press the switch near the middle of 
the room and destroy the enemies 
that appear. Exit the room, head up 
the stairs on the right and continue 
along the walkway until you find the 
blue door. 

Ride up the 
elevator across the 
walkway from the 
blue door. Head left 
to find the yellow 
key. While standing 
on the spot where 
you got the yellow 
key, go forward 
quickly to reach the 
pedestal with the 
soul sphere. If you 
bring up your map, you'll see that the 
pedestal is shaped like an arrow. Run 
forward into the far wall to find a 
second exit to level 30: The Lair. 

LEVEL 18: SPAWNED FEAR: 
DIRECTIONS TO IN THE VOID 
When you enter the yellow door, turn 
left, head forward and walk up the 
stairs slowly. While going up the 
stairs, you'll hear the sound of a door 
opening. Quickly go back through 
the yellow door and follow the left 
hand wall around the corner. Enter 
the small room on the left to see 
another exit, which leads you to Level 

@ (01703) 652222 

31: In The Void. This exit will only be 
open for a couple of seconds, so it 
may take a few tries. 

DIRECTIONS TO SPECIAL KEYS 

SPECIAL KEY NO. 1 

This key is found on the secret level, 
Outpost Omega. 
From the start, enter the door on the 
right and press the switch. Exit that 
room, turn right and walk toward the 
next room. Before you enter the new 
room, you'll see a square on the right 

hand wall and 
left hand wall. 
Search the 
square on the 
right hand 
wall to 
temporarily 
lower a 
section of wall 

» on the other 
side of the 

ntl, new room. 
If you 

stand with your back to start, the 
section of wall that temporarily 
lowers is directly ahead. This is where 
you get the red key 
With the red key, go through the blue 
door and get the combat armour. 
Once you have this item, turn around 
and you'll see three ledges: one ledge 
to your left, another ledge directly 
ahead of you and a third ledge to 
your right. Go onto the ledge on the 
right, then turn right and go forward 
a few steps. You can drop off to the 
right or the left here. Turn right and 
go forward onto the small ledge and 
press the switch. 

Quickly, turn around and 
head to the second ledge, 
then turn right onto the 
platform that lowered. 
When you've been raised, 
shoot the switch that 
appeared and drop down. 
Turn left and go to the next 
ledge. Now turn right, go 
forward and drop down. 
You can now open the red 
key door for a secret area 
which allows you to get 
Special Switch Key 1. (See 
page 36 for more details.) 

SPECIAL KEY NO. 2 
Found in level 30: The Lair. 
From start, go through the blue door, 
down the stairs and into the next 
room with the pillars. Walk up the 
centre staircase and turn left. Follow 
the left hand wall into a small alcove 
with a switch. While facing the pillars, 
walk forward slowly to make a switch 
temporarily appear on the far side of 
the room. Shoot the switch, then 
immediately turn left to look through 
the small window that overlooks the 
centre staircase. Another switch 
temporarily appears here as well, so 
shoot it through the window. This 
causes the centre pillar to lower, 
which allows you to get a secret area 
and Special Switch Key 2. 

SPECIAL KEY NO. 3 
Found in level 31: The Void. 
After you press the switch that 
requires the yellow key, walk onto 
the exit area to cause the whole level 
to start shaking. Now return to the 
area where the Special Switch Key is 
to find a switch. Once you press the 
switch that makes the Special Switch 
Key disappear, quickly turn around 
and run back through the sequence 
of two teleporters. 

Go down the walkway to return 

to the start, then turn right and enter 

the red door, taking the teleporter at 
the end of the walkway. Continue 
forward to find a small platform that 
has temporarily appeared, allowing 
you to walk out onto the wooden 
walkway. The Special Switch Key 3 is 
at the end. Hurry back to the exit 
once you've picked it up, though, 
because a whole bunch of fresh 
enemies will arrive to chase you a 
few seconds later. 

INITLOH OGNILNIN vuixa CHL 

FEATURES MENU 
?TJL BDFW BFGV JVVB 
(This option can't be saved. If you 
turn the game off, you'll have to get 
it again!) 

This special cheat in the Options 
screen is available when you get all 
the keys in level 32, Hectic. There is 
also a code that enables this option. 
In this selection, you will have the 
following choices: 

WARP TO LEVEL 
Press right to choose Levels 1-27, 
and any C to warp. This is the only 
way to access Levels 25-27. 

INVULNERABLE 
Press A or B to turn on or off. Sadly, 
this option does not work on Level 
32: Hectic. 

HEALTH BOOST 
Press A or B to get 100% health. You 
can repeatedly turn this option on to 
refill your health. 

WEAPONS 
Press A or B to get all weapons and 
ammo. You can repeatedly turn this 
option on to refill your ammo. 

MAP EVERYTHING 
Press A or B turn this on or off. This 
will show all areas — including most 
secrets — of a level. 

NOTE: you can repeatedly turn the 
Health Boost and Weapons options 
on to refill your Health to 100%, or 
to refill your ammo, at any time. 
Please be aware that if you have 
more than 100% Health and you turn 
the Health Boost option on, your 
Health will be lowered to 100%! iG 
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TETRISPHERE 
Nintendo 

Janus Marine, Naval Officer, 
Helicopter Pilot, St. Petersburg Guard, 
4 different civilians, 2 Siberian Guards, 
Arctic Commando, Siberian Special 
Forces, Jungle Commando, Janus 
Special Forces, Moonraker Elites. 

total of 33 characters become 
available in multiplayer mode. The 
new boys and girls are: Mayday, Jaws, 
Oddjob, Baron Samedi, Russian 
Soldier, Russian Infantry, 2 different 
scientists, Russian Commandant, 

Enter the name “(saturn 
symbol)(spaceship symbol)(rocket 
symbol)(heart symbol)(skull symbol)" 
for access to all levels. 

Enter these codes at the “NEW 
NAME" entry screen: 

Press L, Right C, Down C to bring up 
the secret characters. 

Enter your name as “CREDITS” to 
view the credits. 

PEE KL 
RPE Pai te 

3: * 

LE 

Enter your name as “LINES” to play 
the hidden game. 

Enter your name as “G(alien head 
symbol)MEBOY" for hidden tunes. 

YOUR TOP 
Al 
eR UM it i-mate (om 
rec melee wm lem Conese) 
Ue Rel el are eam) 
send it to us immediately! Each 
month we'll compile a chart of 
PCa eu Re el rl Cea 
we'll send you out a rather flash 
be DMC Lee 
coveted Number 1 slot we'll 

Rem uurm eet 
bit special. Don’t send us stuff 
we've already printed, though, it 
makes James cross. 

issue 7 

GOLDENEYE 
Nintendo 

Play the game on Secret Agent mode 
and shoot any of the scientists on any 
of the levels that have them. As long 
as you don’t kill them, they pull out 
an automatic and attempt to give you 
a bit of a shoeing in return. They're 
not bad shots, either and they're a 
useful source of ammunition to boot! 

Beat the game on Agent mode and a 

fi 

Pe a & 
Seeing as Blast Corps is out this month we thought it'd 6 

aad 3 ; ; sere be good to re-visit some classic BC tips of issues past. (ian ¥ pfs 

TURBO START Ai a 
In true Mario Kart style, you can achieve a Turbo Start by ed j 
pressing the acceleration button on the last ‘beep’, just as aw 7 
the light turns green. Ng h 

Z-BUTTON TRICK 

Drive up close to a building and try to get out of 

your vehicle by using the Z button. If you're too 

close, your little man won't be able to get out. However 
if you continue to hold down Z the building or obstruction will 

eventually blow up. 
The Z-Button trick is useless in most situations but extremely valuable in a few 

specific situations. On Oyster Harbour ,for instance, it isn't necessary to have the 
boats in place or fill the holes in order to complete the level. Secondly, it’s possible 
to destroy the series of walls that normally require TNT, as well as the final building. 
Using this method you can complete the level in around 1:30, where the platinum 
time is 2:55! 

Another good place to use the Z button trick is on Beeton Tracks. Instead of 
moving the Ramdozer across the tracks and using the TNT to blow up the big 
building, use the Z button trick. This should give you times of 33 seconds, instead 

of the platinum time of 1:15! 

re eae cee ee ee Re ean mT ct 

I HERE'S MY TOP TIP... ! 

It's for [game name]: 

And I've found that if you: 

Send to: Tips Extra, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth St, Bath, BA1 2BW 
If you don’t want to cut up your magazine, send a photocopy 

instead, and continue on another bit of paper if you run out of room. 
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SO BSS niet BY tae 

elcome, once more, to Readers’ Top Ten Tips. The sheer variety and quantity 
of your discoveries has made this month's selection a very tough job but, we 
think you'll agree, there's something for everyone, from tactical weirdness, 
oem meme CU em E Cem Bu) am com PUM sl MENU aU 

last of Super Mario’s secrets bare. All great stuff, we're sure you'll agree. Do please keep 
Soe Ue eR re erm ol Lemme -l mula Ur meet eM lm oll Lee 

1. Mario Kart 64 
If you turbo start at the 
1o-e4l aT al ah el mae UATe) 
drive right up to the 
character in front, press 
jump just prior to hitting 

gen a) 
% 
i] 

Ps et a 

ca 
them. You should land on 
their head. Quickly press 
jump again and you will 
be launched high into the 
air (sometimes to the top 
of the screen), landing 
back on the track way 
ahead of the pack. You 
can do this trick during the 
race too — when you 
collect a turbo, do as 
above. This trick is ideal for 
some shortcuts, such as 
Wario Stadium, where you 
can clear the walls easily. 
Robert McMahon, 
London 

2. Pilotwings 64 
Get up to top speed with 
the gyrocopter and find a 
Lie lmelte mel Uale i (MIAa(c 
States is best). Whilst still 
holding the throttle begin 
descending — not too steep 

an angle — and clip 

the ground. Pull up just a 
TiaaC Cm (aVcoll Tarcamel OL ame UaCe PLE 
you got it right, your speed 

should now be around 300- 
325 km/h. | have achieved 
335 km/h with Hawk, but 

I'm sure you can get much 
higher and not crash. 
PVT Mle Cau eis 

EPL yt TY 
If you are having trouble 
playing against the 
computer, try this tip. 
Find out which team you 
have to play next (if you are 
in Cup or League mode) 
and then reset. Now create 
a team of no-hopers with 

™ 
bot 7 ee 

Se i 

ar aces {Oa a: 
PATO Molar UM Uicliarcudag | ob1 
register them with the team 
you have to play next, and 
load the Cup/League. 
When you play you'll find 
the team easier to beat. 
Once into the second half, 
the opposing team will 
have lost all their energy, 
Elem 1M elem ala moro g 
Daniel Glenfield, 
Abingdon 

Ce Ere 
Tall Tall Mountain; Star 4; 

Mysterious 
Mountainside. MISS 

THE ENTIRE SLIDE!! A 
STAR IN 20 SECONDS. 
Easy. Go to the large 
ledge where the purple 

i ni eed 

charging things hang out, 
you know, just after the 
three Bob-Ombs. Next, go 
to the edge of the cliff 
which forms an overhang 
over the bit where star 4 is 
and face the wall with your 
back to the edge. Do this 
standing as close to the 
edge as you can. Next, 
jump and THEN pull back 
on the stick so that Mario is 
still facing the mountain, 
but will clear the 
mountainside's edge. As 
soon as you know you have 

cleared the edge, kick 
in the air by pressing 
‘B' AND pressing 
forward. With 
any luck ca 
you, will 
land 
raglan com tale 
A normal time for this 
star will be about 2 
minutes. Using this 
tactic, a time of 

under 55 seconds is 
possible; and, combining 
this with the thermal, a 
theoretical time of 20 
seconds could be achieved. 
David Burk, Dagenham 

Peete Cts | 
If you turn sharply on a 

tap 1/3 

corner with gophers on 
Moo Moo farm, and hit the 
gopher at the top of the 
hill, you can go over the 
ic latemr- Uae ale Mola cal Melia -14 
side. Although you will be 
picked up by Lakitu, you've 
still been over the other side 
Co) am Cae CCN Lome ada 

Mn AD ey apap 

a part where you aren't 
picked up! 
Paul Valentine, Bolton 

6. Starfox 64 
When you have completed 
flat omrex- Tan MVD Acre re Mao 
second time around, you 

, 

. 
will get a 
new title 
screen, ala 
UE Ten Cle 
Also, you will be 
awarded with the option of 
using the tank or Fox and 
his pals running around on 
foot with guns. 
Marc Duport, Guernsey 

7. Shadows of 
Py Tey cy 
When playing on the 
Jedi difficulty level, 
enter your name as 
_Jabba (where _ is a 
yer lae-lale moles 
weapons will be more 
Xe 1aie 
(Stormtroopers will 
only need one or 
maybe two shots to 

fall over and die). 
SEU Ue Cel 
PNET UE| 

8. Mario Kart 64 
In the battle Mode, the 
ge. lax Uua maarUeclalkl 6) 

(Donkey Kong etc) can often 
pop smaller players’ balloons 

simply by jumping on them 
(especially with a turbo). 
Nick Gee 
The Netherlands 

9. Shadows 
of the Empire 
In issues 2 and 3 you said 
flatten mre 
transferable between 
ona om Ole mea 
true. | have been able to 
transfer game secrets up 
difficulty levels by collecting 
all the Challenge Points for 
one difficulty level, and then 
leaving that game saved and 
collecting all the Challenge 
Points for the next highest 
difficulty level. For example, 

the Leebo scanner can be 
used on Medium 
Celairele lh SVan el nalo 
Challenge Points have 
been collected for both 

Easy and Medium and both 
Fez at oee] TO ce OA ZOG 
Umea owe lane eke la oL 
used on the Jedi difficulty 
FAVOR vitcmee)|(cretlarcar- Um aac 
Challenge Points on all the 
lintel Naavace 
Shannon Keough, 
PONTE ae Ley 
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10. FIFA 64 

Hit the cartridge repeatedly 
Widen Wa ar-Uuslen( lem nL 
smash into several pieces 
which is more fun than 
playing the game. 
Andy Campbell, 
Aberdeen 

PT Tia ate 
Daniel Glenfield sent in the 
ISS64 tip in last month's 
issue. We'd send him another 
badge if we had his address. 



ood grief! The overriding mood here at 
N64 Towers has, of late, been one of 
carefree joy and abandon, perhaps due 
to our move of office —- we now reside 

in a delightful little suntrap overlooking one of 
Bath's finest burger establishments. However, in 
spite of this, our Zen-like tranquility has been 
shaken by the constant, heaving tide of your I’m 
the Best entries, the force of which shattered a 
few of our windows and caused significant 
structural damage to the pavement below. Even 
Wil’s Feng Shui desk arrangement failed to restore 
our inner harmony. 

The good news, though, is that your scores 
and times are now becoming pretty stunning. And 
remember that, as always, the glory of grabbing 
the top spot also brings with it the twinkling 
perfection of a prized N64 badge. So, for the sake 
of the children, prove that you're the best, and 
write to the usual address. 

The entries we've had for Luigi 
Raceway have been overwhelming 
in their class and quantity; we've 
all been heartily impressed by the 
skill and dedication of our readers. 
However, there comes a time when 
some doors shut and others must CONTROLLER! 
open — a time to move on to pastures new. Or 
maybe even beaches. 

Because, yes, we have a new challenge. Perhaps 
you've learnt all you can from Luigi. Perhaps you just 
fancy a change. And so, in honour of absent friends, 
we ask you: can you handle Koopa Troopa Beach? 
Success on this track depends on shoreline-hugging 
cornering and the ability to successfully negotiate the 
cliff-side shortcut (remember that you don't 
necessarily need to use a mushroom to do this. See 
Jonathan's Mario Kart review in issue 4 for details). 
It's a tricky course to get a really good time on, with 
multiple routes, crabs, sand, and, of course, the deep 
blue sea to contend with; but we know you can do it. 

If you think you can beat Jes's time (below), then 
send your entry to us by no later than September 
29th (remember, it's PAL times only). The victor, as 
always, will win a Sharkpad Pro from those nice 
people at Interact (01204 862026). Simply mark your 
entry “Here's My Koopa Trooper Triumph” and send 
it to the usual address. 

Mario Kart 64 
Koopa Trooper Beach 

1'46"73 
(PAL times only) 

You might be top dog in your house but how do your scores 
measure up against the best of the rest of the world? 

eee renee” 

WAVE RACE 64 

Foot Race with Koopa the Quick | @ | Sunny Beach 
C d GK, Darlin 1'03"755 Confirmed William Lam, Bristol 

Ryan Cowe 1'04"726 Confirmed Dilpesh Varsani, London 

1'05"266 Unconfirmed Paul Knight, Exmouth 

1'05"478 Confirmed GK, Darlington 

1'05"820 Confirmed Carl Waters, Telford 

1'05"884 Unconfirmed Jon Hatch, 11th Signal Regt 

1'06"193 Confirmed Chris Murphy, Middleton 

1'06"254 Confirmed Lee Hammond, Saddington 

1'06"896 Confirmed Robert McMahon, London 

10 1'06"950 Confirmed Rudy Moore, Portrush 

90] CO) NE] | wn] | ws oe 

Sunny Beach 
Foot PP with Koopa the Quick 1 1'15"830 Confirmed Andrew Mills, Londonderry} 
4 0'16"7. Confirme eg et he 2 1'17"005 Confirmed Chris Tape, Rayleigh 

= 7 - 3 1'17"322 Confirmed Rony Costa, Hillingdon 

4 1'17"511 Confirmed David Burk, Dagenham 

5 1'17"693 Confirmed Trevor Scannell, Barking 

6 1'17"755 Confirmed Steven Ridley, Ramsgate 

7 1'18"018 Confirmed Frankey Mayers, Blackheath 

8 1'18"051 Unconfirmed Trevor Scannell, Barking 

9 1'18"935 Confirmed James Johnson, Birmingham 

10 1'19"943 Confirmed David Holmes, Doncaster 

Stunt Mode, Dolphin Park 
Confirmed Nicky Stanford, N. Ireland 

Confirmed Norman Obeseki, Leeds 

Confirmed SP Richards, Dorking 

Confirmed Norman Obaseki, Leeds 

Confirmed _Adazé Obaseki, Leeds 

Unconfirmed Trevor Scannell, Barking 

Confirmed Daniel Shirley, East Sussex 

Confirmed Jonathan King, Dorchester 

Confirmed Andy Ward, Kent DO) ONO) a) win) 

Confirmed Owain Brimfield, Isle of Man 



LC eT 
1'40"23 Confirmed Marc Duport, Guernsey 

1'42"92 Confirmed Mike Davis, Dundee 

1'43"06 Confirmed Mike Hurry, Aberdeen 

1'43"33 Confirmed Mark Lethbridge, Broadstairs 

1'43"45 Confirmed Andrew Taylor, Reading 

1'43"65 Confirmed GK, Darlington 

MARIO KART 64 

1'50"67 

1'58"76 

2'03"19 

2'03"43 

2'03"64 

2'03"71 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Stephen Ball, Macclesfield 

Margaret Hodge, Cheshire 

Steven Zwartjes, Holland 

Ben Stiff 

Roger van dann, Holland 

Andrew Densley, Bath 

1'43"68 Confirmed lan Taylor, Reading 

1'44"00 Confirmed Dawn Ford, Dundee 

9 1'44"35 Confirmed Jonny Town, Horbury 

10 1'44"78 Confirmed Adam Bones, Surrey 

Mario Circuit 

0'55"12 Confirmed 

0'55”"36 Confirmed 

0'55"70 Confirmed 

0'55"82 Confirmed 

0'56"15 Confirmed 

0'56"13 Confirmed 

0'56"77. Confirmed 

0'57"11 Confirmed 

0'57"76 Confirmed 

10 0'58"31 Confirmed 

Royal Raceway 
1'50"43 Confirmed 

CON O) wi) ml wl | 

lan Chan, Stirlingshire 

Marc Duport, Guernsey 

Graham Dibley, Basingstoke 

Mike Hurry, Aberdeen 

Ben Ford, Cleveland 

David Nixdorf, Warrington 

Steven Housley, Idle 

Colin Rastrick, Ilfracombe 

Mark Lethbridge, Broadstairs 

Steve James, Much Wenlock 

OO NO Mim lwl ye 

Jon Stanley 

2'03"84 Confirmed Sam Nangngam, Rochester 

Koopa Trooper Beach 
1 1'46"69 Confirmed Andrew Densley 

2 1'51"40 Confirmed Ryan Haidar, Middlesex 

3 1'51'82 Confirmed Tristan Hamilton, Bedfordshire 

4 1'54"62 Confirmed Luke Skinner, Middlesex 

5 155"12 Confirmed Tony Delrosso, Torquay 

Frappe Snowland 
1 2'12"50 Confirmed Andrew Densley 

2'04"14 

2'04"86 

10 2'04"45 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Mark Florian, Croydon 

Ashley Hammant, Hereford 

Adrian Jacob, Surrey 
3} 00) 0] | ur] ew [i |e 

cy 
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? Ladies and gentlemen, 
we , 

have ourselves a winner. Striding earn 
ara 

igi Raceway !e 
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lo 
'33"67 was enough to snatch this m Su 
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Royal Raceway 
02'21"92 Confirmed Alex Legg, Portchester 

The presses ar 

Oem cc a 

the printing wheel. The 

heavy industry to a halt 

2'33"84 Confirmed 

2'34"10 Confirmed 

2'34"26 Confirmed 

Mark Lethbridge 

Nick Payne, London 

Mike Hurry, Aberdeen 

02'22"57 Confirmed 

3'03"60 Confirmed 

3'04"26 Confirmed 

Andrew Densley, Bath 

Apain Keersmaekers, Belgium 

2'34"79 Confirmed Marc Dupont, Guernsey 

2'35"34 Confirmed Simon Franklin, Leeds 

2'35"51 Unconfirmed James Mower, Ipswich 

2'35"65 Unconfirmed Josh Brown, York 

2'35"78 Unconfirmed Chris Wells, Lancaster 

10 2'35"90 Unconfirmed Tim Waring, Suffolk 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

AUT ir Weds 

1 1'23” Confirmed Stuart Richards, Dorking 

2 1°39" 

3 2°37" 

4 2'40" 

5 2'44" 

6 2'46" 

7 2'48”" 

8 2'50" 

9 2'51" 

10 2'53” 

112'57” 

12 2'59” 

13 3' 32” 

143'00" 

15 3'05" 

16 3'09" 

17 3°10" 

18 3'13” 

Confirmed Andrew Mills, Londonderry 

Matthew Griffiths, Colchester 

Martin Sturrock, Goostrey 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Confirmed Paul Taylor, Poynton 

Confirmed Jamil Yahyaoui, Belfast 

Scott Brown, Stocksfield 

Karen Callow, Winton 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Confirmed Stephen Daulby, Warrington 

Confirmed Tony Hills, Cleveland 

Confirmed Nick Perry, Pontypool 

Confirmed Erwin Zeevart, Holland 

Neil Plant, Falmouth 

William Lam, Bristol 

Unconfirmed 

Confirmed 

Confirmed Laurie Goodman, Lewes 

Unconfirmed Toby Rodriguez, East Grinsted 

Chris Hambrook, Cardiff 

Neil Plant, Falmouth 

Confirmed 

Confirmed 

3'05"14 Confirmed 

3'06"10 Confirmed 

3'06"67 Confirmed 

3'07"39 Confirmed 

9 3'09"50 Confirmed 

10 3'10"49 Confirmed 

Per Nilsson, Sweden 

Andrew Mills, Londonderry 

Stelios Giamarelos, Greece 

Andrew Densley 

Ben Stiff 

Erwin Zeevart, Holland 

CIN a lwlin |e 

2 2'14"90 Confirmed 

3 2'16"13 Confirmed 

4 2'16"15 Confirmed 

5 2'16"84 Confirmed 

Bowser Castle 

2'28"15 Confirmed 

2'32"32 Confirmed 

2'33"35 Confirmed 

2'33"80 Confirmed 

2'33"98 Confirmed 

Banshee Boardwalk 

2'16"64 Confirmed 

2'22"19 Confirmed 

2'22"19 Confirmed 

2'22"60 Confirmed 

Confirmed 

Raceway 

Ross Magee, Plymouth 

Tristan Hamilton, Bedfordshire 

Lucy Heritage, Surrey 

Mark Brick, Walsal 

isid IHL WI WULF CTT, Andrew Densley 

Ross Magee 

Tristan Hamilton, Bedfordshire 

Toby Anstes, Lowestoft 

Bill Pulman, London 

Andrew Densley 

Tristan Hamilton, Bedfordshire 

Tristan Hamilton, Bedfordshire 

Roderick Blyth, Stockport 

Winston Smith, London 

STARFOX 

Level 1, Corneria 

222 Confirmed A. Barker, Gwent 

213 Confirmed __GK, Darlington 

Total Hits 

1729 

1536 

Confirmed Seth Eagles, Gwynedd 

Confirmed GK, Darlington 

207 + Confirmed Seth Eagles, Gwynedd 

204 Confirmed Marc Duport, Guernsey 

202 Confirmed Roger Vance, Newtownards 

197 Confirmed Johnny Town, Horbury 

187 Confirmed PA Downs, Southampton 

Confirmed — Andrew, Macclesfield 

Unconfirmed Stuart Long, Bury St. Edmunds 

Confirmed David Coates, Bulwell 

OlOIN OO] Mi ai win] = 
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How to enter 
You can enter as many as of the leagues as you like. 
However, you'll need to send in a picture or some video 
footage of each of your achievements if you want 
‘confirmed’ put by your entry (and anyone to believe 
you). If you're sending photos YOU MUST write your 
name, address and the score/time you are registering 
on the back of each. With videos, tape a label to the 
case, again with your name and the scores you want to 
enter. The N64 office looks like a post master’s worst 
nightmare, and things have a habit of going astray, so 
this bit is very important. 

1450 

1442 

1430 

1398 

1374 

1372 

1347 

10 1342 

Confirmed Nick Payne, London 

Confirmed Mike Hurry, Aberdeen 

Unconfirmed Johnny Town, Horbury 

Confirmed Chris Turnbull, North Shields 

Confirmed Johnny Town, Horbury 

Confirmed David Coates, Bulwell 

Confirmed. Louis Sugiyama, London 

Confirmed Robert McMahon, London 

Oj) CON oO) wi) &) why) 

Send your complete entry package to: 

I'm the Best, N64 Magazine, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW 

If you'd like your video or photo back, include a 
stamped addressed envelope with your entry. We'll do 
our best, but don't bank on recording next Friday's 
Eastenders on your tape. Don't be disappointed if your 
score doesn't appear until the issue- Ca» 
after-next, as the next issue has to be N6, 
finished sooner than you'd imagine. Y | 

NOM @ 
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on import. And there's a huge feature on how 
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"| Banjo, Extreme G and F-Zero as well as the very last 
instalment of our Mario 64 tips. Tim’s feature on E3 is 

porn arpa pep i ebape br Wave Race 
and Mario 64. Pilotwings 64 gets all tipped up, there are 
Future Looks at Rev Limit, Duke Nukem and Silicon Valley, 
and there's our famous Mario Kart personality test too! 

Back issues (subject to availability) are available for the bargain price of £3.50 
by filling in the coupon below, by phone on (01225) 822510 / 822511 or by 
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BUY! SELL! TRADE! 
From Commodore 64s to Nintendo 64s 

and everything in between!! 

PU AUR SO S| 
Bring (with official ID) or send by post with SAE for cash to: 

COMPUTER EXCHANGE 
65 Notting Hill Gate, London, W11 3JS 

BO0171 221 1123 
NOTHING LEGAL REFUSED! 
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MADEIRA GAMES 
A BRANCH OF RJ STAINSBY & SON 

US N64 Specialists 

US N64 £149 
NS ave Or. Usa 

ty CONVERSION £20 e 
LOWEST PRICES ~ CALL 

ALL MACHINES RUN FULL SPEED & FULL SCREEN - NO BORDERS 
OUR MACHINES ALSO PLAY JAP & ASIAN GAMES 

GAMES AVAILABLE NOW FROM £44.99 

Hexen, Tetrisphere, MRC, Mace, 
Goeman, Starfox, GoldenEye 
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GUARANTEED - Next Day Delivery 

MADEIRA GAMES, 
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PROJECT K== 0973 139 144 
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Golden Eye  F Zero Int'l Superstar Soccer 

FULL SCREEN, Top Gear Rally Mace Baku Bomberman 

FULL S Mischief Makers Duke Nukem Aero Gauge 

PEED, Rev Limit Virtual Pro Wrestling Yoshi Island 
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Feedback Analogue Pad £CALL | Tekken 2 Models from 

USA Final Fantasy VII £55 Bomberman Models from £15 
USA Resident Evil Directors Cut £CALL Virtua Fighter Models from £10 

USA Formula One C Edition £CALL Marvel Super Hero Models £12 

JAP Dragon Ball Final Bout £60 Fatal Fury Models from £15 

JAP Soul Edge £55 Ranma Models from £16 

JAP Metal Gear Solid £CALL Godzilla Model £27 
Final Fantasy Music CD's £16 

DST Dragon Ball Music CD's £16 

Art of Fighting English Sub £15 Ranma Music CD's £16 

DBZ Broly Experiment E-Sub £16 | Dragon Quest Music CD's £30 
DBZ Broly Returns E-Sub £15 Anime Collection Music CD's £16 

My Neighbour Totoro E-Sub £15 —e , ees £6 
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Dragon Ball and DBZ Series available Add S10for p+p Machines 
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Tel: 00 852 2676 238200 

Fax: 00 852 2669 137500 

RUN PAC Email: Runpac@HkKStar.com 

HKS UKE 

N64 NTSC $1050 £87.50 

PSX Fully Chipped $1650 £137.50 

SS Fully Chipped $1300 £108.00 

N64 Original Control Pad $150 £12.50 

Steering Wheel for N64/PS/SS $310 £26.00 

PS 32M Memory Card $220 £18.00 

PS 8M Memory Card $130 £11.00 
PS Time Crisis Lightgun from Namco $180 £15.00 

BTC V-CD player PAL/NTSC 

playback with karaoke + mic $1600 £135.00 

N64 1M Memory $50 £4.20 

PS Hori 10B Joypad $100 £8.50 

We also specialise in the following products:- 

Tamagotchi & other pets i= Gold & Silvers i™ PSX Chip / SAT Chip 
Cheap PSX / SS games i™ MPEG movies (Chinese/US) 

MPEG adult films (Japanese/US) 
MPEG Anime / Hentai «=» MPEG karaoke MTV (Japanese/Chinese) 

Music CDs (Chinese/Japanese/English) 

We offer 30 days interest free credit on latest PSX/SS games. 

So just give us your address and pay after you obtain your goods. 

All you need to do is pick up the phone and you'll receive your 

games in roughly 5 days. 
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‘Phone 07000 PlayStation 

Yote FF 

GoMeUTER i 4 

Stockists of USA, Jap and UK Consoles and Software. 
Call for full prices 

* US GoldenEye 64 £59-95 

a Unit 21b * The Hart Centre « Fleet » Hants * GU13 8AZ 3 

eh Tel: 01252 810649 Fax: 01252 810650 £ 

E-mail: games.console@btinternet.com 

* Tamagotchi 

Part Exchange Specialists 

NEW AND USED GAMES AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

NINTENDO™ CONSOLES AND GAMES 
Now in Stock 

UK & IMPORT Always Available 
GoldenEye in stock 

Visions, 728 King Lane 
Leeds, LS17 7BA 
AEN Re eRe 

—— 
PlayStation. 

see 

O113 261 3424 
Next Day Delivery 

SUPPLYING TOMORROW-S-GAMES TODAY 
JAP N64 

{na 

SPECIAL OFFERS: WHE! IF Gam 
OFFICIAL NINTENDO eee perns - ANY are e 22.00 
UNIVERSAL CONVERTOR £17.00 - NG4 JOLT PACK £18.00 
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LATEST 

TEL: 01274 731313 on 0411 280634 pretenses 
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® Mario 
© Pilot Wing 
® Wave Race 
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® Duragmon 
© War Gods 
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GoldenEye 
Hexen 
Robotech 
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Championship 

Star Fox 

Mario 
Pilot Wings 
Wave Race 
Fifa 64 * 2° 
Turok-*® Starwars 
Killer inst 
Mario’ Ke 
SEES AS toe 
Best deals on part exchange. 

UNIVERSAL CONVERTERS NOW IN STOCK: 
UK, US AND JAP. 

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF 
SECOND-HAND NINTENDO 64 GAMES FROM £29.99 

3 The Parade ¢ Stonegate Rd ° Lee gee 
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“Left- 
hand hill" 
| am just writing to let you 
know that, on page 3 of issue 
5, in your picture of the two 
Martian hills, you enlarged 
the left-hand hill instead of 
the right-hand hill in the 
second picture. 
Leo Sealey, Birmingham 

Yes. Wil wasn't allowed to 
play mah jong games for a 
week as punishment. Here's 
the correct enlargement, in 
which Mario can clearly be 
seen on Mars. Ed 

“Too big for us” 
| was happily glancing through my 
subscription copy of N64 issue 5 
when my eyes fell upon ‘An Ear to 
the Ground’. | nearly screamed out 
loud in frustration. Why the hell is 
Ganbare Goemon 5 not getting a UK 
or US release? 

There was something about it 
being a 128M cartridge, and being 
too big for us. That's stupid! Turok 
was 128M, and that was an N64 
launch title over here. Even more 
important is the fact that Legend of 
Zelda 64 is being released as a huge 
128M cart. Nintendo aren't saying 
that'll be too big for us, so what are 
Konami playing at? 

Then | read something about 
the game containing two songs. 
Seeing as this is still not elevating the 
game size over 128M, | assume 
they're in Japanese and Konami don't 
think we'd like that. Of course we 

ad 
here would we be without 
page 92, digesting 4 

a you've been more t 

our letters? On 
Luckily, though, 
n generous with your 

correspondence, and it's our pleasure to answer 
your queries, address your concerns and accept 
el ae Toe 

wouldn't mind. The Goemon games 
are some of the most Japanese 
games out there, and that's one of 
the things that makes them 
appealing. I'd be quite happy to have 
some Japanese people singing their 
lungs out if | could have a copy of 
what looks like being a sensational 
game. My friends and | have fond 
memories of Legend of the Mystical 
Ninja, and drooled over the pics in 
issue 2. The game was going to be a 
dead cert for my collection, and now 
I'm depressed. Mmm. 
Steven Port, Bishops Stortford 

The problem, as W- er, ‘FuSoYa’ 
explained in his RPG feature last 
month, is that Nintendo are currently 
charging third-party publishers too 
much for manufacturing their carts 
for them. (Nintendo's own games, 
like Zelda, aren't a problem.) So 
Konami are currently trying to 
negotiate a deal that'll make it 
economic for them to translate the 
game and publish it over here. And 

Write to us at: 
Club 64, N64 Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, BA1 2BW 
Fax: 01225 732275 
e-mail: n64@futurenet.co.uk 
Any letters printed win a prized N64 Magazine badge! 

the good news is that they're 
sounding increasingly 
hopeful, now saying 
Goemon will “almost 
certainly” reach the UK. 
Hurrah, eh? Ed 

“Il was 

astonished" 
| love your magazine. Even 
though I'm a US citizen, | 

got your magazine in a local 
bookstore. While | was reading it, | 
was astonished by how much N64 
coverage you have. | was wondering, 
could you publish your mag in the US? 
Max Hooton, Chappell Hill, 
Texas, USA 

We'd love to publish N64 Magazine 
in the US. In fact, James has already 
packed his bags, and Tim's been 

rehearsing his “Kabuki Joe... wins!" 
voice. But when | asked our 
corporate paymasters for some 
money for the plane fare, they told 
us we've got to stay in Britain and 
do it here. Bah. Ed 

"Sticks click" 
| own a Nintendo 64 and everything 
about it pleases me apart from one 
thing: CLICKING. Both my controller 
pads’ analogue sticks click when 
moved into one position. The 
position is different on each pad, but 
it's there. The noise as you play gets 
more and more annoying. Both my 



pads are official Nintendo pads. Do 
others suffer from this? Can it be 
cured? Or is it terminal? Also, my 
Mario Kart game crashes now and 
then. Is this normal? 
Guy Kontry, Swindon 

Give Nintendo a call about your 
Mario Kart cart pronto — it sounds 
like you've got one of the dodgy 
batch, and need a replacement. Their 
number's 01703 623200. Clicking 
controllers, though? None of ours do 
it, and we've got dozens. The only 
problem we have is the A button 
getting stuck down, because Paul 
never washes his hands after eating 
Pot Noodles. Ed 

“Surprise 
and delight" 
| am finally writing in reply to the 
letter in issue 4, “Keep all the prizes”, 

and | hope my letter clears things up 
for Mr Leyton Page. This is the first 
time I've written to your excellent 

magazine, because | was the winner 
of your competition in issue 1 (much 
to my great surprise and delight). So, 
in between playing Mario and Mario 
Kart, having days off work and 
playing Mario and Mario Kart, oh, 
and working, | haven't had time to 
write till now. 
Lee Riley, Blackburn 

See, Leyton? Eh? Ed 

“Elder sister" 
A few weeks ago | participated in 
Spain in this Mario Kart 64 
competition that ran from June 20th 
to July 6th. You had to be the fastest 
to complete three laps in Time Trial 
mode on DK's Jungle Parkway 
choosing Mario. The best time there 
was 2'37"23. When | played | 
completed it in 2'37"90, so | bought 
more Pepsi (you had to buy Pepsi to 
play), but | didn't make it. While | 
was playing, the boy that had the 
best time was there. He was standing 
by me with his elder sister, talking to 
me, saying, “Please crash and let us 

win... blah, blah, blah..." all 

through the game. | was really 
angry that pesky kid had won 
after bothering me when the 
shop assistant wasn’t looking, 
and also, they finished the 
competition on July 5th 
instead of the 6th, so there 
was no way | could try again. 

A few days later, | was 
reading N64 issue 4, and | 
completing the track in 
2'26"49 after seeing your 
great guide. | wish I'd read 
this before, or that there 
were great magazines like 
this one in Spain, because 
that would have kept those 
two kids’ stupid mouths 
shut. | could have won 
another N64, game and a 
trip to the USA, but | didn’t 
know you existed then. 
From now on |'m going to 
subscribe to N64, so if they 
do another competition 
next year I'll be sure to 
win it. 
Juan Orive, Madrid, Spain 

Have you got a dream? Then send it to Dream On, and it might 
be spotted by an ideas-hungry developer and turned into a 
reality. Ah, capitalism's ruthless exploitation... 
SHERLOCK HOLMES 
AND THE HOUND 

rowing machine and a small city and so on, depending 

A tragic tale. But, 
although techically 
you may have lost, 

morally the victory is 
yours. And you'll be 
the one laughing 
when your opponent's 
teeth all decay and 
drop out from 
drinking too much 
fizzy drink. Ed 

“Barely 
ever" 
How often to you get to 
see the faces of your 
readers? Up until now, 

barely ever. 
Russell Cocklin, 
Romford 

And, after this 

painful experience, 
hopefully never again. 
Eurch. Ed 

OF HELL 4 
I've thought up an 
interesting game for the 
N64. It's an adventure game 
called Sherlock Holmes and 
the Hound of Hell. It's about 
the great detective Sherlock 
Holmes exploring level after 
level, picking up clues about 
the legend of the Hound of 
Hell. Him and Watson would 
have to solve a number of 
puzzles and would have to 
fight the Hound of Hell at the 
end. | thought up this idea 
because | have a Sherlock 
Holmes video at my house. 
Cathal, Dungannon, Northern 
Ireland 

I've got two Sherlock Holmes 
videos at my house, with Basil 
Rathbone in. They're jolly 
good. And your 38-page game 
outline, entirely coloured in felt- 
tip, makes a persuasive case for a 
Holmes N64 game. Here's 
hoping, eh? 

TOUR DE FRANCE 
I've been using gym equipment a 
lot recently, and it's occurred to 
me that most of the equipment is 
boring. So I'd like to see the 
combination of excercise cycles 
with arcade cabinets. Perhaps the 
expertise of Namco and Tunturi 

could be allied to produce a 
licensed Tour de France with 
two-hour versions of genuine 
stages streamed off CD-ROM. It 
would cost £6 for half an hour 
and the machines would be 
mainly found in upmarket gyms. 
You could steer the bike if you 
wished, or leave it to the CPU. 
Possible sequels could be a Track 
Star treadmill with a range of 
distances, an Olympic 
Sculling/ Whitewater Rapids 

Cliffhanger™ mountain 
climber. For the latter, 
bonus points would be 
awarded if you could 
work out a bit on the free 
weights and talk like 
someone's stuffed a ferret 
down your throat for that 
authentic Sylvester 
Stallone look. 
Ho Kim Ying, London 

Sounds exhausting. I'm 
sure | saw something 
like this on Tomorrow's 
World in about 1984, 
with video footage on a 
screen in front of an 
excercise bike. It looked 
ridiculous. But if your 
performance on the 
equipment actually 
affected what 

happened on-screen then you 
might have something here. Ed 

A VERY ADVANCED 
POPULOUS GAME 
| have only played one strategy 
game (Populous), but | thought it 
was brilliant, so my dream game 
would be a very advanced 
Populous game. You would start 
from scratch with a man and a 
woman who would... you know 
what... and begin a little village 
of people. Your village could 
gradually become a town, then a 

how good you are. 
Many factors would 

determine your success: eg, are 
there clean water supplies near 
you, or do people keep dying in 
that swamp nearby? This game 
be for one to four players, or 
using the 64DD’s network (if it 
has one) you could could have, 
like, 20 players who all have 
towns in a vast landscape. These 
towns could battle against each 
other, and, depending on your 
peoples’ health and how many 
people you have, you could take 
over other towns and begin to 
build a massive empire and rule 
the whole landscape and have a 
castle and knights and many 
other smart things like that. But 
the other players could team up 
in a secret place and plan a 
rebellion to overthrow you. 
Paul Lucchesi, Galston 

You certainly have ambition, and 
a friendly, Nintendo-ish strategy 
game would be great, although 
this does sound rather like 
Powermonger, the Bullfrog game 
that followed Populous on the 
PC. Ed 

Dreams can come true, so send 
them to: Dream On, N64 
Magazine, 30 Monmouth 
Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 
Pronto! 

GO! 
GO! 

voor LNT 9 October 



You're a troubled bunch, it would 
seem. So we'll answer your questions 
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the Controller? 
2. Will Super Mario RPG 2 be 
better than Zelda, and will it have 
Ne eee eme ULL N arty 
Super Mario 64? 
3. Will Super Mario 2 be 
two-player? 
4. On the bottom of the N64 
there's an extension panel. Is 
this where the 64DD will 
plug in? If not, what's it for? 
Bute U8 a 

Waltham Cross 

1. When Starfox 64 comes out in 
September, will it be released with 
mule) 
2. I've heard a rumour that when 
Starfox 64 is release in Europe it 
will be renamed Lylat Wars. This is 

“About seven" 
While indulging in four-player Mario 
Kart 64 hi-jinks recently, | pondered 
on the thought of an eight-player 
race, and came to the conclusion that 
this would only be possible with an 
extra TV). So do you think it would 
be possible for someone to develop 
an adaptor for the N64 (or any other 
console for that matter) that could 
allow multi-player games to be 
played on more than one TV? This 
would be great for games that aren't 
suited to a four-player split-screen 
mode, for example deathmatch 
Quake or GoldenEye 007 (which | 
can't wait for, incidentally). And it 
would be much better than the 
woefully stupid link-up set-up for the 
PlayStation that requires two 
PlayStations, two TVs AND two 
copies of the game. How many 
people have access to that kind of 
set-up? About seven, probably. 
However, plenty of people have two 
or more TVs in their houses. 
Dave Mole, Aberdeen 

So tell me this... 
to stop people getting confused 
between Star Wars and Starfox. (If 
you ask me you'd have to be pretty 
stupid to get them confused.) Is 
this true? 

BS , 4 a} 

# 
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3. | don't suppose you know if 
GamesMaster will be coming back 
this October. I've heard Dominik 
PE Ue Mie eee REC ate 
On the subject of video game 
shows, which did you prefer, Bad 
Influence or GamesMaster? 
Ba 
Syste ieee itt 3 

Almost plausible. But... no. The 
touble here is that most of the N64's 
power is used to generate the picture 
you see on your TV screen. The 
graphics, in other words. So to 
generate two pictures, one for each 
TV screen, you'd need the N64 to be 
twice as powerful. Or, basically, two 
N64s. Either that or you'd have to 
sacrifice picture quality, in which 
case you might as well stick with an 
ordinary split-screen display. Tch, 
technology, eh? Ed 

“Hammer 

the loser" 
| am the proud owner of a spanking 
new N64 with Mario 64 and Mario 
Kart 64 (not to mention every issue 
of N64 Magazine so far), but | think 
you missed a couple of pointers in 
your Mario Kart 64 review. 

Battle game disappointment? 
What a load of tosh. For me it's the 
only redeeming factor. That and the 
multi-player option in general. After 

as best we can. 

Are any companies planning to 
release an adaptor that allows SNES 
and/or NES games to be played on 
an N64 console - similar to the 
Hornby Superdeck for the SNES - in 
MUM LL Cora 
Cem Ur Ue er lel tee 

pcr 

1. Eagerly awaited games are 
Starfox 64, Yoshi's Island 64 
and Legend of Zelda 64. 
Could you possibly tell me 
meee eg 
2. Will 64DD discs be the 

completing every cup (gold) on every 
cc mode, and then the extra cup, | 
felt a bit gutted after spending £60 
and exhausting it in one day. 

The Battle arenas are very 
mixed. Big Donut is rubbish — you 
keep going round and round and get 
hit too often. Falling in the lava is 
annoying, but seldom does it happen 
to any but the worst drivers. 
Skyscraper is appalling — falling off 
happens far too much — and it's way 
too small. 

But Block Fort, though - go 
round and round in circles, chasing 
each other on the multi-tiered 
towers, crossing really narrow 
bridges. You've all got red shells, but 
you're just that little bit too far away. 
But if someone falls off, the other 
players shoot all their shells and 
hammer the loser! 

Double Deck: incredible! So 
many different ramps make for a 
hairy chase as you take shortcuts 
which look safe, until you turn the 
corner and run into a barrage of 
banana skins. Top notch! 

same price as N64 games? 
3. Will the game Ultra Donkey 
Kong be the only Donkey Kong 
game, or will there be sequels? 

Adam Taylor, Huddersfield 

If you're unsure about anything 
N64-related, write to: So tell me 
this..., N64 Magazine, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

Yes, the racing-around-tracks is 
fun for a while, but it can't go on for 
very long. Get the shortcut on 
Rainbow Road and you'll be 
guaranteed victory, especially if you 
can do it three times. Not good if 
your in third or fourth place. 
Ben Barden, Guildford 

Well, if you're having multi-player 
races on Rainbow Road then you're 
clearly determined not to have fun. 
You want to be on Koopa Trooper 
Beach, dropping a Banana just 
behind you as you zip up the jump 
into the tunnel. Or hammering 
around Wario Stadium, your eyes 
fixed on the leader's screen rather 
than your own so you can activate 
your Thunderbolt just as he's 
approaching the ramp. Or on 
Royal Raceway, leaving a Banana 
just before the speed-up stripes at 
the top of the ramp, and then 
crashing into a tree because you're 
watching the person behind you 
spinning into the water. Battle 
Mode? Get a grip. Ed 



Not many N64 Magazine readers have a special section 
of their very own, but Russell Cocklin and his pals are 
just about the only people sending us N64 hardware 
ideas. Come on, readers — put on those white coats and 
get brainstorming. 

INVENTION CORNER 

I'm a big N64 fan, but I've had trouble storing my 
games in a suitable place. So | decided to design and 
make a storage unit for them. Here's a copy of the 
original design, and the final product that's covered in 
various N64 pics from your magazine and can hold up to 
10 games. 
Stuart Bowker, Woking 

Blue Peter would be proud of you. Ed 

Banjo Kazooie 
Blast C 

F1 Pole Position 

1. How about a special printer that you 
plug into the N64 and print instant 
photos of your favourite parts of 
the game? 
2. Or how about a special 3D pair of 
goggles that you plug into the Controller 
slots, also with specially made 3D games 
to really bring them to life? 
3. Or even tiny speakers that plug into 
the Controller slots. When all four people 
are playing it will be in surround sound? 
4. Special golf game: 
Strike the golf club above the golf ball 
sensor and the ball will fly across your 

TV screen. 

Killer Instinct Gold V 

FIFA Road To World Cup 

Heaven N Hell 
Hexen, 

Jeopardy 
Joust X 

Kirbys Air Ride 
Lamborghini 64 

Madden NFL 98 

Mission Impossible 

Ce had 

Tonic Trouble 
Turok 2 

Russell Cocklin, Tom Jones and Ricki 
Prophet, Romford 

SHer;., 

v Super Mario 64 

ea 

laze Memory K 99 
Blaze Mem 9 
Blaze Memory 99 

S6KB Yellow N64 8.99 
9 

versal Adaptor ..19.99 
C \64 9.99 

24.99 
(3 pronged pad with turbo, autofire, s! 
& card reader) 

Datel N64 SMB Mega Mem Green ..28 
Date! N64 Mega Mem Yellow 99 
Datel N64 SMB Mega Memory Blu 
Datel N64 5MB Mega Memory Grey 28.99 
Datel N64 Mega Memory Red 28.99 

| N64 Game Killer Cheats 28.99 
N64 Memory Card Plus 14.99 

Aracde Shark Stick 64 ....5 
jog & digital directional c 

low motior 

57.99 
|,auto-fire & 

act Cleaning Kit N64 
Memory card N64 

ract Pad Extension N64 
Interact Sharkpad Pro N64 
(Analog & digital directional control auto-fire & 

HM cS] 

N64 Carry Case Deluxe 

games) 
N64 Control Pad Carry Case 

1. It would have to be a pretty high-tech and 
expensive printer for screen-shots to look any good. 
How about a cheap, cash-register-style printer that 
kept a record of your high-scores? 
2. The Virtual Boy, in other words. And look how well 
that did. 

4. Like the sort of thing you see in Innovations 
catalogues, except N64-compatible? It could just work, 
but we'd need something a bit better than The Glory of 
St Andrews to use it with. Ed 

Got an idea? Send it to: Invention Corner, N64 
Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

29.99 
(Soft case,will hold console, 2 controllers & 6 

12.99 

CALL NOW FOR YOUR 
FREE CATALOGUE 

Turok Dinosaur 

28.99 Nintendo 64 Controller Green 
(Offical controller) 

Nintendo 64 Controller Red 
(Offical controller) 

Nintendo 64 Controller Yellow 

28,99 

28.99 

28.99 
12.49 

f= 

m 

e 
mi 
a 
wv 

27.99 

27.99 

27.99 
Ultra Descent. 
Ultra Soccer 
War Gods 
Wave Race 

tzky Hocke 
WO World Tour 

tune 

slow mo) 

ad N6: 
lus N64 

fol, memory cz 
\64 
ioned interior,partitions & 

(Soft case, will hold pad, 2 games & 2 memory cards) 
N64 Mouse Mat Bowser 5.99 5.49 
N64 Mouse Mat Mario 99 5.49 
N64 Mouse Mat Mario & Bowser 9 5.49 
N64 Mouse Mat Mario Kart 64 5.49 
N64 Mouse Mat N64 Logo 5.49 
N64 Mouse Mat Wave Race 64 5.49 
N64 Wrist Pad B 6.49 

6.49 

(Offical controller) 
Nintendo 64 Memory Pack 256K 
(Save Games & Statistics) 

Spook N64 2 phonos + SVHS lead ..6.99 6.49 
(Allows connection of N64 to TV or monitor with 
S-VHS socket) 

Spook N64 3 phonos/Scart Cable ..7.99 7.49 
(Allows connection of N64 to TV or monitor with 

14.99 ....13.99 

Mortal Kombat Mythology 
Mortal Kombat Trilogy 

NBA Hang Time 
NFL Quaterback Club 98 . 

All prices include VAT. Credit cards not 
charged until day of despatch 

Free postage in UK (except consoles) 
Next day UK mainland £4.00 

Overseas Postage: Europe £2.00 per item 
R.O.W. £3.00 per item 

AMERICAN 
EXBRESS 

onship Wrestling 

Yoshis Island 64 

JOYPADS & 
ACCESSO) = 

Blaze Controller Extension N64 
Blaze Memory 1MB Black N64. 
Blaze Memory 1MB Blue N64 
Blaze Memory 1MB Clear N64 
Blaze Memory 1MB Grey N64 ....14.99 
Blaze Memory 1MB Red N6: 14.99 
Blaze Memory 1MB Yellow N64..14.99 
Blaze Memory 256KB Black N64 ..8.99 
Blaze Memory 256KB Blue N64....8.99 
Blaze Memory 256KB Clear N64 ..8.99 

9.99 
14.99 
14.99 
14.99 

Tel: 01268 531222 
Fax: 01268 531177 

sales@softwarefirst.com 

Web site: http://www.softwarefirst.com 

1 
1 
1 
1 

8.99 
3.99 
3.99 
3.99 
3.99 

pockets) 
Logic 3 N64 M ry Card 1MB..14.99 

N64 Trident Pad 22.99 
lons,8 way directional controller, 

que stick) 
64 Trident Pad Pro 

gic 3 Pad Extension N64 

21.99 

26.99 9 
4.99 

Logic 3 Scart Cable N64 7.99 

Logic 3 Top Gear Pro N64 77.99 
(Steering wheel, pedals, programmable 
keys,gear stick & LCD panel) 

Mario Kart 64 Players Guide 7.99 
N64 Carry Case 14.99 ....13.99 

(Soft record bag style case will hold console & 4 games) 

Nintendo 64 Controller Black 
(Offical controller) 

Nintendo 64 Controller Blue 
(Offical controller) 

28.99 

28.99 

Scart socket) 
Spook N64 Memory Card 1MB 
Spook N64 Pad Extension Cable 
(Length Is 1.5 metres) 

Super Mario 64 Players Guide 

6.49 
649 19.99 

6.99 

9.99 

Optional Club First Membership 
else ills meem oy 

European membership - £9 
ee 

Please send Cheques/POs payable to: SOFTWARE FIRST, UNIT 6 
CAPRICORN CENTRE, CRANES FARM ROAD, BASILDON, SS14 3JJ. 
Telephone Orders: Mon-Fri 8am - 7pm, Sat & Sun 10am - 4pm. 

Order Answerphone at all other times. Some titles may not be released at time of 
going to press. Prices are subject to change without notice. EXOE. Callers welcome by 

appointment. Please state type of computer when ordering 

18.99 
6.49 

9.49 

Please note that member prices quoted apply to Club First members only 



How it works 
The game's name 

Its publisher 

If it's an import, whether it's a US 
or Japanese one 

A summary of our review 

The best tip or cheat, and any 
issues that we've done guides 

BLAST CORPS 

Nintendo £60 fp 
A preposterous storyline is the excuse for some full-frontal 
global destruction as the Blast Corps — a kind of space age 

If you're Soetnt&down, this is the game to raise 
_yoer Spirits. Interacting with as many 
unimportant people as possible, the idea of the 
game is to bore the pants off your opponent as 
quickly and effectively as possible. Choose 
between hugely varied conversation such as 

—Phwoar!" and “Phwoar, eh?” in an effort to 
create a stunningly pointless set of 
circumstances. (General laughter) Ha, ha, my 
kind of guy! Ha, ha. (More laughter) Ha, ha 

say: “Pamela Anderson! Nillice, eh?" 

—— 

Score 

“~The issue we reviewed it in 

™ . 

“™ How much it costs 

N64 reviewers 

JA = James Ashton JD = Jonathan Davies 
MH = Marcus Hawkins TW = Tim Weaver 
WO = Wil Overton ZN = Zy Nicholson 
JS = Jon Smith JN = Jonathan Nash 

Konami 

The finest football game in existence, /SS64 is, quite simply, a 
work of art. It certainly looks gorgeous, but the real delight 
comes from its genuine football-ness. You can build the most 
intricate of passing build-ups, deliver the killer through-ball 
and score the sweetest of goals — all just like the real thing. An 
almost flawless game which could only have been bettered 
with the addition of real teams. Kills all known FIFAs dead. 

@ To get the super teams enter this code at the title screen: Hc 
Down, L, Down, L, Left, R, Right, R Left, R, Right, 

KILLER INSTINCT Preys 

| Nintendo/Rare £55 | 

demolition gang — get to save the world by, er, knocking most 
of it down. There's no doubting that the game is one of the 
most idiosyncratically original on the N64 and one that you're 

Killer Instinct might have been a big deal a couple of years 
ago, but even an arcade-prefect conversion looks a bit 
out-dated on the N64. It's not that K/ wasn't a good game to 
start with — if you're still in love with it, you'll definitely enjoy 

almost certain to enjoy. However it's lifespan problems 
(mission repetiton is never ideal) mean that your love affiar 
with the game may be disappointingly short-lived. 

@ Park against a building with your vehicle's door against it. Repeated pressing of Z will 
cause the structure to explode. @ Full BC guide in N64/7 

to 

Electronic Arts 

This makes you wonder two things. Firstly, how, with all that 
advanced technical gubbins at their fingertips, EA managed to 
produce a worse FIFA game than the PlayStation's. And 
secondly, how, in the wide, wide, world of sport, this passed 
Nintendo's quality control department. The Albanians execute 
people for lesser offences. 

@ Remember, you only need tap the shoot button once. The delay is terrible but you will 
eventually produce something. Don't press it a second time or your shot will fly over. 

@> INCYT 
issue 7 

this version — it's just that for most people enthusiasm for this 
type of beat-’em-up is at a low ebb. And that includes us. 

LA, Z in sequence. @ test in N6 

MARIO KART oy 

Nintendo £60 : 

While it doesn't quite achieve the total perfection many 
had expected, Mario Kart 64 is still a vital purchase for your 
N64. Its outstanding feature is undoubtedly the multi-player 
modes, and in particular the four-player grand prixs. But 
you'll still find yourself racing the one-player games too, long 
after you've beaten the game. The disturbingly addictive Time 
Trial mode offers almost infinite longevity. Brilliant. Buy it. 

@ At the start of the race, time your acceleration pt ; 
get a rocket start. @ Complete ‘guide in N64/4__ 



MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY 

CLL 

Abhchh, another Mortal Kombat sticks in the throat of ; —— 
beat-'em-up fans. This is really poor — the animation a 
sub-standard variation of the PlayStation’s, with an overall 
presentation level little better than that of its SNES ancestor. 
A wealth of options, cheats, extras and finishing moves can’t 
save this. Avoid with clinical determination. 

y 
A ey 

® For unlimited credits, press Down, Down, Up, Up, Right, Right, Left and Left on the 
Story screen. When you lose, you'll have infinite credits. @ Cheats in N64/1 and N64/4. 

The immortal NBA Jam series continues on the N64 with this 
dated arcade conversion. Apart from the fact that the 3D and 
sprite work looks distinctly out of place on the N64, the real 
problem with Hangtime is that two-on-two basketball gets very 
boring very quickly. Relentlessly running up and down the court 
exchanging baskets with the CPU is not our idea of fun, and 
even with a huge cheats list, your attention will soon wander. 

PILOTWINGS 64 

Nintendo £50 |ins 

The first Pilotwings split gamers’ opinions with its floaty, 
airbound subject matter. However, this 64-bit refurbishment is 
likely to have a much wider appeal than the SNES original. 
Intermingling the sublime talents of flight sim specialists 
Paradigm and Nintendo's usual playable sheen, Pilotwings 64 
emerges as a supreme example of how to harness the N64's 
immense potential. Up, up and away. 

® The four Birdman Stars are situated in the park in New York, inside the Arctic Island's 
waterfall, in a cave on Crescent Island and on the bridge-shaped rock on Holiday Island. 

SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 

With ten levels of varying game styles, Shadows somehow 
fails to be more than the sum of its parts. Fab snowspeeder 
and space battles are ultimately let down by some lacklustre 
Doom-style bits and the truly awful speeder bike on Luke's 
home planet, Mos Eisley. It still has a great Star Wars feel, 
though, and is loads better than the PC's Dark Forces. 

SUPER MARIO 64 

Nintendo £60 

When other developers first caught a glimpse of SM64, they 
went back to the drawing board with their efforts. The game 
is sublime, taking everything that's made previous Mario titles 
great and fleshing it out into 3D. Mario himself can do just 
about anything, the levels are huge, packed with incredible 
ideas and loads of secret bits. Without a shadow of a doubt, 
this has to be the world's greatest video game 

@ Loads of tips in our review in N64/1. 
@ ‘20 most-asked | questions’, N64/1, 164/2. Guides in N64/2, N64/3, N64/4. 

oa 

a 
fe) 
r~ 
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Replacing Doom’'s cyberdemons with screen-filling dinosaurs, 
cranking up the violence to ludicrously bloody proportions 
and adding a series of breathtakingly devastating weapons, 
Acclaim/|guana have produced — yes — a monster. A 
phenomenally good game which really shows the technical 
gulf that exists between the N64 and other consoles. 

@ At the edge of a platform the screen will dip. Jump here to gain maximum distance. 
® Full cheat listing Tips Extra N64/2. @ Key-finding guide in N64/2. 

Breathtaking water-based racing is the order of the day in ya! ie 
Miyamoto's astounding Wave Race, with the N64 once again 3 i 
proving its mind-expanding capabilites. Thoroughly realistic 
water effects, a scintillating two-player speedway and the 

el 

possibility of trying your hand at Lee-Majors-style stunt work 
make this easily as enjoyable as Mario Kart 64. 

@ To achieve the Helicopte unt and 1700 points, when you're on the = turn 
sharply ina L r to pull off a sideways flip. 

For sheer whizz-bang, puck-zipping magic Wayne Gretzky is 
hard to beat. An excellent range of options ensure that the 
full ice-hockey spectrum is covered — from the three-man 
arcade knock-about to the full-team, over-legislated complete 
simulation. It's fun in multiplayer — especially the two on two 
arcade mode - and overall the only thing that lets it down is 
that fact that, when all's said and done, it's only ice hockey. 

xtra N64/ For super teams, go to wae and then Options, hold 
button sequence: Rene Left, Left, Right, Left, Left, Right, Left and Left. 

eae USA 
I Te eB cv [Drees 

Games 
Undoubtedly, an accurate conversion of the coin-op. But that, 
while worth popping the occasional 50p into, is hardly Earth- 
shattering stuff. Racing across the USA isn't all that tough, 
even with the irritatingly over-sensitive controls. The music is 
awful, and the graphics, while functional, use only a fraction 
of the N64's power. Get Multi Racing Championship instead. 



DARK RIFT 

Vic Tokai E— unoetie 

Too dark for its own good, that's Dark Rift. Even when you 
have fiddled around with the Brightness and Contrast controls 
on your TV — so that you can actually see what's going on - 
your resultant picture will be a grave disappointment. It's a 
beat-'em-up, basically, and while it's more accomplished than 
War Gods and Killer Instinct, there's just nothing new here to 
excite even the most ebullient of fight fans. 

e at the title screen to play as the game's two Ret bises A,B, R, L, 
@ Full cheats in Tips Extra N64/6 

mieten et 

GT Interactive eS 

Doom gets a complete overhaul for its N64 outing. That means 
all-new levels, textures and a brand new rendered look for the 
monsters. The game's tough enough to last in its one-player 
only state and the only real let-down is the animation on the 
monsters. Turok’s a better game (with its running, jumping and 
swimming), but Doom 64 is still definitely worth a look. 

UK release: 
September 

password screen enter ?TJL BDFW BFGV JVVB for a complete cheat menu. 
ips in the review, N64/3 

DORAEMON 
UK release: LP | Epoch | @tnicy al 

Just as its predecessors tried and failed to turn Mario into a 
blue atomic cat, so too does the latest Doraemon game try to 
bring a touch of feline magic to a Mario 64-like universe. 
Sadly, things turn out to be slightly linear, slightly confusing 
and all-too-tedious. Perhaps it's more suited to your younger 
brother or sister. 

it again and you'll win yourself a green a. 

Toe GLORY OF ST ANDREWS 

aes: * | Neg 
The N64's first golf game lacks any redeeming features 
whatsoever. A ropey graphical engine — which induces a 
quite overwhelming sense of 16-bit déja vi - along with an 
only partially successful use of the analogue stick as a virtual 
club, adds up to an experience as ugly to watch as it is to 
play. A hugely disappointing golfing debut. 

UK release: 
Unlikely 

GO GO!! TROUBLEMAKERS 
UK release: c/a enix @ en 

Strangely backward but enormously entertaining, Go Go!! 
Troublemakers is an enigma that might not be solved even 
when the game gets translated. There are bundles of levels 
and a degree of imagination and innovation that companies 
like Midway can surely only dream of. It's not going to 
impress anyone with its graphical prowess, but sometimes 
that kind of sia can take second place to the game itself. 

UK release: HH 
Autumn Ln [YI 

After their triumph with Doom 64 (all-new levels, brand new 
textures) Midway bring Hexen to the N64 party. Sadly, the 
game is exactly the same as its elderly PC mum, and the one 
new element — the four-player split-screen deathmatch mode 
— fails in Hexen’'s resolutely single-player levels. It's still lots of 
fun in a retro kind of way, but in the N64 world, where Turok 
reigns supreme, it's hard to recommend whole-heartedly. 

@ To activate the cheat menu, pause the game and f press Top C, Bottom 
C very quickly. @ In the Cheat menu, press Left C, Rig ht C, Bottom 9 

HUMAN GRAND PRIX 
UK release: a pHuman | @ Winery Bal 

Although never matching up to the high standards of the 
PlayStation's F7 — inexcusable, really, when you consider the 
extra power available to its programmers - Human Grand 
Prix provides some throughly entertaining Formula 1 driving 
thrills, with beautiful handling and a plethora of options. 
Shame about the horrendous pop-up, though. 

@ For optimum cornering, don't use the brake, just stab at the accelerator, 
@ For an example of a course layout, read our review in N64/2._ ee 

J-LEAGUE PERFECT STRIKER 
UK release: konami | @ ives aire 

Konami prove their footballing dominance with a magical 
footballing sim, combining breathtaking animation, a plethora 
of fantastic moves and some outrageous goals. Perfect Striker 
is as close to The Beautiful Game as any computer rendition 
has ever come. It has since become /SS64 for its UK release. 
Goal Lazo, as some would no doubt say. 

@ Learn how to use the ‘kick-ahead-and-run’ button: eo © both e attain nd 
catching opposing players. 2 

KING OF PRO BASEBALL 

M] imasineer Lo tne" Ie 
The players are super-deformed and cute, which initially 
proves tremendously entertaining. If you can fathom the 
copious Japanese menus, that is. Eventually, though, the 
too-slow runners and the super-skillful CPU opposition will 
begin to get you down 

@ Learn to use the C buttons to run your players between bases. 
opposition, it's quite easy to steal bases by running on a strike or 

MAH JONG 64 
UK release: |) . Pict Le eo 

Built around an imaginary mah jong university, Mah Jong 64 
is more of a beginner's guide to the game than previous 
efforts. Unfortunately, with its heavy reliance on Japanese 
text, unless you're already fairly profecient with the ancient 
Japanese tile game you'll be completely lost with this. And 
even if you do know how to play, is this kind of thing really 
what you want to be doing with you N64? Well, is it? 

@ If you need one tile to go out and another player makes a melded four. by: drawin 
that tile, adding it to a previously melded triplet, you may ‘rob a kong’ and thus go. 



MAH JONG MASTER 
@ UK release: |/\{ 

Unlikely : 

If you've never played mah jong, this would be a very tough 
way to learn, with its copious Japanese text. If you have, 
though, it's a jolly good rendition, with a selection of 
computer personalities to play against and some weird Japlish 
intro screens. 

WAR GODS 
—==— UK release: 

= Before Christmas 

iad Na ML 
Although it's the first proper 3D beat-'em-up, that's all War 
Gods has really got going for it. Picture, if you will, 12 fatally- 
clichéd characters, a distinct lack of moves, a shocking lack of 
innovation, and a comedy voice-over by the incredible bass 
man, and you'll have a fair impression of the overall under- 
achievement that is War Gods. For beat-'em-up junkies only. 

Jj r 
Cas S-¢ Sar Sole a FEWELE 
REVEL. BMNCU-TAMRE 
WHEW LES ! 

@ If you have a melded triplet, says Wil, and draw the fourth from the wall, you may 
declare ‘kong’ and add it to your triplet to make a melded four. 

@ For a full cheat menu, at the title screen (before ‘Start’ appears) quickly tap Right, Right, — 
Right, B, B, A and A. “Too easy" should be the game's reply. The cheat menu is in ‘Options’. 

MULTI RACING CHAMPIONSHIP 
7 UK release: 

Imagineer ® September | 

A case of nearly but not quite for Imagineer, whose Multi 
Racing Championship is the first proper N64 driving game. The 
steering mechanics make full use of the analogue stick, the 
three tracks are well designed and the on and off-road sections 
feel challengingly different to drive. However, with its lack of 
graphical polish and the disappointing ease of its competitions, 
MRC doesn't make the leap from Good to Excellent. 

@ No cheats yet available for Multi Racing. 
@ Course maps and guide in the review, N64/5. 

POWER PRO BASEBALL 4 
& UK release: | | ¢ 

Unlikely uy 

No, we haven't forgotten the ‘6’. PPB4 is the fourth in 
Konami's series of baseball games which started on the SNES 
years ago. Despite the fact that the game went ballistic in 
Japan, we don't rate it as highly as Imagineer's effort, King of 
Pro Baseball. The players are similarly ‘fat’, but the picture-in- 
picture system doesn't work that well and the game is 
criminally difficult against the CPU. 

@ See N64/3 for tips on understanding Japanese game menus. 

STARFOX 64 

Lock up Shigeru Miyamoto, a rabbit, a team of Nintendo's 
finest programmers, a fox, a toad, a small star system and a 
falcon in a room for twelve months and Star Fox 64 is the 
result. It's the shoot-'em-up the N64 has been waiting for, 
pushing the machine to new limits of technical sophistication 
and being immeasurably good fun into the bargain. 

UK release: 
September 

<r 
@ Complete the game and at the title screen hold B and move the Analogue stick. Our 
heroes’ heads will follow the wandering ‘64’. @ More cheats in Tips Extra, N64/4 

WONDER PROJECT J2 
e UK release: | 

Unlikely ie 

You'll have to be either Japanese-speaking or very ‘special’ to 
be able to get to grips with this weird adventure. And when 
you do, it's not all that great. You've got to guide a robotic 
girl through various ‘life’ situations with the overall aim of 
helping her realise her dream of becoming a real person. 
Which is, you know, nice. 

@ |f Josette flies into a temper and won't co-operate, try winning her back with a 3D 
pudding. (Er, according to Wil.) 

Nintendo 64 Cheat Archive 

Games released officially in the UK (those 
given English text and optimised for PAL 
TV) are either distributed through THE 
(Nintendo's representative in Britain) or 
another games publisher with a base in 
LeRoi eee ela ceca Lu 
Cee) em Lene ue U lS 

NG4 SITES 
Die Hard Game Fan www.gamefan.com/ 
Game Japan www.rcp.co.jp/recca/ 
N64.com www.n64.com/ 
Nintendo 64 Headquarters 

www.n64hq.com/ 
Nintendo Australia www.nintendo.com.au/ 
Nintendo Japan = www.nintendo.co.jp/ 
Nintendo USA www.nintendo.com/ 
Nintendojo —members.aol.com/peers2/ 

SOFTWARE COMPANY SITES 
AND NUMBERS 
Acclaim (0171) 344 5000 

www.acclaim-jp.com/ 
www.acclaimnation.com/ 

(0181) 7429400 
www..activision.com/ 
www.argonaut.com/ 

ASCII www..asciient.com/ 
Atari Games www.atarigames.com/ 
Athena www.sega.co.jp/gamesoft/athena 
Atlus www.atlus.com/ 
Blizzard www.blizzard.com/ 
BMG (0171) 973 0011 

www.bmg.com/ 
www.bossgame.com/ 

Bottom Up www.ifnet.or.jp/ 
Capcom Japan www.capcom.co.jp/ 

US www.capcoment.com/ 
Crystal Dynamics =www.crystald.com/ 
Data East www.dataeast.com/ 
DMA Design www.dma.co.uk/ 
Eidos (0181) 636 3000 

www.eidosinteractive.com/ 
Electronic Arts (01753) 549442 

www.ea.com/ 
Enix www.marinet.or.jp/com/enix/ 
Epic Megagames www.epicgames.com/ 
Epoch www. fjt.co.jp/ 
Gametek (01753) 854444 

www.gametek.com/ 

Activision 

Argonaut 

Boss 

. Nintendo 64 al 

Cheat Archive 

oem eee U eee) ula 
UEP ac el em ey 
distributed by Ocean in the UK. 

Le Coreeer Wome) arm ip oO) amily aatea 
Coot UNM rom mca eco 
for Nintendo systems in the past or who 
have N64 titles definitely in the pipeline. 

Graphics School http://204.174.42.103 
Gremlin (01142) 753423 

www.gremlin.co.uk 
GT (0171) 258 3791 

www.sgtinteractive.com/ 
GTE www.im.gte.com/ 
Hudsonsoft www.hudson.co.jp/ 
Human www.human.co.jp/ 
Imagineer www.imagineer.co.jp/ 
Infogrames (0171) 738 8199 
Interplay (01628) 423666 

www.interplay.com/ 
Japan System Supply www.titan.co.jp/jss/ 
Jvc (0171) 240 3121 
Koei www.koei.co.jp/ 
Konami (01895) 585 3000 

Japan www.konami.co.jp/ 
US www.konami.com 

LucasArts www.lucasarts.com/ 
MicroProse www.microprose.com/ 
Midway www.midway.com/ 
Mindscape www.mindscape.com/ 
Namco Japan www.namco.co.jp/pacland/ 

US www.namco.com/ 
(0161) 832 6633 
odon.com/ocean 

www.paradigmsim.com 
(0151) 282 3000 

www.pysgnosis.com/ 
www.reambus.com/ 

www.seta.co.jp/ 
www.shiny.com/ 

www.spin.ad.jp/square/ 
(01703) 653377 

(01372) 745 222 
www.thg.com 

www.titusgames.com/ 
(0181) 941 4004 

www.ubisoft.com/ 
Vic Tokai www.victokai.com/ 
Video System www.dreamsquare.co.jp/ 
Williams —www.williamsentertainment.com/ 

Ocean 

Paradigm 
Psygnosis 

Rambus 
Seta 
Shiny 
Squaresoft 
THE Games 

THQ 

Titus 
Ubi Soft 

http://194.151.8.68/users/magic/n64.com 

If you've missed some issues of N64 Magazine, then 
you might be short of a few cheats. If so, N64 Cheat 
Archive is by far the best resource on the Net. Rather 
than wasting your browser time with fancy graphics 
and rendered link buttons, the cheat archive presents 
its comprehensive tips listings as easily read-able, 
easily printable text pages. It's updated quickly and 
there are some authoritative walk-throughs too. 

o, INCL @5 
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WORK? 

$0, HOW DO 
GAMES ACTUALLY 

Now there's a question. Luckily, N64 Magazine isn't afraid of hard 
work, and we set about discovering just what makes N64 games tick. 

hen you impatiently stuff a 
cartridge into the slot on the 
top of your Nintendo 64 and 
gape at the marvels of the 

latest generation of video games as they 
explode onto your telly screen, have you 
ever wondered, even briefly, how it all got 
in there? All that sound, all those colours, 
all those pretty pictures moving around 
really fast, all those levels, all that, er, 
‘game’. Obviously it's got something to do 
with computers, hasn't it? 

Much has been made over the last few 
months, not least by this fine magazine, 
about the wonders of the N64. It's a Silicon 
Graphics machine in a little box, they say. 
The CPU is a 64-bit RISC processor running 
at 93.75 MHz with another 64-bit RISC 
processor (the Reality Co-Processor) 
running at 62.5 MHz just to handle the 
graphics. It can ‘do’ anti-aliasing. It can 
‘do’ mip-mapping. It can ‘do’ astonishingly 
clever things with digital sound. 

And all that complicated electronics 
inside your saucy-looking console must do 
something with some sort of program 
stored in the cartridge, right? Of course it 
does, you say. Any fool knows that. Tch. 

Well, yes, all right, but what sort of 
program is it? How did it get to be there? 
How was it ‘developed’? What sort of 
arcane electronic jiggery-pokery was 
performed upon the ideas of the game's 
designers to turn their frantic gibberings 

by Tim Norris 
into a playable game? (“Yeah, it'll be 
great, man, there'll be these, you know, 
like alien killer death monsters on these 
huge hybrid motorbike-hovercraft things 
and they'll, you know, burst out from 
behind these weird concrete trees, except 
that they'll not be trees but...") What 
makes the program contained on the chips 
inside your cartridge any different from the 
programs we used to tap into the Amstrad 
CPCs in Dixons in the 1980s to print rude 
messages across the screen? Eh? EH? 

It would be foolish to begin a piece like 
this with questions like that if it were not 
our intention to try to answer them. Or 
some of them, anyway. Well, when we say 
‘answer’... let's not get carried away. It's a 
complicated subject and all we can promise 
is that we'll do our best to shed some light 
on some of the more interesting aspects of 
game development. We've spoken to one 
of the teams at DMA Design (the team in 
question is working on Silicon Valley) and 
they've let us in on a few of their technical 
secrets which we shall share with you. 
Can't say fairer than that. 

So get yourself a comforting warm 
drink and a packet of your favourite 
biscuits, and settle yourself in the comfiest 
of chairs as the mysteries are laid bare 
before you. The material covered here will 
NOT appear in the exam, 
but there may be a test © later in the week. GO! 
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INVESTIGATES... 
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he N64 is capable of many visual marvels. 
It can handle a sufficiently large number 
of graphical objects and perform upon 
them such an abundance of effects as to 

be capable of creating extremely realistic virtual 
worlds in which we can play. But although it can 
process the images, it can’t create them. It's just a 
carefully constructed lump of plastic metal and 
silicon, after all. What does it know about go-kart- 
driving dinosaurs or Italian plumbers? Nothing, 
that's what. Someone or, rather, some many, have 
to draw the pictures and work out what should 
happen to them as the game progresses. But 
how, etc...? 
If the N64 is just a scaled down Silicon Graphics 

machine in a living room-friendly box (the new SG 
workstations wouldn't look out of place in a 
modern home, it's true, but they're still a bit 

pricey) it would make sense to 
design the graphics on a Silicon 
Graphics machine. So they do. 

For the 3D polygon 
modelling, the DMA designers use SG 

machines running a program called Alias. It is, they say, the 
sort of high-end 3D software that the film industry has 
been using for years to create the special effects seen in 
movies like Jurassic Park and The Mask. Using this kit they 
can design and animate all the characters and objects in 
the game and play with them to their hearts’ content. 

Painting pictures 
Any games console, the N64 included, spends the 
majority of its time constructing the graphics you 
see on your TV screen. So what goes on in between 
the programmers deciding there'll be a green 
elephant in their game, and a green elephant 
actually appearing in your living room? 

Sooner or later they'll want to see what they look like 
on an N64, though, and again that's where the link with 
SG comes in handy. The Silicon Graphics machines are all 
equipped with N64 emulators so that the graphics can be 
quickly converted to a format the N64 understands, loaded 
up and seen on-screen exactly as they'd appear on your 
console. If the designers aren't happy with the results they 
can be re-jigged straight away — they don’t have to wait 
for early test versions of the game to see if the graphics 
work, they just check everything as they go. 

Even in these days of hyper-realistic 3D, there's still 
room for good old fashioned computerised painting. 
Manipulating images pixel by pixel to create bit-mapped 
images has a place in the world of the N64 just as it did 
on the Spectrum, and more conventional software like 
Adobe Photoshop (which Wil uses here on N64 Magazine 
to draw his strange pictures) and Dpaint is pressed into 
service at DMA to create bit-mapped graphics for 
textures and the like. 

Finally, the developers have their own game editing 
software which has a built-in polygon editor “for 
messing with landscapes” (see the section headed 
‘Building worlds’). 

When everything has been modelled, drawn, shaped 
and heartily mucked about with, the images are converted 
into the correct graphical formats for the game, given 
names that make sense to the programmers (so the game 
can call them at the right moment) and, eventually, linked 
to the program code. And that's it. 



Some of those 
special graphics 
features 
In the mistaken belief that it'll make us look 
clever, we've already bandied about phrases like 
‘mip-mapping’ and ‘anti-aliasing’. They sound 
mysterious and impressive, and help to make it 
appear that the N64 is capable of the 20th 
century equivalent of magic. Actually, it’s all a bit 
more prosaic than you might imagine. 

= s s 

Anti-aliasing 
Let's take, as an example, anti-aliasing. When 
blocks of contrasting colours overlap on a digital 
image, the jagged edges of the shapes can be 
disappointingly obvious. It's partly to do with the 

bi i <J Nasty pixelation occurs on non-anti- 
aliased shapes. Look! 

simple fact that the image is just made of a bunch 
of square-edged pixels, but there's a certain 
amount of strangeness where the frequencies of 
the analogue signals that the television or monitor 
uses interfere with each other as well. ‘Aliasing’, 
it's called. 

The results aren't the sort of thing we modern 
users expect, so something has to be done, and to 
get rid of the aliasing they use, er, anti-aliasing. 
The edges of the shapes are blurred using a 
mathematical filter as the image is drawn on the 
screen and the results are much more pleasingly 
realistic than untreated images. Edges seem to 
blend and blur in a much more natural way. 

Computer paint packages have been able to 
do this sort of thing for years, but the N64 is able 
to anti-alias images as it displays them, so moving 
bit-maps and polygons never suffer from unsightly 
jagged edges. 

= = 

Mip-mapping 
And mip-mapping, what's that? If you've been 
reading since issue 1 you might remember that 
mip stands for ‘multi in partem’, which is your 
actual Latin and probably means something like 

“in many parts” but don’t quote us. (Latin O level 
was a long time ago - so long, in fact, that it was 
an and O level not a GCSE.) The full name of the 

The more you ‘zoom in’ on a texture, the more 

blocky it becomes. 

technique is ‘tri-linear mip map interpolation’, and 
it's used to change the level of detail on distant 
textures, again to keep things looking more real 
(or less unreal, anyway). 

Ask any Sesame Street viewer and they'll tell 
you that as objects get further away they appear 
to get smaller. 
Scaling images is no 
problem for a 
modern computer, 
and it can be done 
very quickly, but 
you start to get 
problems when the 
textures are using 
contrasting colours 
and are scaled very 
small (in other 
words, when the 
object is supposed 
to be very far away 
or seen at a very 
shallow angle). 
When that happens 
you get ‘moiré 
interference’ — that ripply effect you sometimes 
get on telly when someone's wearing something 
with very fine stripes. (The name comes from a 
watered design effect they use on silk and other 
fabrics, by the way.) 

To avoid this problem, the N64 allows 
designers to store a number of different versions 
of each texture, and it decides for itself which 
version to be used based on the distance from the 
camera or the angle of view. The designers at 
DMA working on Silicon Valley, for instance, use 
a set of six versions of each texture at definitions 
of 32x32 pixels, 16x16, 8x8... and so on to 1x1. 
They're designed, stored, and labelled, and the 
N64 just has to choose which one to use to give 
YOU the best possible effect. 

A Mip-mapping allows Goemon here to look clearly 

at things both close up anda long way away. 

And there's more 
And that's not all. The N64 can decide how many 
of an object's polygons to show (‘load 
management’), allowing far-distant objects to be 
drawn very small and preventing them from 
suddenly popping up into view as soon as the 
machine is capable of drawing them at a 
reasonable size. It can decide not to bother to 
draw polygons that are out of the camera's line of 
sight (the backs of objects, for instance) to reduce 
the amount of work it has to do and so keep 
things moving quickly and smoothly (‘depth 
buffering’). It can handle reflections, it can map 
textures onto 3D objects, it can do that Gouraud 

shading thing which can 
make flat polygons 
appear to be curved 
(doing away with all the 
tedious maths that would 
be needed to move 
curved surfaces around) 
and it can create fog. 

None of that is 
exceptionally wonderful — 
people have been doing 
all that in PC games for 
ages. What's wonderful is 
that the N64 can handle 
all that for itself — it's 
built into the hardware. 
PC games can do all 
those things, but only in 

the software, and every little tiny effect has to be 
handled by the increasingly-knackered CPU. Frame 
rates slow down alarmingly as you pile on the 
detail until eventually it becomes impossible to fly 
your plane/drive your car/whatever because at 
two frames per second you can't see what on 
earth is supposed to be going on. The N64 doesn't 
suffer from that sort of problem because the 
Reality Co-Processor is handling all the graphics 
stuff. It makes the designers’ work easier, too: they 
say to the programmers, “We want this object to 
move that way across the screen and then 
disappear into the background." And the 
programmers don't have to work out clever 
algorithms to do the job, they just tell the machine, 
“You heard them, do it like they said." 
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t might be worth taking a few moments to remind 
ourselves, in the broadest possible terms, what 
digital sound is all about. Sound travels through the 
air as waves — small, rapid fluctuations in air 

pressure. But you knew that. Analogue recording captures 
| these rapid fluctuations and turns them into an electrical 

-. __ signal whose voltage varies with time. It's as if the 
electrical signal were an image of the sound wave, with the 
infinitely variable voltage rising and falling over time in the 
same way as the air pressure. Once you've turned the 

sound into a signal like that it can be recorded, 
manipulated, or just re-directed to loudspeakers. 
Digital recording, on the other hand, involves 
taking regular, frequent snapshots of the signal 
and saving each snapshot as a number. What you 
get is a series of electrical pulses (hence Pulse 
Code Modulation, or PCM) that give a picture of 
the way the signal changes over time, which can 
be used to replay the sound (after some suitable 
manipulation and filtering, natch). 

The level of the signal at the moment 
of the sample is recorded as a number (this is 

called ‘quantisation’, jargon fans). Obviously, the 
more numbers you've got to choose from, the 

more precisely you can record the 
level, which is where the notion 

of more bits = higher quality 
comes in. If you use an 8-bit 

binary number to record the signal 
you've only got a choice of 256 possible divisions, and the 
results will sound a bit crap. Any sample whose level falls 
between two numbers will be rounded to the nearest one 
and you get ‘quantisation error’. To minimise the 
unpleasantness you can increase the width of the bit field, 
and the N64, like CDs, uses a 16-bit system giving 65,536 
divisions. It sounds sufficiently like Real Life as to be 
indistinguishable by mere human ears. 

Obviously, if you can record sound digitally you can 
synthesize it as well, and the sound and music designers use 
a combination of the two to produce both the spot effects 
and the music for N64 games. The music world has been 
using MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) for years. 
It's a way of recording and communicating everything about 
a musical performance except the actual sound, which is 
reproduced by a synthesizer. This means you can write a 
piece of music and define everything about its performance 
— the length and pitch of every note, as well as some clever 
effects — and give it to someone else to perform on their 
synthesizer. There's much less data to be stored than with a 
sound recording, and it can be edited and performed any 
way you choose, using any instrument sound you synth is 
capable of making. 

So, the kit inside the N64 processes digitally recorded 

iusic play 
Games need to assault your ears as well as your eyes, 
as anyone who's even been asked to turn down Turok 
will attest. But without a CD or a tape recorder or 
anything, where do N64 noises come from? 

sounds as well as synthesising wave forms to be played by 
MIDI-type data, and that's where they get all those great 
beeps, thumps, tunes and whistles. 

At DMA they use the same sort of ‘real’ musical 
instruments you'd find in a recording studio. A computer 
running a program called Emagic Notator Logic is connected 
through a MIDI interface to a Peavey SP synth which has 
been programmed to emulate the N64. In this way the score 
can be composed and played by real musicians (and not the 

t Jiggly up and 

ti-hearted monster 

tone-deaf programmers responsible for many of the ‘classic’ 
game tunes of old). Sound effects are played from a 200- 
disc CD changer (try getting one of them into the boot of a 
BMW) containing FX CDs from the likes of Twentieth 
Century Fox and Hanna-Barbera. 

When they've got the sounds they want, everything is 
digitally transferred through a Turtle Beach Pinnacle sound 
card onto a Pentium PC running more sound manipulation 
software, this time Sound Forge. The sound track is 
modified, mixed, re-sampled, converted and generally 
mucked about with until they have exactly what they want. 
And then they put it in the game. Simple. 

One of the N64's more exciting features is that it's 
actually capable of ‘creating’ music as it goes along. No-one 
has made use of this little trick yet, but it should be possible 
to get some interesting and unique soundtracks for games 
that are, for example, entirely dependent upon the way 
you're playing the game. Or the time of day. Or anything. 
Fascinating stuff. 



Making it all work 
o} 

So the graphics are all designed and the music sounds 
fantastic. What's they need now is to be turned into a 
game, with controls, explosions, scoring and a plot. 
It's time to call in the Programmers. 

little history for you. The first 
complete computer program was 
written by Ada Byron, Countess of 
Lovelace (and daughter of Lord 

Byron, the famous poet and wearer of shirts with 
big sleeves), in 1835. She wrote it on punch 
cards, and it would have run on Charles 
Babbage’s Analytical Machine if only he'd been 
able to build it. 

Since then (1835 — we can't get over that) 
there have been many computers, and many 
means of programming them. Things took 
something of a backward step during the 1940s 
when the first electronic computers were built, 
and the idea of putting programs on punch cards 
was replaced briefly by the need to switch 
switches and re-plug plugboards, but it soon 
settled down and programmers returned to the 
lovely and entertaining task of writing down all 
the 1s and Os that computers feed on. Machine 
code programming was born. 

Assembly language (using difficult-to- 
remember mnemonics and abbreviations for 
machine code instructions which are then 
‘assembled’ into machine code) isn't much better, 
and it wasn’t until the late 1950s that the first of 
the high level languages came into use. 
Languages like FORTRAN, COBOL and ALGOL 
used (use, indeed) English words and phrases to 
build their instructions. When the program is 
complete it's ‘compiled’ into machine code, and 
the computer attempts to run it. They're easier to 
use because they can be more easily understood 
by real people and don't require an intimate 
knowledge of the workings of computers. Over 
the years a number of high level languages have 
been developed and each has found a use in some 
branch of computing. (Except Pascal, which was 
taught to engineering students as a cruel joke — 
ahahaha, how we laughed.) 

Of them all, a surprising survivor is C. 
Surprising, not only because it has survived as the 
dominant programming language of the 
microcomputer since its invention in the early 
1970s but also because its designer, Dennis 
Ritchie, chose to give it such an appallingly 

uncharismatic name. It's called C because its 
predecessor was called B. Splendidly imaginative. 
(Some genuine imagination was called into play 
when its own successor was named, though: that's 
called C++. It's not much more exciting, but it was 
at least unexpected.) 

The Internet's on-line dictionary of hackers’ 
jargon (there's a mirror at 
http://beast.cc.emory.edu/Jargon30/JARGON.HT 
ML, but there are others) has this to say: “C is 
often described, with a mixture of fondness and 
disdain varying according to the speaker, as ‘a 
language that combines all the elegance and 
power of assembly language with all the 
readability and maintainability of assembly 
language’.” Another reason to wonder why it has 
survived as long as it has. 

Still, survive it has, and the programmers at 
DMA use it exclusively. They say, “We use C for 
all our programming basically because of speed. C 
compilers these days can optimise code amazingly 
well, making the code almost as fast as if it were 
written in pure assembler. We could, of course, 
write our game in assembler, but then it wouldn't 
be released until 2010." C might be hell, but 
when it's compiled into machine code it's neat and 
clean without too many redundant or inefficient 
lumps of code to slow things down. 

Code can be compiled and tested on the N64 
emulators in the same way as the graphics, and if 
it works there are parties and rejoicing all over the 
land. Probably. 

A bit of Silicon Valley 
And what does C code actually look like? Here's some code they 
prepared earlier (again from Silicon Valley, of course — sorry it's a 
bit scrunched up) to give you a brief flavour: 

It's important, should there ever be a need to debug or upgrade the 
code (or even rip it off for another game), that people shouldn't have 
to read through the whole thing working out what every line does 
so, as you can see, at least half of the work is in writing the 
comments (the lines starting with //) to describe what each 
command does. But as they say, “If you can't understand it then 
we're not doing our job properly.” 

TEAATLTTLLAAVTAATAAATT LTT AT 
JIILIATTTTTTTTTT ATTA AT 
VIITTAIT ATA 
// NAME : pl_UpdateDeath() 

// PURPOSE : Checks if 
player is dead. If so 
sets up appropriate vars. 

// RETURNS : Nothing. 
// PARAMETERS : Nothing. 

VIITTTTTTATTAT TTT AT 
TITTITITTTITTT TAT ATTA TAT 
TITITTTTTAT TT 
void pl_UpdateDeath( void 

) 
{ 

if (gsPlayerInfo.Dead 
== PL_DEATH_COUNTER && 

(!gPlayerIsDead) ) 

{ 

wp_StartWipe (WP_TYPE_FADE_ 

OFF) ; 

} 

// Has Player been 
dead for wait amount ? 

if (gsPlayerInfo.Dead 
== PL_DEATH_FADE_COUNTER 

&& (!gPlayerIsDead) ) 

{ 
// Bbh, loose a life. 
gsPlayerInfo.Lives—; 

} 

// Update Lives info. 
if 

((gsPlayerInfo .Dead> 
PL_DEATH_FADE_COUNTER) && 

(wa_WipeFinished() ) ) 

// Tell game to reset 
energy. 

gPlayerIsDead=TRUE; 

// Set last level to 
stupid val so we load a 
new level. 

gLastLevel=99; 

// Player is no longer 
dead. 

gsPlayerInfo.Dead=0; 

// Fade our music out 
SetSeqpFading(2, 6, 

20, 0); 
SetSeqpFading(3, 6, 

20, 0); 

} 

// Game Over ? 
if 

(gsPlayerInfo.Lives==0) 

gGameAction=GA_GAME_OVER; 

gNextWave = TITLEWAVE; 

gStartLevel=gsPlayerInfo.L 

evel; 

} 
} 
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TES... 

hile all that 
excitement with 
computers and 
expensive 

software is going on elsewhere 
in the building, the game's 
levels are designed in a sleepy 
corner, tastefully appointed with 
comfortable antique furniture. 
And hammocks. High 
Technology has been sent out to 
buy some biscuits, and a 
pleasing calmness descends 

upon the creative process. 
HB pencils and large 
sheets of clean, white 
paper are placed upon 
desks and the game 
levels are designed 
WITHOUT THE AID OF 
COMPUTERS. It's 
astounding in this day 
and age that anything 
at all, never mind the 
design of something as 
complex as a computer game, could be achieved 
in so rudimentary a method as drawing it on a 

sheet of paper (with a pencil, for 
goodness’ sake). 

Still, as they say, “If a level 
can't be played through on 

paper then it won't play through in 
the game," so a great deal of time and effort can be 
saved from the outset merely by not trying to create 
levels that have no chance whatsoever of working. 

So, you've got a game concept — a main idea for 
everything to hang on. You've got designers working on 
landscapes, objects and characters (or animals, or 
monsters, or whatever). The musicians are composing a 

Is that it, then? 

Ue ees 

(aca) 

cially to manipulate 

yputer 

Building Worlds 
So that's the graphics done, and the sound, and 
they're working together as a game. But wait! 
We've completely forgotten to design a world in 
which the action can take place. Quick... 

sound track and designing sound 
effects. There's a programming team 
working to tie the graphics and the 
sound together inside the game 
concept, making sure baddies 
behave in the right way, that the 
right things happen when the player 
is shot/bitten/belayed about the 
head and neck with heavy blows 
from a wooden club. But even then, 
even when everything seems to 
have been done, the individual levels 
still have to be designed. And they 
do it on paper. 

Well, they do it on paper at 
first, but when they're sure the 
paper model works High Technology 
is summoned back from its shopping 
trip and they call upon the mighty 
power of SVEN. SVEN is a two- 
metre tall Norwegian timber 
laminator with biceps the size of 
Oslo airport, who... No, wait, that's 

not right. SVEN is a game editing 
program that runs on Silicon 

Graphics computers. Yes, that's more like it. 
Assuming that everything else is working more or less 

okay, SVEN can be used to build landscapes, place objects 
and set up baddies for entire levels. Once all that's done it 
can generate the level and put it onto the game for 
immediate testing in one of those ever-useful N64 
emulators. Any changes needed? No need to strip out the 
code and re-program the level, just change the 
parameters in SVEN and have another go. It is, the boys 
at DMA say, a monster package, and it allows them to 
change almost every setting in the game from the 
comfort and familiarity of a nice graphical interface 
without having to get their hands dirty over and over 
again with all that tedious computer code nonsense. 
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to run as well. 

More or less, yes. Creating N64 games is a skilled and complex business, and one which involves a distressingly large 
amount of capital kit. In the early days of computer games, any kid with a £99 Spectrum could write a best-selling 
game. And many did. As time wore on, home machines became more expensive, but it was still within the average 
punter's financial power to buy a computer and a programming language and have a go for themselves. Things became 
more difficult as the 16-bit consoles took hold, but still all you really need to create SNES or Mega Drive games is a 
decent PC and an emulator. 

And now? To even begin to work on an N64 game you need: at least one Silicon Graphics computer; N64 emulation 
software; 3D modelling software and at least one image manipulation package; sound manipulation software, MIDI 
authoring software, synthesizers and a huge library of effects CDs; level designing software; a copy of C (with a 
manual); and as many talented designers, musicians and programmers as you can find. And all that before you can even 
begin to think about the actual game. 

The video games industry isn't just a hobby for nerds any more, it's an expensive business. People bemoan the 
dwindling numbers of independent games developers producing exciting and innovative games in their spare time, but 
it's the price we pay for technical wonderfulness. Luckily, the more successful of the established independents, 
companies (DMA Design and Rare, for example) have got the capital to invest in the tools and people they need to get 
into N64 development. From people like this, we can expect to see games designed by people who care about games, 
rather than games designed by people who want to ride the gravy train and imagine that pretty pictures will be enough. 
Let's hope it works out that way, eh? 
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Edge 50 special 50th edition with free multiformat preview CD-ROM (Win 95) on sale now 



Coming next month in... 
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Re aa came cae right? And it’s still the same game \S 
underneath — the same Controller-moistening blend of shoot-'em- 
up and science fiction cinema, with all our pals from the SNES 
classic and Andross at his most evil. Next month we'll 
be ripping Lylat Wars to bits and sliding it under 
the microscope, revealing aj the reasons you should i 
add it to your Christmas list as well as everything you'll need to 
know to become an expert at it. r 
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we were going to press and it looks jolly good 
super-smooth, with the cag best-handling 

we've seen in any game. We're greatly 
looking forward to putting it head-to-head 
against Ocean's worthy offering. br 

wy 
This is the most eagerly awaited N64 game in Japan at thé moment, 
but we'll elbow our way through the queues and grab a copy. 

A bit of a traffic jam next issue, then, with Titus’s contender ‘also 
looking strong. 

Imagineer's rival to Perfect Striker has just arrived too, and... well,” 
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Jes won't be wasting your 
time explaining the 
obvious levels, he'll tell 
you everything you need 
to know to get to the 
moon and beyond. 
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That's right! From next month we'll be 
setting aside four pages of eath issue of 
N64 Magazine for you, our readers, to 
fight over. Write a fascinating feature on 
your favourite N64 game and send it to - 
us and, if it gets printed, we'll send you a 
desirable reward. Our first winners are 
readers Daniel Glenfield and Nathan 
Oliver, whose brillant guide to Mario 
Kart 64's Battle Mode you'll be able to 
read in the next issue. 

We'll have more news and pictures from 
ECTS and the Tokyo Game $how, along 
with hundreds of tips, wheel-barrow-loads 
of features and so much other brilliant 
stuff that you simply wouldn't believe us 
if we told you about it now. So we won't. 

” Issue 8 on sale Monday, 
13th October. Please. 
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SUPER MARIO 64 + CARD 

52.99 
MARIO KART 64 + CARD 

52.99 
GOLDENEYE + CARD WAVE RACE 64 

52.99 46.99 

SELECTED GAMES = AL2001N- 28.99 ANIMANIACS * ... .. 28.99 
WITH FREE MEMORY DONKEY KONG LAND 96% ++-22.99 

DR MARIO 12.99 
= CARD WORTH £9.99 DUCK TALES + --.28.99 

«= New Title. XX% = Review Score. F1 - RACE 88% 14.99 
(RUM) = Works with rumble pack GOLF 92% 14.99 

JOHN MADDEN 96 16.99 BLAST CORPS 46.99 UNGLE BOOK + o. +.28.99 FIFA SOCCER 34.99 
GOLDENEYE PONIRING!: ee 
FREE 256K MEMORY CARD (RUM) + ...52.99 CRO MACHINES ee 
INT'L SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64 97% ...49.99 BiNBaN Dreams T9100 
KILLER INSTINCT GOLD 68% 46:99: CENGIBLE SGCCER aTea8 
LYLAT WARS + RUMBLE PACK SOCCER 909 "19.99 
FREE 256K MEMORY CARD SPACE INVADERS “4799 
AND PLAYERS GUIDE (RUM) « 5299. Sa wane ee 
MARIO KART 64 92% STREET FIGHTER 2 « 14.99 FREE 256K MEMORY CARD 5288) Sea HUNGHBROK 1z09 
MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY 49.99 CODER MAN m bake el BLOT MING eee sees aoe Sul ARIO LAND 1 94% 19.99 
CHARGWS DATED CHIBIE SUPER MARIO LAND 2 90% “19.99 
FREE 256K MEMORY CARD 90% seep: SUF ER METROID 2 ates 
SUPER MARIO 64 TOP RANKING TENNIS * 12.99 FREE 256K MEMORY CARD 100% ... ...52.99  Warict ann ode ae 
TUROK - DINOSAUR HUNTER 97% | ...48.99 . 
WAVE RACE 64 92% acioo: WWATERWORED +1888 WAVE RACE 9.99 

NINTENDO 64 BOOKS WORMS tbe 
MARIO 64 PLAYERS GUIDE * 9.99 ZELDA 96% on 
MARIO KART 64 PLAYERS GUIDE». -..8.99 = GAMEBOY - ‘STILL 

UNAUTHORISED SECRETS 9.99 THE WORLD’S BEST 
NINTENDO 64 NDHELD 
UNAUTHORISED SECRETS ® ..... 999 wm} ef stig ee ies 
SUPER MARIO 64 SURVIVAL GUIDE* 11.99 a v 45. 
TUROK OFFICIAL GUIDE « 10.99 ) The new 30% smaller and 50% 

lighter Gameboy. Requires batteries 

o GET READY GAMEBOY WITH STAR WARS 47.99 
TO RUMBLE GAMBOY GOLF TRAVEL BUNDLE ... ...52.99 

RUMBLE PAK 
FOR NINTENDO 64 « 14.99 

Slots into controller to provide 
vibrations and feedback in 

compatible games marked (RUM) 

Includes black Gameboy, Golf, Tetris and bag 

GAMBOY MARIO TRAVEL BUNDLE 52.99 
Includes yellow Gameboy, Super Mario Land, 
Super Mario Land 2 and bag 

NINTENDO 64 
FROM ONLY £199.99 

All Nintendo 64's come with one 3D controller and 
RF lead for connection to TV 

..139.99 save £10 

..142.99 save £16 

...187.99 save £21 

... 187.99 save £21 

..189.99 save £29 

NINTENDO 64 . : 

NINTENDO 64 with ‘256k memory cule 

NINTENDO 64 with Super Mario 64 ... 

NINTENDO 64 with Mario Kart 64 

NINTENDO 64 with Turok 

NINTENDO 64 with ISS 64 and 
EXTRA NINTENDO CONTROLLER ...209.99 save £34 

For a pixel perfect picture choose a SCART lead for only £8.99 

NINTENDO 64 0% FINANCE DEALS 
NINTENDO 64BIGDEAL ............ 
CONSISTS OF 
Vv Nintendo 64 console with 3D controller “ Super Mario 64 

Vv 1 Mb memory card v Extra official Nintendo 3D controller 

NINTENDO 64 FOUR PLAYER BIG DEAL . 
CONSISTS OF 
V Nintendo 64 console with 3D controller “ Mario Kart 64 
V Three extra official Nintendo controllers in different colours 
v Four 1.5 metre extender cables ¥ 1 Mb memory card 

NINTENDO 64 GREATEST DEAL 2 
CONSISTS OF 
v Nintendo 64 console with 3D controller “ Super Mario 64 

V Mario Kart 64 ¥ Wave Race 64 v Turok - Dinosaur Hunter 
Vv 1 Mb memory card v Extra official Nintendo 3D controller 

0% finance available. 10% deposit required plus nine further equal monthly 
repayments. APR 0%. Offer subject to status. To apply for 0% finance call 

01279 600204 or visit one of our huge Club Shops. 

For optimum pixel perfect picture quality choose a 
SCART lead for the Nintendo 64 at only £8.99 

_ SONY 14” KV-14Ml 
REMOTE CONTROL TV 169.99 

v 14° FST BLACK TRINITRON TUBE REAR SCART IINPUT 
v FRONT AV INPUTS w SIMPLE MENU # REMOTE CONTROL 

v WIDESCREEN OPTION w TILT & SWIVEL STAND 
0% finance available subject to status. Call 01279 600204 to apply or at one of 
our huge club shops in Bristol, Chelmsford, Nottingham and Sawbridgeworth 

We only sell genuine UK products 

SUPER NES GAMES 
DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2 97%. ++29.99 
DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3 41.99 
DOOM 95% 39.99 
F-ZERO 14.99 
FIFA SOCCER 24.99 
JOHN MADDEN NEL 93 
KIRBY'S DREAMCOURSE 
KIRBY'S FUN PACK... 
KIRBY'S GHOST TRAP 
MORTAL KOMBAT 
MORTAL KOMBAT 3 
MR DO 82% 
PGA TOUR GOLF 
PILOT WINGS 91% 
PINNOCHIO 92% 

19.99 
19.99 

- 36.99 
22.99 
29.99 
29.99 
24.99 
19.99 
23.99 
32.99 

PRIMAL RAGE 27.99 
SECRET OF EVERMORE « .. 29.99 
SPIROU 24.99 
SUPER GHOULS AND GHOSTS 94% _..24.99 
SUPER INTERNATIONAL CRICKET 89% 
SUPER MARIO KART 94% 
SUPER MARIO WORLD 92%. 
SUPER SOCCER * 
SUPER STAR WARS ve 
SUPER STREET FIGHTER 2° 

22.99 
25.99 

-+19.99 
:19.99 
--19.99 
--26.99 

SUPER TENNIS 17.99 
TERRANIGMA .. 41.99 
TETRIS ATTACK 87% 30.99 
VORTEX 14.99 
WINTER GOLD 
YOSHI'S ISLAND 97% 

«32.99 
24.99 

ZELDA 3 - LINK TO THE PAST 95% ... ...19.99 the Cat, Funny Chick, Bo Bo the Dog or 
Dino the Dinosaur. You must look after, 

= SUPER NES feed and nurture them. Owners will see 

_. A BUDGET their pet grow and mature. 

CLASSIC or FREE Mini Boy 

er MARIOPACK 04.90 Keyring Console 
Includes Super Mario 1, 2 

and 3 plus lost levels game and Super Mario 
World (on one four game cartridge) plus one 

Nintendo controller. 

WE STOCK PERIPHERALS FOR SUPER NES 

Tetris and Pole Position style games 

Mm 

Sa, 

NINTENDO 64 ACCESSORIES 
RUMBLE PAK FOR N64 
Slots into Nintendo 64 controller. Sends vibrations through 
the controller to give an extra dimension to compatible games. 
Look out for games marked (RUM) * 

SUPER PAD PLUS FOR N64 
19.99 

5 fire buttons, view control, analogue 
joystick controller, auto-fire, slow 

motion and memory card slot 

OFFICIAL 3D CONTROLLER FOR N64 
26.99 
Analogue and digital control, 6 action buttons, 
2 shoulder buttons, mounted trigger switch 
and memory card slot 

«14.99 
~ 

A 

SAVE £10 

COLOURED OFFICIAL 3D 
CONTROLLER FOR N64 ... 27.99 

Analogue and digital control, 6 action 
buttons, 2 shoulder buttons, mounted trigger switch 

and memory card slot. Available in red, green, yellow, 
black, blue or white 

TOP GEAR PRO ... 64.99 
Fully functional steering wheel with brake and 

accelerator pedals. Programmable buttons, 8 button control, 
D-shaped steering wheel, stick shift, LCD control panel, dynamic 
resolution cornering, self centring with throttle hold and memory 
card slot 

NINTENDO 64 DELUXE a VE £15 CARRY CASE ... 25.99 
Adjustable shoulder strap and carry handle with the 

capacity to store the Nintendo 64 system, 2 controllers, 
6 game cartridges and 6 memory cards. Official Nintendo product [] 

LEADS 
PAIR OF EXTENDER CABLES FOR N64 sibgoae 
PACK OF FOUR EXTENDER CABLES FOR N64 . 
To extend controllers by an additional 1.5 metres each 
HIFI AUDIO LEAD - N64 TO STEREO San 
TV LEAD FOR N64 TO SVHSTV . 
SCART LEAD - N64 TO SCART TV 

MEMORY CARDS 
OFFICIAL NINTENDO MEMORY CARD FOR N64 (256K - 12 sLoTs) 
256K (12 SLOTS) MEMORY CARD FOR N64 ... . 
1 MB (48 SLOTS) MEMORY CARD FOR N64 

UPMINSTER GRAND 
OPENING OCT IITH 

209-213 St. Mary’s Lane, Upminster, Essex 
Opposite Somerfield supermarket 

V Pre-release games to try v Free gifts 
v Competitions v Feel free to come along! WE ARE HERE 

1. Pre-Release N64 games at all our 
shops for you to try NOW, including the fabulous 
Lylat Wars. See base of ad for shop locations. 

2. New 2600 sqft Upminster Shop 
Grand Opening October 11th 9.30 am with free gifts, 
competitions, attractions and more. 209-213 St. Mary’s 
Lane, Upminster, Essex - Opposite Somerfield. 

3. FREE Virtual Pet latest craze worth £14.99 @ 
with every full Special Reserve Membership (£6.00) if you 
buy any one item from our range. 17 other gifts available, some shown below. 

4. FREE Edge Magazine worth £3.50 to all full members joining for the 
first time. The future of interactive entertainment, sent to you a few weeks after joining. 

5. FREE Book of 1001 cheats to all full members. 

6. Total Satisfaction Guaranteed or ALL your money back. We'll 
even collect items over £60 from your door free of charge if you are not satisfied. 

FULL MEMBERSHIP JUST £6.00 INCLUDING 
Ten Special Reserve Colour Magazines per year, featuring our 
huge catalogue of discount products, reviews, news and amazing competitions. 

To join - just phone 01279 600204 or post the order form below. 
Add £6.00 for FULL MEMBERSHIP (1 year) and state your choice of gift if you buy 

any item as you join. You will automatically receive your EDGE Magazine, 
CHEATS Book and CLUB Magazines. OR take a TRIAL MEMBERSHIP for just 

50p. There is absolutely no obligation to buy anything. 

CHOOSE YOUR FREE GIFT 
(other gifts are listed in the Club Siamese or just ask) 

FREE Virtual Pet 
Choose from your own virtual Nekotcha 

Fantastic miniature hand-held console with 
55 variations of 4 classic games, including 

or FREE Football 
Full size 82 panel stitched PVC coated 

football, size 5. With free inflator: 

+ item 

or FREE Personal 
Stereo and Padded Case 

Personal stereo casette player with 

headphones and padded case with 
space for tapes and accessories. 

or FREE 
Blockbusting Movie 
Choose from The Running Man, 
The Guyver 1, Tombstone or 
Four Weddings and a Funeral. 

OFFERS SUBJECT TO STOCK 
OTHER OFFERS AVAILABLE 
OVERSEAS MEMBERS ADD £2 POSTAGE 

Special Reserve 

01279 600204 
OR FAX YOUR ORDER ON 01279 726842 - WE'LL FAX BACK TO CONFIRM 
OPEN 9.30am To 8PM (MON-SAT) 10AM TO 5PM (SUN & BANK HOLIDAYS) 

We only supply members but you can order as you join 

Trial Membership only 50p 
Trial Members receive one issue of the club magazine. Valid for one order. 

Annual Membership (UK) £6.00 
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEES UK £6.00 EC £9.00 WORLD £12.00 
Members receive ten issues of the colour club magazine per year, a free copy 
of EDGE, Book of 1001 and a choice FREE gift when you buy any item 

as you join. is no obligation to buy anything. 
All prices include VAT and carnage to MOST UK mainland addresses 

BLOCK CAPITALS please) 64 MAGAZINE 
Name & Address. 

Postcode Phone No. Machine. 

Enter membership number (if applicable) or 
NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANNUAL UK £6.00) 

For OPTIONAL first class post add 50p per item 
For OPTIONAL fast delivery on hardware add £3.00 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT £ 
Cheque/P..O./Mastercard/Creditcharge/Switch/Visa 

LT 
CREDIT CARD SWITCH 

EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE. (ISSUE NO. ) 

OVERSEAS SURCHARGE £2.00 PER ITEM - CREDIT CARD ONLY 
Cheques payable to 

Special Reserve at 
PO Box 847, Harlow, M21 9PH 

_ We are mainly mail order but we also have 

Five impressive 
Special Reserve Shops 

BRIsTOL Avon 3 351 GLoucester Ro (A38) CHELMSFORD, Essex 43 BroomrieLo Ro 
1'/ MILES FROM THE CENTRE, NEAR Kwik SAVE NEAR THE BUS STATION 

0117 924 5000 01245 348777 
SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS THE MaLTincs STAPLEFORD, NOTTINGHAM 164, Derey Ro 

STATION ROAD, NEAR THE TRAIN STATION 2 MILES FROM J25 OF M1, NEXT TO Kwik Fit 
01279 600399 0115 949 1000 

UpMINSTER, ESSEX 209-213 St. Many’s LANE ALL OUR SHOPS HAVE FULL PC REPAIR 
Opposite SOMERFIELD SUPERMARKET AND UPGRADE FACILITIES 

OPENS OcTOBER 11TH WE FIT ALMOST ANY ITEM BOUGHT FOR £10 
SOME ITEMS BOUGHT IN THE SHOPS CARRY A £1 SURCHARGE ON THE MAIL ORDER PRICES 

Inevitably some products listed may not yet be available. Please phone to check 
availability. Prices may change without prior notification. SAVE = Saving off full 
recommended price. Sent to press xx.x.97 Errors & Ommisions Excluded. Inter- 

Mediates Ltd, T/A Special Reserve, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG 
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IF/ YOU /ARE/LOOKING FOR’ A/ SMALLER RESOLUTION VERSION OFTHIS ISSUE, 

MAGAZINE 

“FOR NINTENDO 64 FANS El 

WE’ ARE A’ SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE DEDICATED /TO/PRESERVING /A’ PART 
OF/CLASSIC GAMING ‘THAT SEEMS TO BE/OVERLOOKED MOST /OF/ THE TIME. 
NAMELY) CLASSIC VIDEO GAME MAGAZINES. 
OUR GOAL IS TO PRESERVE THESE MAGAZINES BY RESTORING 
AND DIGITIZING, THEM BEFORE THEY /ARE LOST FOREVER. 
BESIDES LETTING PEOPLE ENJOY SELECT ARTICLES DIRECTLY ON THE’ SITE, 
WE ALSO CREATE CBZ FILES AS THE ONE YOU ARE LOOKING AT RIGHT NOW, 
WHICH FEATURE THE COMPLETE MAGAZINES FROM START /TO FINISH. 
THIS GIVE US THE BENEFIT OF CREATING MUCH HIGHER RESOLUTION VERSIONS 
THAN WHAT IS FEASIBLE ON A WEBSITE. 
THIS WAY, ANYONE WHO IS BUT A MOUSE-CLICK AWAY WILL BE ABLE 
TO ENJOY THESE CLASSIC MAGAZINES ONCE MORE. 

WE DO HOWEVER ONLY SEEK OUT MAGAZINES WHICH ARE PUBLISHED PRIOR 
TO THE YEAR 2000, UNLESS PERMISSION HAS BEEN GRANTED BY THE PUBLISHER 
IN QUESTION TO DO OTHERWISE. 
THE ONLY EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE ARE DREAMCAST EXCLUSIVE MAGAZINES, 
DUE TO THE NATURE AND CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE SYSTEM, 
AS WELL AS NINTENDO 64 EXCLUSIVE MAGAZINES. 
REPRINTS AND RE-ISSUED CLASSIC MAGAZINES IN ANY SHAPE OR FORM 
(DIGITAL. VERSIONS INCLUDED) WILL BE TREATED LIKE NEWER MAGAZINES, 
WHICH MEANS WE WON'T BE SCANNING OR DISTRIBUTING THEM. 

THE REASON FOR RESTRICTING OURSELVES TO MAGAZINES PUBLISHED 
BEFORE A,/CERTAIN DATE, IS TO/GIVE PUBLISHERS ENOUGH BREATHING ROOM 
TO/SELL REPRINTS OR DIGITAL VERSIONS /OF/ THEIR /OLD MAGAZINES 
IF/ THEY, WISH TO DO,/SO. 
THESE’ ARE HARD ENOUGH TIMES /AS IT /IS/FOR’PRINT/ AND/ THE /LAST//THING 
WE’ WOULD WANT, ISTO /DO'IS HAVE’ ANY/KIND/ OF NEGATIVE EFFECT/ON THEM. 
WE’ SEEK OUT TO WORK’ WITH PUBLISHERS’ AND/ ARE’ ALWAYS LOOKING /TO 
SEEK /APPROVAL TO DIGITIZE,/ RESTORE /AND RE-DISTRIBUTE /THEIR WORKS 
IN/ WHATEVER WAY, THEY, SEE FIT. (PUBLICLY /OR WITH SILENT /APPROVAL) 

WE HAVE /NO INTENT /NOR DESIRE / TO’ PROFIT) FROM / THESE’ DIGITAL’ MAGAZINES 
IN’ ANY /WAY,)/SHAPE,/OR FORM.’ NOR/DO/WE’ HAVE ANY/DESIRE ,TO/FINANCIALLY 
HARM ‘ANY PUBLISHER, EDITOR, /WRITER/OR PERSON / INVOLVED IN CREATING 
THESE,,/OR ANY /OTHER’ MAGAZINES FOR/THAT/ MATTER. 
WE/ARE’NOT HERE /TO/DO HARM,’ BUT//TO; HELP /PROTECT/ THEIR /LEGACY. 
THAT /IS/WHY / THE /PRE-2000 DATE/IS/IN/ PLACE: 
TO/PROTECT,/THEIR/ BUSINESS /AND ' LIVELY-HOOD,/AND /TO/MAKE’ SURE /THAT/ WE 
WILL: /BE/ABLE’TO KEEP/ ENJOYING NEW /MAGAZINES’ FOR MANY/YEARS /TO/COME, 
WHILE /AT//THE’ SAME /TIME/ ENJOY THEIR’ BACK /CATALOGUE. 

WE’) WOULD LIKE /TO THANK’ EVERYONE /WHO/MAKES THIS’ PROJECT POSSIBLE. 
FROM /THE’ ORIGINAL’, WRITERS,’ EDITORS’ AND/ PUBLISHERS,’ TO/ THE /CURRENT, 

COPYRIGHT OWNERS AND ‘EVERYONE /INVOLVED | IN /ACQUIRING, DIGITIZING, 
RESTORING, /PRESERVING /AND DISTRIBUTING / THESE’ MAGAZINES. 

ONE ,L-AST/ THING: 
IF/YOU/COME/ACROSS’/ANYONE /TRYING /TO/ SELL’/ ANY, OF / THESE’ DIGITAL 
MAGAZINES,’ OR/PROFIT/FROM /THEM IN /ANY/WAY,/SHAPE/OR FORM, 
PLEASE DO/NOT, SUPPORT//THEM! 

THANK’ YOU! 

Max-Rez 
Version 
(2560 pixels) 

YOU ARE / VIEWING |THE /)"MAX—REZ” / VERSION OF//THIS ISSUE’ RIGHT/NOW. 
THIS/ VERSION IS’ CREATED FOR OPTIMAL VIEWING, ON LARGE’ DISPLAYS. 

FOR USE ON A TABLET OR EVEN AN IPOD OR IPHONE, 
BE SURE TO CHECK THE MAGAZINE CATALOGUE ON OUR SITE. 


